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PREFACE

This document is the final technical report (CDRL Item A003) for the
SoFtware Reliability Study, Cortrc-t No. F30602-74-C-0036. It presents
results of a study of data, princil11y error data, collected from four
software devalopment projects. These data were analyzed to determire what
might be learned about various types of errors in the software; th', effec-
tiveness of the development and test itrategies in preventing and detect-
ing errors, respectively; and the reliatblity of the software itself.

This report also describes dat? that are generally available, how
these data were used in this study, and snme observed realities concern-
ing the data collection and analysis proceQ.,.-s.

Finally, the most recent work on TRW's Mathematicol Theory of Software
* ,Reliability (MTSR), the Nelson model, is presented. This is complemented

by a survey of software reliability midels currently available in the soft-
ware community.

Principal Contributors:

G. R. Craig E. C. Nelson B. B. White
L. E. Frey T. A. Thayer
W. L. Hetrick J, A. Yoxtheimer
M. Lipow J. A. Whited
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EVALUATION

The need for more 'reliable software' by ,1l. major comands, the need for
A. I researth an development in software reiiability, specifically to investi ate

the sources of errors In software, was stated In the Command, Control Infor,-

mation Processing CCIP-85 Study (Information Processing/Data Automation

Implications of Air Force Coand And Control Require,"ents In The 1980's).

! In artempts to satisfy these needs, various approaches have been proposed in

recent years; some partially applicable others directed towards a specific

problem..

This effort was initiated in r(sponse to the CCIP-85 Study and fits into the

goals of RADC TPO No. 11, Software Sciences Technology, in particular the

area of Software Quality (Error Data Analysis). The report focuses on the

problems of software error identification, collection, categorization and

analysis as well as the tools and techniques utilized. Tne importance of

the study is to bring together past and current experience in software

reliabilit.y In o:der to form a mathodology which can be used to produce moe

reliable software as ' pll as an Insight to improvements in the processes

involved.

Many questions can be answered erning software reliability by collecting

A and analyzing data. To become more informed of the types of errors one may

come across, the distinctive features of the softuare development process

1that propagated them and the particulars under which they arisei is a

beginning in being able to specify measures of software quality in a

quantitative manner. These measures can be used by both buyers and producers

,'1 of large software systems.

"JAMES V. CELLINI, JR.
Project Engineer Vii
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" ( 1.0 INTRODUCTION

i 1 1.1 St-udyObjectives

The Ojectives of the Software Reliability Study may be sumnarized

%, , ,by the following:

i * Determine what software structural and development
u characteristics are available for analysis and

which of these characteristics are relevant to the
description (or prediction) of software reliability.

* Define improved methods for collecting reliability
data.

# Based on error histories seen in the data, define
sets of error categories, both causative and sympto-
matic, to be applied in the analysis of software
problem reports and their closures.

* Recommend changes in: 1) development techniques to
enhance the error-freeness (reliability) of the
coded product and 2) test techniques to make itpossible to find more errors earlier.

# Perform a survey of existing software reliability
models.

* Extend Nelson's Mathariatical Thtory of Software
Reliability (MTSR) and apply it to data collected
on an ongoing software development project.

These objectives are achieved principally through analysis of empiri-
cal data collected during software testing, although as the reader will note
in subsequent sections, what we see in testing is largely determined by
what occurs in the preceding phases of the software development cycle, i.e.,
during the requirements analysis, design, and coding phases. Therefore,
when necessary (and possible) this study has examined other software
development disciplines, too.

1.2 Backgound

iThe driving force behind this study is the idea that much can be
said about the quality and reliability of software from the software's
error history. This idea is a popular one and one which serves as a cen-
tral theme in this study.

Although the term "software reliability" is defined in Sections 5.0
and 6.0 in conjunction with software reliability models, a more general

1l-l



definition for purposes of the analysis of empirical error data is in

order. The definition chosen is the one offered in Reference 1.

Software possesses reliability to the extent that itcan be expected to perform its intended functions
€satisfactorily.

Assuming that documented errors represent an inability to perform intended
functions satisfactorily, error-free software would be reliable software.
This assumption is made in the investigation of errors and other softwre
characteristics.

In the definition above, the word "satisfactorily" also needs defini-
tion. A universally applicable quantitative definition does not presentlyexist; however, in the world of software problem reports mere creation of

the report registers some dissatisfaction with performance, whether the
reort documents a 'eal problem, a need for software enhancement, or what
turns out to be no problem at all.

Using the definition given above, the number of errors documented on
problem reports can be used as an indicator of software reliability. How-
ever, raw counts of errors don't tell the whole story and can be misleading.
Therefore, further analysis is necessary to determine the types of errors,
when and where they were introduced, how they were detected, and their
impact on the operation of the software system.

1.3 Approach

The fundamental approach taken in this study has been to base analy-
sis on real data gathered from four large software projects: two command
and conFro systems, a data management system, and a highly analytical
real-time system. An attempt has been made to quantify the various char-
actiristics of the software, the development program that produced the
software, the test program that detected the errors, and finally, the
errors themselves.

The study was conducted in two parts. The first part consisted of
collecting and analyzing data from two completed projects (three projects
were actually used) to get a better picture of data availability in order
to detemine what parameters were generally available and meaningful to
analyze. Analysis techniques were also developed during the first part
of the study. The second part of the study called for an application of
findings and techniques identified during the first part of the study to
a fourth, ongoing project.

Also in the last part of the study work was done to expand and
evalIate the Mathematical Theory of Software Reliability (MTSR). This
software reliability model 'is particularly noteworthy since it addresses
data and the functional characteristics of the software in its as:,essment
of reliability.

Details of specific approaches taken in the analysis of data and
expansion of MTSR are given throughout the remainder o' this docufefit.

1-2



1.4 Terminology

Although a glossary of terms is presented in Appendix A, several
general terms need definition to familiarize the reader with what follows
in this document. These are terms used by TRW and some of its customers,
and as such, may not be commonly understood.

Project - The end product of a project is the software and its doc'Jmenta-
4 . t7on. The project itself is the combination of develcpment activities,

personnel, material resources, schedules, etc., required to produce the
software and its documentation. In this study we talk about four projects,
and since they have provided data for analysis, we call them source
projects.

Proorammer - For the prijects under study a programmer is the individual
who creates the software product and documentation. Sometimes called a
developer or programmver/analyst, he designs, codes, and tests the portin
of the end product for which he is responsible. He doesn't just code,

Tester - In this study a tester, or test analyst, is an individual who
accepts delivery of the software from the developers and executes it to
verify that it performs its intended functions correctly. He prepares
test plans and procedures, executes the test procedures, atialyzes test
results, and documents problems. He is independent of the developers in

the sense that he does not create the product. He is, however, required
to work with the developers to verify that corrections to the software work
properly through retesting. The term tester is also given to the system
integration contractor parsonnel and customer people involved in test
activities.

Problem/Error -A problem is a user oriented registration of dissatisfac-
tion which is documented oit a form we generically call a problem report.
It can be either symptomatic or causative and need not be the result of
an execution of the software (e.g., code inspections can result in the
detection of problems). In this report we use the terms problem and error
synonymously, although we recognize that they should be different. This
is a concession made necessary by the fact that we have used real data fromlarge projects, and it has not been possible to retrace each problem report
to determine the original error.

Ideally, an error would be defined as a causative act producing a
fut * in tne software which, if evoked, would result in a symptomatic
execution fLiu=e.

C, The assumption made in this study is that one problem report documents
one error or, more eccurately, one fault. Of course, this is not always the
case. We therefore work with "actual" problems or "actual" errors, i.e.,
those problems that required a change in the code to affect corrective
action. By considerirg only the code change problems and performing analy-
ses at the routine level, the inaccuracies of the above assumption are
minimized.

Some people call these "bugs."
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1.5 Suggestions on Reading This Document

This document presents the results of the Software Reliability Study
in seven major section.s. As might be imagined, there is some diverseness
between the essentially theoretical work concerning software reliability
models and the work connected with collecting and analyzing real data.
Also, since the Software Reliability Study had few precedents to follow,
results included many lessons learned about collecting data and methods
of analysis which should be valuable to those who attempt similar studies
in the future. Parts of this document will hold varying importance for
different readers. Therefore, this document has ieen organized in such a
way that topics of date description, data collection, results of analysis,
and reliability modeling appear in separate sections. And, it's not
imperative that sections be read sequentially. Lessons learred and results
are presented as part of each section.

In our previous study of empirical data, work done in support of the
CCIP-85 study group (5), our recommerdation to the reader who was tempted
to further analyze data included in the final report was "don't." This was
due to the quality of data, collected and analyzed retrospectively, and the
lack of supporting information to explain the error data. Here our suggestion
to the same reader is "go ahead." Although we haven't presented the sheer
volume of raw data that was in the previous study, the quality of data pit-
sented in this document is much better, and supporting infonw4tion to explain
trends and statistical "cutliers" is available.

There is, however, one fairly significant caveat. Our experience in
this study has shown that there can te tremendous variabilities from one
project to the next, and for that matter, between different portions of the
same project. What is true for one project may not be true for the next,
even when the project performers are essentially -the same people. So, the
reader is cautioned to view findings presented here and any he may conclude
from his own analyses with caution in an application to other projects.

The following paragraphs briefly discuss contents of the remainder of
this document.

Section 2.0 contains a description of the four source projects and
the data provided by these projects. Although not strictly necessary
reading, it provides a background for Section 4.0, which contains the
results of analysis.

Section 3.0 specifically addresses the categorization of software
errors. It cliscusses a method for generating categories and recommends
methods for increasing the quality of data collected. It also offers a
brief history of category lists used in TRW's experience.

A Section 4.0 contaiis the results of analyses performed during the
study. An attempt has been made in this section to define the data, con-
ditions, qualifiers, and assumptions made concerning each investigation.

Section 5.0 presents a summary of software reliability models pres-ently available in the industry.
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Section 6,0 presents work accomplished on the Mathematical Theory
of Software Reliability and, to the extent possible, work done in evaluating
this model.

Section 7.0 presents observed realities and lessons leanied about
data collection.

II
- *'

:, F~nally, Section 8.0 summarizes major study concluslons,

41-

II
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2.0 DATA DESCRIPTION /
In this section we will describe the data that are available for

study. Data were taken from four software projects which, for purposes
of anonymity, have been assigned names other than their real project
designators. Table 2-1, below, lists the categories of data which are
generally available from software development projects and the projects
for which each category is available. Each of these categories will be
described in detail.

2.1 General Project Descriptions

The four subject projects all represent major software development
activities. One of them, Project 3, involves a co-contractor other
than TRW producing some subset of the total software package. Specific
findings traceable to the interface or differing development techniques
are being analyzed, recognizing characteristics of the multi-contractor
relationship. Although this multi-contractor relationship is believed
to be extremely important to the analysis, review of the data includes
a "one contractor" survey as well.

Table 2-1. Data Availability

Project Project Project Project
Data Category 2 3 4 5

1) General Project X X

Descriptions

2) Design Problem Data X

3) Problem Report X X X X
(Error) Data

4) Software X X X X
Characteristics

5) Testing Data X X X

A 6) Personnel Data X

7) Computer Usage Data X J

*Detail of software characteristics for these projects is compara-
tively less than that which is available for Projects 2 and 3 due
to the unavailability of automated tools.
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.1.1 Project 2

Project 2* is the Project B mentioned in Reference 5. Data avail-
able for this project was collected during four major modifications to f
the Final Operating Configuration (FOC) version of that software. These
modifications are identified as MODIA, MODIB, MOOIB, and MOD2 and are
considered generally as separate development packages (in fact, separate
projects), each with its own cycle of design, coding, debug, and formal
test activities.

The software itself is a cornand and control software system written
in JOVIAL Jd. Only the applicatioe.; software is considered in this study,although error data for the operating system (SYMON) and its system support

software was sought in the course of data collection. OS software was
virtually error free for this projzct and Project 3.

A majority of the errors for Project 2 was detected during fomal
test cycles composed of validation, acceptance, and integration testing
(See Section 4.2.2). As with the FOC version, validation and acceptance
tests were conducted by TRW, while a separate contractor performed the
system integration tests. No operational demonstrations were conducted
prior to delivery of the software to the customer, however.

Softwaro Development for each modification was governed by formally
specified and approved requirements, and it was these requirements tha.

ifomal validation and acceptance tests were designed, to demonstrate.
System integration testing, on the other hand, was directed at verifying
compatibility of the applications software with the operating system
environment.

Structurally, the smallest conpilable unit of source code was the
routine. Routines were joined to form functions, func*icns were joined
to form subsystems, and finally the system was comprised of several sub-
systems. This structure, which was also maintained for Project 3, was
produced by a project organization based on the fuaiction. That is, a
work unit (& group of developers or testers) was responsible for one or
more whole functions, a relation that has proved helpful in the analysis.

2.1.2 Project 3

Project 3 represents an initial delivery of a large command and con-
trol software package. The applications software is written in JOVIAL 24
and is compatible with the SYMON operating system.

As with Project 2, the. majority of errors analyzed were detected
urirg formal testinG; however, operationial data for Project 3 spanning
a period of approximately one year was also analyzed. In other respects
the development and test characteristics are quite similar to those for
Project 2, Table 2-2. As was mentioned earlier, TRW was not the sole

-- 'Project I corresponds to Project A mentioned in Reference 5.
It is not referenced in this study.
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7Table 2-2. General Project Characteristics

Project 2 Project 3 Project 4 Project 5

Size (total source 96,931 115,346 --- * 11,105**
' statements) 17,o459 MLI

Number of routines 173 249 190 531

Language JOVIAL J4 JOVIAL J4 PWS FORTRAN
and
Assembly

Formal To func- To func- To software To routine
Requirements tion level tion level system level level

Oocumentation SSD SSD TRW MIL STO
Standard Exhibit Exhibit Standards 490

61-47B 61-478

Co-contractor No Yes (77) No No* (routines)

Operating Mode Batch Batch On-line Real time

or batch and batch

Forma) Testing . Valida- e Valida- .. • Routine
(descending in tion tion Devel oFnent
order of
occurrence) e Accept- e Accept- 0 Routine

ance ance Integration

. Integra- e Integra- e Process
tion tion Integration

e Opera- 9 Performance
tional Evaluation
Demon-

stration e Operational
Demonstra-

.. _-tion

contractor writing applications software, but data resulting from both
contractors was available through a common configuration management
source. Some data, e.g., personnel characteristics and computer time
usage, are available only for the TRW portion uf the software.

*PWS os not measurable in comparable units.
**Project 5 size here in measured in executable source statements

for FORTRAN code and in machine language instructions for assembly
language code.
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2.1.3 Project 4

Project 4 is a generalized information processing system written in
a specially designed macro language called Program Word Structure or PWS.
This system, with data storage, retrieval, and reporting capabilities, is
highly flexible in that it can easily be tailored to suit a user's require-.
ments through use of an English-like language.

The Project 4 structure begins with the subroutine as the smallest
compilable unit of code. These are nestaole and can call other subroutines
or themselves. Subroutines group to form modes and modes are grouped to
form decks. Decks are link edited to form pages.

It is important to note that all Project 4 data is representative
of operational software. No data for the Project 4 development period
was available.

2.1.4 Project 5

Project 5 is the on-going software development project which was
selected to serve as a test bed for evaluation of early S.R.S. data
collection and analysis techniques. It was chosen because of its
schedule, the availability of development and test tools, and the fact
that it is producing state-of-the-art realtime software using top-down
structured programing. Software being produced on Project 5 includes
a realtime data processor (the applications software), a realtime
cperating system, a realtime simulator to simulate the external hardware
and operational environamnts, and support software, both batch and
realtime, to support construction, testing, and configuration manage-
ment of the software system.

Not all of the Project 5 code was used for study, however. We
analyzed data from the applications, simulator, and operating system
software, all of which is realtime code, and the batch mode Product
Assurance tools, including a dynamic path analyzer, a code auditor,
and a code structure analyzer.

Development and test techniques being used on Project 5 make it
particularly attractive as an object of study. First of all, true
top-down incremental development is being followed. That is to say,
critical portions of the software are developed and tested in a series
of "increments" and less critical portions are simulated using stubs
(dumy elements). Each increment is a complete development cycle in
itself, consisting of design coding, and testing phases. And, each
'uccessive increment adds more of the total system capability by

ii replacing stubs with deliverable code. In this manner risk can be
assessed early and critical algorithms analyzed thoroughly before large
portions of programs have been committed to code. The degree of breakage
or recoding on Project 5 is minimized in this manner and flexibility is

,4 , maintained until optimum design solutions are achieved. As the r.ritical
algorithms and routines are shown to work successfully, lower levels of
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I subroutines are developed and the total system is integrated and
tested. Other projects in the study were developed in a one-time,

F all-at-once traditional doveiopment cycle.i

Project 5 is also being developed under rigorously enforced standards
and procedures. The size and duration of the project, coupled with
inherent turnover of personnel dictated that a consistent set of coding

- standards be developed. During the contract definition phase a Software
Standards and Procedures Manual was developed. This rAnual contains
thirty-two (32) discrete standards dealing with the following major areas:

* Ntinber of executable statements

* Flow charting

s Nomenclature or naming conventions

e Preface and inline comments

* Structured Programming

* Statements Labels

The standards and procedures are enforce:! by a product assurance
group utilizing an automated test tool entitled "Code Auditor" which
operates on routines and programs to check compliance for 32 individuall 1 coding instructions.

IProject 5 is also attractive from a testing standpoint since con-
siderable emphasis is placed on unit or routine level testing. A project
standard calls for exercise of all executable statements and branch
points during urit testing, and for the realtime applications software
there is a requirement to execute all paths* at the unit level.

2.1.5 Summary of General Project Descriptions
Individual project characteristics may best be displayed in tabular

form in relation to similar characteristics for the other subject projects,

Table 2-2. When, in the course of analysis, project-specific characteris-
tics are germane to results, these will be identified and contrasted with
the similar (or dissimilar) characteristics from other projects.

2.2 Design Problem Data

To date, very little has been done to analyze design problems
*uncovered in the formal reviews of the preliminary and detailed design.

This is mentioned since these reviews, typically designated the PDR and
CDR, respectively, produce a significant amount of data critiquing the

*Path1s through loops are defined to be at least one traversal of the loop,
although more traversals typically occur.
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basic design. This information is easily collected, tut never used.

In fact, the design problem report (DPR) is difficult to analyze
L jin its present forn. because it is written without benefit of guidelines,

and the important parameters are not presently defined or known. This
wealth of information (Project 3 produced 5619 such reports:), some of
it describing acute problems resulting from the design process, faces
the same need for organization that the software problem report has
required.

The extent to which the Project 3 OPRas will be used is limited.
A raw count of total occurrences by routine is being used only to get a:' feel for the amount of review each routine received. (See-T-etio., 4.5.4.)

2.3 Problem Report (Error) Data

The software problem report (SPR) and the closure report (MTM)*

form the backbone of data for this study. It is from the combination of
these reports that the error category is determined. For each of the
subject projects the SPR/MTM pair provided the vehicles for opening and
closing a problem.

Every SPR required at least one MTM, whether the problem was a real
one or not. An SPR could be written against a routine, the data base,
the COMPOOL (in the case of Projects 2 and 3), a document, a test case,Ior just to ask a question. It was also used to place product improve-
ments on the CM records for future software updates. From the SPR the
following may be determined.

* The subject of the problem (routine, data base, etc.)

e When it was discovered

e The test case that pointed out the problem

* The software configuration when the problem was found

* A description of the problem.

The Ml11 closes the problem by 1) delivering a new modification to
the software, 2) delivering a change to the data base (values) or COMPOOL(definitions), or by demonstrating that the problem is not a problem,

i.e., an explanatory closure. It also indicates whether the SPR was
written against the right subject. The key information on the MTM,
however, is the explanation of the problem and the fix. -or Projects 4

*odification Transmitte.l Memorandum, Projects 2 and 3,
Project 4 and Project , used only one form, the SPR
and Discrepancy Report (DR), respectively.
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and 5 the -software problem report was used, as a single piece of paper,
to both open and close the problem. See Appendix B for sample problem
reports.

Totals of SPR's analyzed for the source projects are presentedFthroughout this document for each individual investigation of errors.
This is because, depending on the investigation, the total number of

[ documented problem reports may not have been used.

2.4 Software Characteristics
: As might be imagined, the characteristics of the software come in

two forms: those that can be quantitatively measured and those that
require some subjective evaluation. In this study both are considered
important. Both are needed to explain errors. Both are needed to under-

stand the background against which the software is designed, coded, and
tested; this need carries into the operational environment, too. Examples
of both types are presented in Table 2-3.

2.4.1 Software Structural Characteristics

Structural characteristics are measurable. They quantify the soft-
ware size, interface descriptions, use of the data base, and use of
various language elements. The approach taken in the initial planning
of the S.R.S. data collection task was to provide as much quantitative
detail as possible. Several automated tools were available to aid in
this task.

2.4.1.1 'TMETRIC Language Analyzer

'TMETRIC is a utility routine which statically analyzes JOVIAL J4
source code, breaking this code down into its component language elements.
This analysis is done at the routine level. Figure 2-1 presents sample
output for a routine called COMPOl2. The principal output of 'TMETRIC
is the total size in source code statements, the number of logic branches,
and the distinction between executable and non-executable statements.
Comments are distinguished from statements.

In an effort to tie specific types of problems (Section 4.3) to

types of routines and, finally, types of code within a routine, four
generic types of executable code have been arbitrarily defined.

I/O - I/O refers to JOVIAL defined and SYSTEM defined
input and output statements. JOVIAL I/O state-
ments include FORMIN, FORMOUT, DECODE and ENCODE.
SYSTEM DISC I/O includes 'SDAHA and its various
entrances. Examples of SYSTEM TAPE I/O are
'CWRITE, 'WEOF and 'REWIND.

COMPUTATIONAL - These are statements expressing equations contain-
ing arithmetic operators.

Example: AA = BB*CC**2/DD $
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. lDATA HANDLING - These statements effect a simple data transfer
(equality) from one variable to another and are
distinguished from computational statements.

jExamples: XX=YY $, AA($BB+2, DO$) = 'PR $.

LOGICAL - Logical statements establish branches in the code
and include the IF, IFEITH, ORIF, FOR and GOTO
SWITCH statements.

y
Additional considerations in the 'TMETRIC output are as follows:

SEXECUTABLE statements are distinguished from NON-EXECUTABLE datadeclarations, procedure deciarations, etc.

a L1=, L2=, etc., refer to the number of IF, IFEITH, and O11IF state-
ments indentured 1 level, 2 levels, etc. LL- includes levels of
indenture of 5 or greater.

# Nl=, N2-, etc., refer to the number of FOR loop statements nested
1 deep, 2 deep, etc. NN includes depths of nesting of 5 or
greater.

* PROC CALL includes internal and external (SUBR) procedure calls.

# B1=, B2=, etc., refer to the number of SWITCH declarations that
contain 1 branch, 2 branches, etc, BB includes SWITCH branches
of 5 or greater.

TOTAL BRANCHES includes all possible logical branches, resulting
from IF, IFEITH, ORIF and GOTO-SWITCH name statements. This does
not reflect the actual nLnber of logical branches the program
will make when it executes.

The four code types described above appear to be general enough to
be applicable to Projects 4 and 5, but two code types were added to cover
the PWS language of Project 4:

9 Information and program formoat control statements

* Instrumentation statements for compilation and identification.

The ,macros in the PWS language have been classified according to the four
generic types and the two additional types given above. Project 4 diag-
nostics output routine usage of the PWS macros. From this a breakdown
of code type by routine can be determined.

2.4.1.2 Interface Definitions

Routine/routine and routine/data base interface descriptions are
generally available from system utility or construct routines. To this
can be added details of the individual interface, e.g., number of argu-
mcnt3 in the calling sequence, the type of interface (applications, system,
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user, data base) and the fornot of information passed. The level of
eizbedment of the "distance from the executive" can be determined and may
give us a clue to why routines are used incorrectly or why some routines
suffer from a large number of inaccurately written SPR's.

2.4.2 Subjective Characteristics

These characteristics provide the background necessary for under-
standing the software problems. Here again the approach was to collect
any information that wasn't nailed down; however, in the course of defining
common questions that could be asked of each developer, the term "difficulty"
kept cropping up. When asked to describe a routine's complexity we typi-
cally describe its type (e.g., a utility routine) and quickly launch into
a description of how difficult it is, was, or will be to produce. Ask the
same question of a tester or maintainer of software and the response is
likely to be the same. The point to be made here is that we don't know
how to describe software complexity. We do have a pretty good and remark-
ubly universal understanding of what makes a routine "difficult." There-
fore, questions related to subjective routine characteristics were limited
to asking about routine type and difficulty. Work unit managers were
requested to assign difficulty ratings to each of the following disciplines;
they were also asked to provide additional comment concerning the routine
and the difficulty encountered during development and test:

* Design - preliminary and detailed design work, the design reviews,

requirements definition and, all work done prior to coding.

* Coding - the process of transferring the flow documented in the !
detailed design do,:umentation into source code.

o Checkout - debug, checkout, and development testing of theroutine, including preparation of special test drivers and

debug code.

e Implementation- work necessary to make the routine interface
with other routines, the OS, and the COMPOOL; effort required
to provide data base inputs; the human interfaces with other
developers, the test group, configuration management, etc.

9 Documentation - preparation of all documents related to the
routine, excluding status reports.

Routine type is assigned according to the primary function of the routine.
These are given below.

* CON- control or executive routine

I INP - input routine

a SET - setup or initialization routine
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Table 2-3. Available Parameters

Routine Structural Characteristics

* Routine size

- Total source code statements
- Executable statements
- Non-executable statements
- Machine dependent number of instructions

* Number of branches

Number of direct interfaces

- With other applications routines
- With operating system routines

* Number of arguments in interface calls

j Data interfaces

- Number of global data blocks
- Number of internal data variables

* Number of procedures

# Number of entry points

* Number of exit points

'1 e Routine code type

- % computational
- % logical
- % data handling
- % 1/0

* Loop and nesting levels

4 Branch statement (IF) nesting levels

'." v Number of comments

9 Pages of documentation

# Computer time (clock time, not CPU time) I
II

- Development time
- Test tim-
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Table 2-3. Available Parameters (continued) F.

ISubjective Characteristics

* Routine difficulty at preliminary design

4; Routine difficulty after formal test and delivery

*- Design

- Debu/ch . iut
I'' | ,- Impl emeni tAion

.,, Documentator,

s Routine type

-. Exocutivs
- Control

;- Setup
i - "np .t

I - Computational
- Post processing
- UUtpul

• Personnel data

- Number of people working on routine
- Load factor on each programmer
- Programmer rating
- Programmer/job evaluation
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e P/C - primarily computational routine

* P/P - post-processing routineH OUT - output routine

* UTL - utility routine

A near similar rating of difficulty for Project 3 routines is avail-
able from the pre-detalled design period. Comparison will be made to the
post-delivery difficulty rating to investigate differences and any possible
relation to the types of problems encountered.

2.5 Test Characteristics for Projects 2, 3 and 4

This source of information, believed to be essential to the study of
software reliability, has proved to be a major disappointment in that test
data of the required detail is not available for Projects 2, 3, and 4.
Although information -about numbers of tests, the type of test, and how many
problems each uncovered is available and will be examined for Project 3, ai quantitative measure of how much of the software was tested is not avilable.
That is, we cannot determine how much stress the test program put the soft-
ware through.* Aside from being a disappointment to the S.R.S. thi's lack
of information is really a fundamental criticism of the test prograIm since
it is key to the question of determining how much testing is "enough."[
When formal testing was over it could be said that all the requiremehnts
were satisfied, a "large" number of the additional software capabilities
were demonstrated, and when exercised in the operational environment, the
software correctly processed operational-like data within the allotted time
limit. It is impossible, however, to say what percentage of the code was
exercised.

Testing for Projects 2 and 3 was conducted in five distinct test
periods, each with a general test goal.** These periods are described in
the following paragraphs.

No test data were available for Project 4 since it is an operational
program.

*Measures of stress other than the amount of code exercised are
1) computer time used for testing, see Section 4.0, 2) number of
test executions, and 3 number of analysts available to review
test results. Item 2), although available, is considered a poor
parameter because test reruns generally did not execute new code.
Item 3) is also available and may help to explain both the number
and type of SPRs generated.

**Project 2 actually employed four of these, eliminating the opera-

tional demonstration because Project 2 is operational software
under frequent update.
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I 2.5.1 Development Test

Test cases, formal only to the extent that they were documented, were
written and executed by the development personnel. The goal during this
test period was to demonstrate specific functional capabilities, test data
extremes and singularities, trigger output of all error messages, test the
operator interface, and produce all output formats in the appropriate media.
Use of special drivers, debug code, and instrumentation techniques was
practiced. This testing was begun after a routine was compiled and debugged,
i.e., the routine would load and cycle. Tests were structured in a bottom-up
fashion; once routines were sufficiently tested, they wete grouped and tested
as functions. Functions were grouped for the subsystem tests.

2.5.2 Validation Test and Acceptance Test
,'| Validation1 testing was begun after a batch delivery of the software at

an event called "internal delivery." At this point an independent test group
took delivery of the software and began formal testing with a goal of demon-
strating the approved software performanc:e and design requirements. An addi-
tional goal was to demonstrate selected software capabilities agreed upon by
the customer and the test group. These included use of operationally oriented
unique data sets, selected limits tests, and use of operational scenarios.Key o te coduc ofvalidation and acceptance testing was the fact that all
testing was performed on a master configuration and no alteration of the code
was allowed, even addition of diagnostic code was not allowed.

Validation and acceptance tests were run at the subsystem level through
the main subsystem entrance but were designed to examine performance at the
routine, function, subsystem, and system levels.

Acceptance testing consisted of a rerun of a subset of validation tests,
those that specifically demonstrated the software requirements. Customer
acceptance of the software hinged on successful completion of these tests.

2.5.3 Integration Test

This test period was conducted by an independent integrating contractor
whose responsibility it was to demonstrate that the applications software
interfaced correctly with the operating system and the system support soft-
ware. Additional goals were to test the following:

* thc software/operator interface
I

# all listable, card, and tape outputs

* out of bounds input conditions

Tests conducted during this period were similar in structure and
formality to the validation and acceptance tests.
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2.5.4 Operational Demonstration

The operational demonstration (00) was a short period of testing~which followed an operational timeline and used an operational data
base. The goal during this period was to demonstrate the software in

the operational environment.

2.5,5 Project 5 Testing

The Project 5 test program differs primarily in that tha development
test period is conducted in a more formil fashion. More specifically,
the goals of the development test period are to 1) demonstrate require-
ments allocated to the routine level, 2) exercise all code, and 3) demon-
strate an extensive list of functional capabilities in formal test
cases. Extensive low level interface testing is an additional goal.
Development tests are conducted at the routine and task (analogous to
the function of Project 3) levels, calling for drivers to be built to
do this early integration testing.

Following this period is a process integration test period during
which fonral tests are executed to demonstrate interfaces between tasks
making up subprocesses and between subprocesses making up the various
realtime processes. This test phase is conducted by an independent

ttest team and is the period which produces the problem reports, called
discrepancy reports, used in this study. 'This testing is actually
system level testing because the entire software system*, interfacing
with the realtime simulator, is exercised.

Although no measure of test thoroughness was possible at the process
or system level of testing**,test thoroughness was determinable at the
routine level through use of a dynamic path analysis tool. This allowed
developmnent testers to assure that all executable code had been tested
and that, ir a select portion of the system's applications software,
all paths had been tested. This was coupled with use of an operational-
like test data base during early routine level testing. The effective-
ness of this test thoroughness will be discussed in Section 4.7.4.

4'L

*To the extent possible with each successive iteration of the
top-down approach.

**Autonated tools available for measuring test t"oroughness ran

out of core at the system level.
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S.6 Personnel Data

;valu.)tion of personnel Derforrance was limited to TRW programmers
frie 1,rojer. 3 u: to product delivery at the end of the operational dewxn-
';traLIon. Once again this is done because of the incompleteness of the
Project 3 data set, coupled with the subjective nature of the parameters.
Evaluation of test personnel was considered as a possible avcnue of investi-
gation but was discarded due to our inability to quantitatively evaluate
individual test cases.* Incidentally, evaluation criteria proposed below
wa ld work equally well for the test group.

Selection of parameters was based on several observations.

P Programnier experience, both in years of industry experience and
years of experience in a Npecific environment, was not considered
important.

*Developmnent sche~dules *ere tight- manpower sometimes limited,
and cirises frequent.

•All software was deilvered on schedule a nd was actcepted by the

customer.

Given these observations, two general measures reiatirg to program-
mer performance were considered important: 1) programmer-spcific criteria
and 2) assignment or job-specific criteria. And, since these njasures
are not believed to be independent, a programmer/job evaluation parameter
was devised. Table 2-4 presents parameters considered in the study of
programmer characteristics relative to software quality. From these
parameters the following may be determined.

PROGRAMMER RATING = (KNOWLEDGE) + (INTELLIGENCE) + (INITIATIVE)

+ (RESPONSIBILITY)

PROGRAMMER/JOB EVALUATION = (2.0 - LOAD FACTOR) (PROGRAMMER RATING)

4!i
Evaluation was made for 76 TRW programmers who worked directly

on and were responsible for the Project 3 software. This evaluation is
being done by the programirter's line management after project completion.

*N(ote: Evaluation of test personnel performance is a particularly attrac-
tive idea since, as we shall see in Section 4.5.5, the programmers
and the independent test group for Project 3 formed two distinct
colonies of data.
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2.7 Computer Usage Data

Information concerning the amount of computer time used during formal
testing, although not in units of CPU time, is available for Project 3.
Clock on and off times were recorded for every TRW run made during the
development and test periods. Analysis of development and test computer
usage consistent with documented problems discovered during testing is pre-
sented In Section 4.5.5.

The subject of machine time and the number of problems encounteredF during that tirve is cause for lengthy and often heated discussion. In any
event, one thing is clear from this study; if we are to investigate ther matter, we must have accurate records of wall clock and CPU times and beable to tie them to specific runs of the software.

:'2
I'
tI

iI

i
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3.0 ERROR DATA CATEGORIZATION

4 This section discusses classification or categorization of software
errors. Category lists generated and used during performance of the Software
Reliability Study are the principal object of discussion, although general
conruents and recommendations concerning error categorization are also
presented.

3.1 Error Categories

For purposes of this report an error category is defined as a generic
description of error type. The source materials used in categorizingan error are the problem report and the closure report, both of which

are necessary for accurate error categorization. Reasons for such a
general definition will become apparent from the following sections,
which address three aspects of dealing with categorization of software
problems: 1) generation of categories, 2) assignment of categories to
problem reports, and 3) analysis of results.

3.1.1 Generation of Error Categories for Projects 2, 3, and 4

t ~The approach taken in generating the error categories (failure
categories, error codes, or defect categories, as they are sometimes
called) was to base results on an analysis of the SPRs and MTM's rather
than to draw up a list a priori. This was done for two reasons; existing
lists tended to be rather long (the longest presenting over 400
categories) and the fact thAt fore than one project was being examined,
each with its own characteristics. Problem reports and closures varied
in information content, too.

Since Project 3 represents the largest source of error information,
a pilot study was conducted on a sample of 600 SPRs to generate a list
of error categories. The sample was selected from the mid-validation
test phase of Project 3 to take advantage of SPRs which were written
after the initial test personnel learning period. Once a list was
consolidated, SPRs from Projects 2, 3, and 4 were categorized according
to the list. Additions and refinements to this list wer. encouraged,
but the resulting alterations were surprisingly minimal. Major changes
consisted of a regrouping of existing categories.* Twenty-six new
categorie- were added as a result of Project 4. Thirteen of these were
added because Project 4 is att operational system with many user requested
changes, and the remaining 13 were added to provide greater detail for
existing categories or to establish Proje.c 4-specific categories.

It should also be noted here that, although major groupings tend
to be argumentative, they were selected to be as compatible as possible
with techniques available for determining routine characteristics and
code type, Section 2.0.

Changes to this list were forbidden after analysis of Project 5 error data
began.

3-1
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Table 3-I presents the 164 error categories under 20 major headings

or groups. Total ntnhers of occurrence for each category are also given
for each project and for the four modifications to Project 2 being consid-
ered in this study. Detailed analysis is presented in Section 4.2.1.

Note that the level of detail provided by a cateqory is indicated
by the level of indenture for the category number. Major headings,
e.g., AAOOD, are consideirwd categories, but most problems were assigned
to categories at a greater level of indenture (detail).

A brief description of each of the 20 major groups is given
below. Explanation of selected categories within each group is also
provided, where necessary.

3.1.1.1 Computation E-eo'rs

Computation errors were errors in or resulting from coded equations.
These equations fell generally into two categories, those that produced
values directly related to the physical problem being solved by the
software (algorithms, vector algebra, modeling code, etc.) and equations

- used iU a bookkeeping sense (computation of indices, record nuu*rs,
entry numbers, etc.). Categories worthy of special mention are as
follows:

AA040 - This category covers coded equations which were of the
wrong form, missing terms, or based on the wrong physical
convention. A special case in this category is M041
which indicates an inaccuracy in a mathematical model.

AA050 - This category was assigned to errors found through
comparison of output to results from manual calculations
or previously validated sources. It is a highly
symptomatic category resulting from non-specific SPR and
MTM documentation.

AA670 - Time calculation errors were peculiar to Projects 2 and
3 and occurred frequently enough to generate three
categories. In general, these were modeling problems.

3.1.1.2 Logic Errors

In generating the logic error categories an attempt was made to
tie errors to existing logical code or the need for logical .ode.
Categories in this group tend to be highly symptomatic.
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BB060 - Missing logic or condition tests was a major problem These
were errors resulting from a lack of code to perform some
logical function; specific sub-categories involved failure
to check indices, number of entries, flags, and singularity
values of data items.

BB070 - This category was added for Project 4 and is the equivalent
of B8120 for Projects 2 and 3. In effect these categories
point to errors in the logical code but as a result of
problem documentation provide no further detail. The
categories remain separate because of Project 4's operational
status while B8120 errors were uncovered as a result of
formal pre delivery testing.

88100 - Projects 2 and 3 both dealt with data items which were set
initially and updated periodically. Status of settings and
the propogation of values was monitored. Logic designed
to handle this was error prone.

B8140 - This category represents logical modeling problems (to be
distinguished from computational modeling problems).

BBIO These categories criticize the logic design. It is importantBB160 - to note that this criticism comes from review after the
logic has been coded, not from a design review based onBB170 documentation only.

BB180 - This category, a storage reference error, deserves special
mention since it was a software error which produced results
looking like a hardware error. It is the only category
of this nature in the list.

3.1.1.3 I/O Errors

An attempt was made to limit categories "in this group to errors
resulting from I/O code and to distinguish them from interface or other
error categories. This turned out to be very difficult since the physical
manifestations that are usually labeled I/O are generally symptomatic of
other errors. For example, CC020 (output missing data entries) could
be symptomatic of a loop processing or logic error. The goal, however,
was to establish categories relating to output format, position,
completeness, field size, and control. Categories in this group are
believed to be self-explanatory.

3-9
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3.1.1.4 Data Handling Errors

This group of categories covers errors made in reading, writing,
moving, storing, and modifying data. An att -t was made here to limit
these errors to those occurring wholly with ,"a routine and not those
occurring across an interface. Categories needing additional description.
are as follows:

D070 - Bit manipulation errors in Project 3 were common. These
were generally encountered when a packed data i'tem required
reformatting.

D0120 - Bounds violations occurred when a routine tried to access
an area outside its allocated core environment.[ 3.1.1.5 Operating System/System Support Software Errors

These categories list errors discovered in the erating system (OS)
software, the compiler, the assembler, and the system support or
specialized utility software. The OS and system support software for
Projects 2 and 3 were the same and virtually error free. No OS problems
were encountered in the Project 4 data.

3.1.1.6 Configuration Errors

Configurat4on errors were the catastrophic problems encountered
when the software, after undergoing some sort of modification (usually
to fix a problem), failed to be compatible with operating system or
remaining applications software. These errors, for the most part,
were the product of a tight schedule and a failure to adhere to rigorous
configuration management techniques. That is, in the real world of
delivering software under presreerrors which should have been caught
by existing CM procedures were not roted, usually resulting in software
that wouldn't load.

Also in this group is the unexplainable orogram halt (FF030),
which is not covered by the paragraph above. This category was assigned
to non-repeatable halts. Although possibly a hardware problem, documentation
did not identify the problem source, and it should be noted that none
of these produced alteration of the software.

3-10
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3.1.1.7 Inteface Errors

Interface errors have been grouped into five major headings.

e Routine/routine interface errors - Thie group containserror categories at the interfaces between applications
l software routines.

aRoutine/system software interface errors - These are errors

resulting from the interface between an applications! routine and an operating system or system utility routine.

* Tape processing interface errors - These are errors
of in handling magnetic tapes.

* User interface errors - This group contains errors at the
user interface, including the machine operator, manual or
data card inputs, tape inputs, etc. In this group the
term "input data" is used to include all sources at the
user level.

o Data base interface errors - This group contains categories
which describe Incompatibilities between the data base
structure and a setting or using routine(s).

Categories in these groups are generally self-expla~atory.

3.1.1.8 User Requested Changes

This group of categories was established as a result of the fact
that Project 4 was operational, and the problem report was used to
request changes and enhancements of capability based on usage of the
delivered software.

3.1.1.9 Preset Data gase Errors

These categories were assigned to SPRs written directly against
preset or constant data* in the data base.

MMOO - Data and operation request card formats were described
in the data base for Projects 2 and 3. Generalized free
and fixed field card processing utility routines used
these descriptions.

MM020 - Information and error message text was specified in the
data base for a generalized message processor for
Projects 2 and 3.

*NOTE: Pret data is generated by the user and remains constant or
serves as an initial setting to be updated or modified by a routine.
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2 1 ' 3.1.1.10 Global Vari&ble/COMPOOL Definition Errors
This group includes categories defining errors in the specification

of global variables or constnts, i.e., data defined for use by interfacing
routines. In the environment of Projects 2 and 3 these amount to COMPOOLdefinition errors. These variables are to be distinguished from internal
or local variables used only within a single routine.

3.1.1.11 Recurrent Errors
Establishment of this roup was an attempt to assess the number of

problems that were reopened (the fix did not work when rete:ted in the
master configuration) and duplicates of previous SPRs.

3.1.1.12 Documentation Errors

This group is possible because the SPR was used to flag documentationproblems. In the environment of Projects 2 and 3 the approved (code to) design

document is part of the deliverable product 3nd is maintafned rigorously,.
Later, the document is updated to r'eflect validation apd acceptance
test results and represents the "as-built" design. This concept of the
documentation being the design is an important one and one which allows
us to quantitativelydietermine the source of an error, as we shall see
in Section 4.2.3.

3.1.1.13 Requirements Compliance Errors

These categories resulted directly from the fact that the software

failed to provide a capability specified by the requirements document.
This does not, however, say that the design overlooked the requirement.
A thorough review of the design against the requirements was carried
out for Project 2 and 3 prior to the initiation of coding. Therefore,
these categories point to the fact that supposed "full capability" code
was not in compliance with the requirements at the time the SPR was
written*.

It should be noted here that no SPRs were written against the 'software
requirements; these were baselined and not a subject for change in the
formal test phases for Projects 2 and 3.

3.1.1.14. Unidentified Errors

This group recognizes that all problem reports and closures do not
supply sufficient information for analysis. SPRs in this group and their
closures provided so little information that no error category could be
assigned. (From Table 4-1 it can be seen that occurrence of these ran as
hiqh as 6.9 percent for one modification of Project 2 and 4.0 percent for
Project 3. Project 5 had no occurrences due to the real-time nature of
the data collection process.)

*Note: By the end of acceptance testing, which is requirements oriented,
all requirements were satisfied by the software.
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3.1.1.15 Operator Errors
Operator errors were assigned when the problem wds due to machine

operator, developer, or tester error. An attempt wp s made to separate
these errors from those where the operator's error was due to a problem

with the user interface, i.e., an error in the user interface de.sign.

t 3.1.1.16 9uestions

S(he final group was generated to accommodate the fact that the SPR
was used as a vehicle for asking questions and guarantelng an answer.

1 3.2. Observations on Category Genuration

The approach recommended in generating error category lists is basi-
cally the one suggested in the June 1973 report by MITRE erdt'itied "A Soft,ware Error Classification Methodoloqv: 6~emt te) rt h it

should be open-ended in order to encompass specific characteristics of the
data being analyzed. However, the principal problem encountered In such
an approach is the tendency to create a category for each error r.nalyzed.
This one-for-one phenomenon also occurs when categories are generated
through speculative techniques. The obvious result is very few occurrences
per category, and any att-mpt to relate category frequency of occurrence to

4 software characteristics proves inconclusive.
( Once the open-ended list is establizhed, there is a tendency to con-

) dense the l ist by combining several detail .d categories into a single mr
Sgeneral category. The danger here, of course, is in chaiging the na-ure

of the error category to the point where some of the categories making up
the new category are no longer accurately identified by that new category.

As the industry gains experience in first recognizing the significant
characteristics of various types of software and then generating category
lists, definition techniques will be refined and the more universai lists
will surface.

3.3 Recommendations on Category Generation

To anyone preparing to generate an error category list the recommen-
dation is to plan to do the job at least twice. The first attempt should
result in a fairly detailed list; any consolidation of categories should
be accompanied by a second pass through the data to evaluate the new cate-
gories. This is an Iterative business.

iii

*Reference 3.
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w -1 The reader will note that error categories (Table 3-1) fall into
two groups, symptomatic categories and categories which identify the cause
of the error. For example, 1/0 error CCO20 (Output missing data entries)
is a symptom which c.;uld have been caused by improper definition of a loop4 | va'iable. a table initialization error, etc. Computational error AA080
(Sign convetitlon error) points to the cause of the error. Whether the culuse

F 0 is evident depends on the information content of the problem closure repw)rt.
Symptoms are generally well doct.neted on the proble report. An accurate
statement of cause was not guarmnteed in the available data. This symptom/
cause situation prompted the, general description of an error category ol-
fered earlier.

[The experience of generating error categories leads the analysts to
- conclude that two lists are actually possible, one for the symptm and one

for the specific cause of that s.mtom at the code lovel. W, cn te
. on the eventual application of such lists. A purely symptotaic list .ould

be useful to test groups as an aid in knowing what symptoms to look for.
Code levul errors (cause) could aid in generation of automated development

J and test tools, improvement of languages, etc.

l'ht Observation that symnptomatic and causative lists are possibleand the suggestion that there may be a predictable relation between the two

Is a subject addressed in'Section 4.4.

3.4 Assignment of Error Categories

Assignment of error categories from data in the archives is soething
of an art, even when a problem is well documented. In this study the ap-
proach was to read the problem report and the closure report, reconstructing
the error from available information and assigning an error category, In
this after-the-fact-analysis it was obvious that a familiarity with the
project and the conditions under which problem reports were generated is
essential. Categorization of the 7910 problem reports used in this study
was done by analysts who perforwod on the subject projects.

1i It is important to note that all problem reports were assigned to a
category, regardless of whether the problem was a real one or not. If not
a real problem, i.e., an explo'.tory closure, the SPR symptoms were cate-
,gorized. The thinking behind this approach was 1) to gain insight into the
analyst's understanding of the situation at the time he dc,tyrpnted theFA problem (some categories suffered a higher percentage of "no prohin"
responses than other categories), and 2) to recognize the fact *.hat all
problem reports, whether actual problems or not, required effort on thepart of a programmer to effect a problem closure. M
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Observations on Category Assignment

The following is apiarent from the work done in this study:

The fixer of the problem should be the source of the code
level error category asslgninent. He alone is close enough
to the problem tQ define it in non-symptomatic terms.

s Error categorization should be done at the time the problem
is closed, not after the fact.

* Assignment of categories should be based in the problem
report and the closure report.

. Long category lists with fine granularity are hard to use
and require practice to use effectively.

. A change in data colle-tlon philosophy is necessary to
guarantee collection o reliability-related data at the
time it is available while satisfying configuration manage-
ment data requirements. Not only are changes in the collec-
tion forms necessary, but the authors of the various forms
need to be fully aware of the objectives of the data collec-
tion effort.

3.5 Development of Project 5 Error Categories

With the experience of creating error categories for Projects 2, 3,
and 4 behind us we set about creating a list to be used on Project 5. Our
goals, in order of importance, were to create a list that,

# Fixers of errors would use,

9 Would be causative in nature,

* Would provide information on each error's origin

, Would be similar enough to existing lists at the major
category level to allow comparison of results.

Since the list had to recognize project peculiarities, assistance
in refining the categories was sought from Project 5 performers. Early
attempts at generating such a list produced a very long list, containing
435 detailed categories, which was eventually discarded as being iprac-
tical and counterproductive in a real worid software development environ-
n .ent.* What error data were available at that time were also used to
generate the list.

Comments from the potential users indicated that the list's length was
antagonizing, too.
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The resultant list is presented in Table 3-2. Note that there is
a blank character in the five character, alpha-numeric error category

j designator. This blank is for the error's source. Once the fix was made
and tested, the responsible programmer was asked to select an error cate-

gory that most accurately described the cause of the problem. As in the
previous list, indenture denoted a level of categorization detail, and
programmers were instructed to assign categories only to the level of
detail they felt was accurate. The remaining information needed was the A
error's source, which is defined in the following:

Source Problem
ID Source Description

0 Design The source of the problem was in
the preliminary or detailed design.

1 Coding The source of the problem was an
error made in implementing the
design as code.

2 Requirements The source of the problem was a
changing, ill conceived, or poorlystated requirement.

3 Maintenance The source of the problem was an
error introduced in the process of
trying to fix a previous error.

4 Not Known Source of error not known.

As an example of categorization with the Project 5 list, A2300
would be a sign convention computaticinal error traceable to an origin in
the software requirements.

Referring back to Table 3-2, note that there still remain some

symptomatic categories. A completely causative list makes for many
categories, and shortness was mandatory.

Categories themselves are, with some exceptions, self-explanatory.
Noteworthy exceptions are as follows:

I_100 (Operating system error). This category was provided
because the real time operating system was an addi-
tion to a vendor supplied basic operating system.
This category applied only to this basic operating
system.

J_1001 (Time and core limits exceeded). These categories
J 200 are particularly 'important to real time software

J_200 systems where there may be no error per se. The
problem in these cases is a potential one, that the
system may be too slow.

3-16
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XO005 (Problem report deferred). Provision for this was
necessitated by the multiple build, top-down approach
being taken in the Project 5 environment. In many
cases authors of problem reports are able to foresee
problems with future iterations of the developmenrr
cycle. This category made it possible to identifythese and track their closure at a future date, Ot
important feature of a thorough configuration manh,-nent discipline of a top-down approach,

As with the preceding error category lists, not all Project 5 pro-blem reports document errors, an error being somothing requiring correctiveaction in the form of a change to the software (source code or data base)or its documentation. Detailed analysis of the frequency of occurrenceof various types of errors is presented in Section 4.2.1 for each of thesource projects. In that section particular emphasis is placed on theerrors which produced a change in the code or in the data base. Thesewe termed code change errors or "actual" problems.

I>I

V
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Table 3-2. Project 5 Error Categories

AO000 COMPUTATIONAL ERRORS

A I00 Incorrect operand in equation
A-200 Incorrect use of parenthesis
A7300 Sign convention error
A400 Units or data conversion error
A500 Computation produces an over/under flow
A600 Incorrect/inaccurate equation used
A-7OO Precision loss due to mixed mode
A"8oo Missing computation
A_900 Rounding or truncation error

B000 LOGIC ERRORS

' B 100 Incorrect operand in logical expression
B200 Logic activities out of sequence
B-300 Wrong variable being checked
B-400 Missing logic or condition tests
B-SOO Too many/few statements in loop
B600 Loop iterated incorrect number of times

(including endless loop)
B_700 Duplicate logic

C 000 DATA INPUT ERRORS

C 100 Invalid input read from correct data file
C-2o0 Input read from incorrect data file
C"300 Incorrect input format
C-oo Incorrect format statement referenced
C-Soo End of file encountered prematurely
C600 End of file missing

D000 DATA HANDLING ERRORS

D 050 Data file not rewound before reading
D 100 Data initialization not done
D7200 Data initialization done improperly
D300 Variable used as a flag or index not set properly
D400 Variable referred to by the wrong name
D-500 Bit manioulation done incorrectly
D7600 Incorrect variable type
D-700 Data packing/unpacking error
D"8oo Sort error
D.900 Subscripting error
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Table 3-2. Project 5 Error Categories (Continued)

E 000 DATA OUTPUT ERRORS

E 100 Data written on wrong file
E-200 Data writtern according to the wrong format statement
E-3i00 Data written in wrong format
C-400 Data written with wrong carriage control
E-500 Incomplete or missing output
E7600 Output field size too small
E-700 Line count or page eject problem
E7800 Output garbled or misleading

F 000 INTERFACE ERRORS

V F 100 Wrong subroutine called
F7200 Call to subroutine not made or made in wrong place
F"300 Subroutine arguments not consistent in type, units,

order, etc,
F 400 Subroutine called is nonexistent
F500 Software/data base interface error
F"600 Software user interface error
F700 Software/software interface error

G.O00 DATA DEFINITION ERRORS
I G 100 Data not properly defined/dimensioned

G7200 Data referenced out of bounds
- G--300 Data being referenced at incorrect location

G-400 Data pointers not incremented properly

11000 DATA BASE ERRORS

H 100 Data not initialized in data base
H-200 Data initialized to incorrect value
H 300 Data units are incorrect

1000 OPERATION ERRORS

I 100 Operating system error (vendor supplied)
I"200 Hardware error
1300 Operator error
1 400 Test execution error
1-500 User misunderstanding/error
1600 Configuration control error

I,
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Table 3-.2. Project 5 Error Categories (Continued)

J00 OTHER

J 100 Time limit exceeded
J-200 Core storage limit exceeded
J-300 Output line limit exceeded
J 400 Compilation error
J-500 Code or design inefficient/not necessary
J-600 User/programmer requested enhancement
-700 Design nonresponsive to requirements1' -800 Code delivery or redelivery
J1900 Software not compatible with project standards

K 000 DOCLUTATf14 ERRORS

'1 i0 User ftw .e-,

0 lLterf ,-e s-"ocification

.,,.0 specification

XOOO Pf t f t, KOM REJECTION

X0002 14047 l ,?r~hawn
XOO3 of.: pS ope - not part of approved design
X0004 O)ui es another problem report
X0005 T*S rb

Ll
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3.6 4History of Error Category Lists

It is instructive to summarize our various attempts to create error
category lists because it helps to put some of our problems, at least those
related to list length, in perspective. Such a summary is presented in
Table 3-3 below. These range from early (circa 1971) work done in support
of CCIP-85 to current work done on this study.

Table 3-3. History of Frror Category Lists

M',a jor DOetailed
Categories I Categories Iteration Cornents

13 0 Study done in support a Entirely
of CCIP-85 symptomatic

13 224 Post-CCIP-85 in-house ' (ireater emphasis
work ,)n cause

e Failed to
recognize code
types

20 164 Interim technical report * Predominately
for Software Reliability sym"Iptomatic
Study (Table 3-1)

* Recognized
types of code

* Assigrm'ent not

by problem, , fixer

I, 25 1 435 Early causative work : Generated by~speculation

' |* Long with

1 redundancies
12 Hard to use

12 79 Final causative list # Comprehensive
(Table 3-2) but short

* Easy to use

9 Problem fixer
assigns

__ categories
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Note that the length of these lists has progressed from the very short,
when software problems were not fully understood, to the very long, when the
interest in detail overshadowed all other considerations, back to a rela-
tively short list, which is comprehensive and informative butrecognizes
the need for ease of use in any attempt to collect accurate error data.

The question of universality* of these lists is one for which we
have only limited answers. The list used for Project 5 is, in many respects,
similar to the one used for Project 3. This was by design. The major cate-
gories, e.g., logical, computational, interface errors etc., appear to be
quite universal in their applicability. The detailed categories, however,
are less universal and suffer in applicability due to differences in lan.
guage, development philosophy, software type, etc. When data are collected
may also have a bearing on applicability to some software test environments.
For Project 5 the list used was apparently adequate for the real time appli-
cations and simulator software, as well as the Product Assurance tools.
However, there was criticism concerning applicability of detailed categories
to the real time operating system software** problems. No attempt was made
to identify specific deficiencies because, even with the instructions to
categorize only to an accurate level, i.e., stick to the major categories,

'the detailed categories were used, and checks of assignments showed them
to be appropriate.

iv: Applicability to more thlan one project.

*This software is written in assembly language; all other software is in
FORTRAN.
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4.0 ANALYSIS OF ERROR DATA

This section contains the bulk of analysis 7f data collected from the
four source projects. The principal object of this analysis has been soft-
ware error data collected during testing and operational usage. However,
where other inforntation has been available it too has been used to aid in
the analysis of error data.

In Section 7.0, Data Collection, we point out that software projects
have a potential for creating a tremendous amount of data.* Our experi-
ence, when confronted with data from four projects, was much like the first
trip to a candy store, i.e., where do we start and how much do we consume?
We quickly realized that to deal with all the data would be, in a practical
sense, Impossible. It also became obvious that data collected after the
fact leaves much to question in terms of accuracy and completeness, as well
Ps availability on other projects. A third early lesson was that prords-
if" results on one project may not be borne out by similar investigations
on other pr,;Jects. Therefore, a decision was made to work principally with
projects for which data were most current and complete, and to follow
avnues of investigation believed to be most productive in terms of use-
ful results. The result has been that, although findings frorn all four
source projects are presented, Projects 3 and 5 are most thoroughly repre-1sented by this sectioai, and by the reainder of this report. Project 3
provided tle most complete (and final) data set and Project 5, an on-going
project, provided an opportunity to tailor data r^llection activities to~~study need.4s

4.1 Approaches to Analysis and Background Information

P. Two basic approaches were taken in analyzing the error data. The first
%,.as to examine the raw problem reports or empirical data to learn as much
ais Possible alout the types of errors, how and when they were detected, and
to identify trends. Results are presented in Section 4.2. Specific ques-
tion asked during the course of analysis were as follows:

# What was the error type or category?

. When was the error detected?

0 Should the error have been detected earlier?
• I.'hen was the error introduced?

* How critical was the error to successful software operation?

0 Hlow long did it take to fix the error?

Project 3 alone produced 5619 design problem reports; 4521 software pro-
blerr reports; cost, schedule, mnpower, and personnel data for 76 program-
rers; and software structural information for 1U5,346 source statements
forming 249 routines.
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As part of the error categorization process, it wvas noted in Sec-
tion 3.4 that, error categories can be causative or symptomatic, depending
on the viewpoint of the test analyst. That is, the finder and fixer of an
error often view the error differently. The finder sees symptoms, whileJ' the fixer thinks in terms of cause. A brief analysis of the relation
between symptoms and causes is presented in Section 4.4.

I

The second approach to analysis was termed the phenomenological
approach. Statistical in nature, this approach investigates the relation
of software attributes and metrics* to error histories. A detailed descrip-
tion of this approach and results of analysis are presented in Section 4.3.

Finally, in conjunction with this examination of error data, a number
of ancillary investigations using other available empirical data were
performed. Results of these investigations are presented in Section 4.5.

If Before proceeding, one pie-e of information concerning software struc-
ture is germane to the understanding of results presented throughout this
section. It is also useful information to anyone planning to analyze
empirical data on other projects. It will be noted that the unit of soft-
ware modularization varies depending on the particular investigation being
pursued. In some instances for Project 3, results are presented at the
routine level, i.e., one data point per routine. In other instances results
are presented at the function or subsystem levels, where routines are
grouped to perform a single function or a number of related functions,
respectively. This is because not all trends were observable at the rou-
tine level. Some trends that were obscure at the routine level became
well correlated when routines were grouped functionally (e.g., data base
management function) or according to purpose (e.g., computational routines.).
That groupings by purpose produced well correlated results (in some cases)
is not particularly surprising.** Results from functional groupings are not
so surprising either, once one reolizes that routines in the same function
tended to have the same schedule, manpower, and implementation problems.
In fact, Project 3 management was set up in conjunction with the software
structure so that personne'l assigned to one work unit, ranging in size
from 5 to 15 programmers, produced all the software in one or nre of the
functions. Also, software requirements allocated to a function were all
of equivalent detail and represented similar problems to the function
developers. The Project 3 structure is presented in Figure 4-0.

Although the other projects had functionally oriented architectural
structures, ** Project 3 is the only one with results presented in this form.

Project 4 results are presciited for the project as a whole, and Project 5
results are presented according to applications, simulator, operating system,
and software tools. Since each of these Project 5 groupings is so large,
both in software size and in development organization size, each is consid-
ered as a separate project.

Attributes identify specific software characteristics, such as size,
complexity, and readability, and metrics quantify these attributes.

See Section 4.3.
Project 2's was nearly identical, with functions and subsystems perform-

ing in very similar generic functions.
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. 4.2 Analysis of Emptrical Data

This section contains results of our analysis of software errors, howI itmny there were, what type they were, when they were found, and their
origin in the development cycle. Where necessary (and possible) supporting
information is drawn into the analysis to explain trends.

4.2.1 Error Types and Frequency of Occurrence

Sto Using the error category lists described in Section 3.0, we attempted
to answer the questions "what were the types of errors?" and "Itow many of
each type were there?" Our analysis of the number of occurrences of each
type took place on two levels; first, at the major category level, and
second, at the detailed category level. And, as was explained earlier,
particular emphasis was placed on "actual" problems or the errors which
required an alteration to the code or data base to effect corrective action;
although all documented problems were tracked and are represented at the

S, major category level of analysis.

Data from all four source projects are presented. As a refresher,
the following table summarizes project characteristics again. Note that
the Project 5 software is broken down into its component portions; each
of these portions (there are others on this large project) is essentially
a project all by itself because of differences in language, development
personnel, software requirements, etc.

Software Type Operating Mode Language Development Approach

Project 2 Command and Batch JOVIAL Single Increment*
Control J4

Project 3 Command and Batch JOVIAL Single Increment*
Control J4

Project 4 Data Time Critical PWS Operational
Management Bitch MACRO

Project 5 Applications Real-Time FORTRAN Top-Down Multiple
S/W Increment

Simulator Real-Time FORTRAN Top-Down Multiple
S/W Increment

Operating Real-Time Assembly Top-Down Multiple
System Increment

PA Tools Batch FORTRAN Single Increment*

"Single increment" refers to a typical development cycle where each develop-
ment phase is performed only once. This is in contrast to the top-down,
multiple increment approach where the cycle is repeated several times, first
for a system of stubs and subsequently for replacement of stubs with
deliverable software.
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, It should also be restated that available error data for the four
source projects do not cae from the samo type of testing. However, the
levels of testing (subsystem and system) are similar. That is, the soft-
ware under test or operation* was being exercised as a system or major sub-4 systm. Therefore, even though Proj,ct 5 data come from integration test-
,nj, the applications software, the operating system, and the simulator are
operating as a system with a npar-operational** data base.

c Ocurrerces of Erros for Projec.s 2L. , and 4

Figure 4-1, presents a percentage breakdown by major category for the
4 0four modificat!',:; to Project 2**", the initial development of Project 3,

ard the res%." ,f operational errors for Project /. Raw data are presented
in Section 3.. Oong with the description of Project 3 detailed error rate-

* gories. Table ;-I presents raw data at the major category level.

Percentage breakdowns are what might be expected, given the types of

software and the test environments. For example, Project 4 had virtually
no computational errors (<1.3%) because there is very little computational
code in this data management system, the bulk of the code being logical or
data handling in nature. Percentages for these categories reflect this
fact at 26.0 and 20.4 percent, respectively.

Similarities between the various updates of Project 2 and Project 3
show up in Figure 4-1 also. For these systems the percentage mii% of errors
is roughly the same for a given major category. Variations which do exist,
e.g., the differences in the percentage of data handling errors between
m.difications M0Dl1 and MODIBR of Project 2, can be explained by a close
look at the type of code being added in the rodification or created in theLinitial development. That is, if data handling code is the largest compo-
nent of the change, the percentage of data handling errors can be expected
to be large compared to percentages for other types of codet. In this

* I example MODIBR, a single purposed new capability, was predominantly addi-
tion of logical and data handling code. It was a small update with only
one new routine added, therefore there was only one new routine/routine
interface. However, there was an added demand placed on the user at the
user interface. The effects of each of these may be seen in Figure 4-1
by a rcmparison to other updates to Project 2. MODIB, on the other hand,was a fairly substantial update with additions and changes representing
virtual ly allI cede types and significant interface al terations, resulting
in a spreading of error occurrences to more categories.

IProject 4.
To the extent possibie at the current point in the development cycle.

MODlA. MODIB, MODIBR, and MOD2.
tThis relationship is quantitatively explored in Section 4.3.
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Other points of interest in Figure 4-1 are listed below.

s Very few operating system and system support errors were
documented for any of the source projects. With the
exception of update MODIBR for Project 2, only the "tried
and true" operating system and system support capabilities
were used. MODIBR utilized OS software service capabili-
ties not commonly used, and use of these servctes uncovered
some errors. The operating system in each of these soft-
ware system environments could be considered error-free in
each case.

Although percentages for interface erro-s varied from
project to project, a total of all interface errors* was
nearly constant for all three projects, ranging from a
low of 11.6 percent to a high of 15.7 percent of the total

• errors. No specific reason can be given for this
-phenomenon, however.

Configuration errors, where the configuration control pro.-
cedures broke down under the pressure of implementing fixes
to errors, was a fairly constant percentage for each pro-
ject in the Project 2 and Project 3 environment. A low
of 0.6 percent and a high of 1.9 percent was observed.
Note that in the lower pressure Project 4 operational
maintenance environment no such errors were encountered.

A more detailed examination of these data are presented in subsequent

paragraphs of Section 4.2.

Occurrences of Errors for Project 5 Applications Software

Figures 4-2 and 4-3 present the percentage breakdown by major cate-
gory for the Project 5 real-time applications software and simulator soft-
ware, respectively. These histograms present four entries for each major

category, one for each "increment" in the top-down approach. Increments are
identified as 0, 1, 2, and 3, where increment 0 was a system made up of
stubs or dummies and subsequent increments have added needed system capabil-

7 ity by successively replacing stubs and dummy software with real code. Data
I for the real-time operating system and product assurance tools are not

presented here due to the fact that data cannot be considered complete.

Our principal purposc in presenting the data by increment was to show
*any variations in the mix of errors over time as a result of the top-down

approach. In Figure 4-2, total problems for the applications software,
there aopear to be some increment dependent variations. Increment 0, the

Composed of routine/routine, routine/system software, tape processing,
data base, and user interface errors.
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dummy processor, was composed of very little computational code, and data

output code was of the dehi. vriety, ie,, 11 le rp ced with f1Hv-r.he
code. It is not surprising that there were no errors in these two major

Scate,)ries during Increment 0. Data input code was part of the Increment 0
software, and the data show a corresponding presence of data input errors

~in Increment 0.

The trends for some categories in Figure 4-2 appear to be tapering off
while others are rising. For example, in Increments 1 and 2 most of the
computational code was added to the applications software. Most of the data
handling code was created in the early increments also. As a result, per-
centages for both of these categories have dropped in the lacer increments,
presumably because tha earlier code has been tested and errors removed,
while lesser amounts of code in these categories is being added in the later
increments. Interfaces have increased with each increment and there has
been a corresponding rise in the number of interface errors, although there
appears to be a decline in the percentage of interface errors for Incre-
mn",n 3*, which is consistent with the fact that fewer interfaces were added
than in Increment 2. Logical tnd data definition error percentages appear
to be remaIning relatively constant, regardless of Increment.

Finally, one very positive observation that can be nv'de in Figure 4-2
1is the relatively large and increasing percentage of data base value

"errors". Use of an operational data base curing integration testing isbeing encouraged partly to create and tune an operational data base in
order to avoid the risk of waiting until Just prior to format system test-
ing to attempt creating such a data base. In the main, these are not neces-
sarily errors but alterations in data values made necessary by tuning for
best operational performance. As the top-down approach progresses throuqh
the increments, the data base category takes on an increasing percentage of
errors, even though, as is indicated in Fiyure 4-2, the number of errors
per increment is essentially constant.

Occurrences of Errors for Project 5 Simulator Software

Variations in the percentage mix of errors for the four increments of
the simulator software are not obvious, although some similarities to the
applications software results may be seen in Figure 4-3. For instance,
there is a build tp and eventual tailoff in the percentage of computational
and data output errors. The trend of data input errors is also similar to
that experienced for the applications software. Logical and data handling
errors, however, differ in their variation over a period of four increments,
possibly because of the early introduction of computational code in the
simulator software. Note that the percentage of bata base errors, as for
the applications software, is significant, again demonstrating the impor-
tance of preparing an operational data base early in the development cycle.

Available data show that the percentage increase in the number of inter-
face errors is not proportional to the number of new interfaces being added
by each increment. We hypothesized that the smaller routines made necessary
by Project 5 size standards would result in a proportionally greater number
of interface errors. However, these preliminary data indicate no penalty
in terms of interface errors and that our hypothesis was not correct.

4-14
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Our findings that the occurrences of problem reports are related to
the predominant type of code is not a surprising one, and is a relation-
ship that we will pursue in greater detail in Section 4.3. In the next
paragraph we will look in greater detail at the coda and data base change
errors in major categories for each of the source projects and then we will
look at the occurrences of errors in the most prevalent detailed categories.

Comason of Projects' Major Error Categories

Table 4-2 presents a percentage breakdown of errors by major category
for errors which resulted in a code change. In this table data from Proj-
ects 3 and 4 have been regrouped to be compatible with the more accurately
collected Project 5 data*. Note that for each of tne subject projects code
change errors tended to fall primarily into the following four major cate-
gories: logic, data handling, data 1/O, and interfaces. If data input and
output categories are lumped together, as is the case with Project 3, and
the category called "Other Errors" is not considered, the order of impor-
tance based on relative percentage magnitude is surprisingly similar in
some respects and understandably different in others, Table 4-3.

T It is significant that logical errors ranked high for each project,
regardless of software type, language, operating mode, or other project
differences, It is also significant that data handling errors ranked a
close second for all projects except the highly analytical applications

, and simulator portions of Project 5, which experienced computational errors
in place of the data handling errors. As for the computational category
on the other projects, its relatively low position in the order of prece-
dence was due to a thorough understanding of algorithms in Project 3 and
the fact that computational code did not form a very large part of th'e
software on Project 4.

In 'Table 4-4 the percentages are given for each major category as a

function of increment to show changes due to the top-down approach.

Occurrences of Detailed Errors

Having examined the major categories and found some similarities
between projects, the next step was to examine the detailed error cate-
gories to determine the predominant detailed categories within the major2% categories. Again this investigation centered only on those documented
problems which caused a change to the code, i.e.., the acttual errors.

Project 2 is not considered here because data come from successive updates
to an e.xisting system rather than from an initial development. Even so, as
we have seen, results are much like Project 3 results.

4-15
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Direct comparison of detailed error categories between Project 3 and
Project S is made difficult by the fact that the error category list used
for Project 5 differs from that used in analyzing data from other projects.*
hlercfore, results are presented separately, but to make the comparison

easier, detailed categories for Projects 3 and 4 have been grouped where
similarities warrant such grouping. These results appear in Table 4-5
where entries are percentages of the major category. Table 4-6 presents
a sirilar percentage breakdown of Project 5 major categories for each of
the four portions of the Project 5 software being studied. It will bei noted it, Table 4-6 that not all det?,iled categories are represented. In
this table only those categories representing a significant, greater than
5 percent, portion of the major ,category for at least one portion of the
Project 5 software are presented.**

For both Projects 3 and 4 the highest occurrences of computational
errors were in computing entry numbers, indices, and flag settings. Per-

* centages ran 26.3 and 57.1 percent, respectively. None of the portions of
Project 5 experienced this type of error, possibly due to the detailed
routine level testing done before integration testing. Sign convention
errors ranged from 2.7 percent to 9.1 percent in the Project 5 data and
were at 5.0 percent for Project 3. Project 4 had no occurrences. Units
conversion error percentages were surprisingly similar at 8.1, 8.3, and
9.3 percent for the analytical Projects 3 and 5 and 14.3 percent for
Project 4. The highest percentages of computational errors, however,Ifell in the incorrect or inaccurate equation categories.

Logical errors, the major cdtegory with the most occurrences for allI' 1projects, fell predominantly in the misbing logic or condition test detailed
category for all projects. Percentages ranged from 39.6 percent for the

* Project 5 simulator software to 76.6 percent for the Project 5 Product
Assurance tools. Of all the errors encountered this one represents the

l°  most significant found in the whole study. Incorrect logic (logical results
wiere wrong) or incorrect logical sequence activities were next most impor-
tantforall projects. Combined, these ranged from 14.9 to 45.0 percent of
the logical category. Surprisingly, errors involving loops and endless
loops were not very common, representing only 5.2 percent of the Project 3
logical errors and even less for the other projects.

For all projects the predominant input/output detailed error cate-
gories had to do with incorrect formats and output that was either garbled
or didn't correspond with tUe design specification. Missing output and
output missing entries were also common in the I/O major category.

As mentioned in Section 3, this was done 1) to simplify the categoriza-
tion process in order to make it acceptable to project performers, and
2) to make it as causative as possible. The Project 5 error categories
did evolve from the Project 3 list, how2ver, and common categories do
exist at both the major and detailed levels.

This was done to cut down on the number of zero and near zero entries.
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V I
Data handling errors, next to logical errors in occurrences, were

predominantly errors in initializing and updating data. Occurrences in
these categories formed 65.7 and 77.3 percent of the major category for

I' Projects 3 and 4, respectively, and ranged from 26.3 percent for the sim-
ulator software to 82.3 percent for the operating system software for
Project S. Errors in initialization of flags and iAdices were 4 large
problem on all of the source projects.

Similarities between projects in the interface categories are harder
to find because of the differences between category lists.* However,
from Tables 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6, it can be seen that routine/routine calling
sequence (argument) errors and errors in data compatability were most
comnon.

For Project 5 tape processing is not a very significant activity.
For Projects 3 and 4, however, tape handling was a significant task. Why
all Project 3 errors fell in one detailed category is a mystery.

j Remaining detailed categories exhibit percentage breakdowns that
aren't so comparable. But these unique data are useful by themselves
along with other error percentages in defining tools and techniques to
improve the development and test processes (see Section 4.7).

One of the major simplifying concessions made on the Project 5 list was
in the area of interfaceF.
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4.2.2 When Were Specific Errors Found?

All error data analyzed in this study were the result of formal testing
r ~ or, in the case of Projects 3 and 4, operational use. By formal testing we

mean that testing perfomed after the programer finishes his debug and
checkout. Formal testing is documented through plans and procedures and is
designed to demonstrate some predefined test objectives, e.g., interface
integrity, requirement satisfaction, or use in the operational environment.

Software test personnel put forth the contention that they find cer-
tain types of errors first (e.g., aborts, endless loops, major interface
errors, etc.), and once the software is cycling properly, attention is
turned to detailed examination of such things as output accuracy, demonstra-
tion of requirements andi timing performance.

As part of the analysis of Project 3 data, an attempt was made to
* determine if 1) specific types of errors are found at certain times within

each test phase and 2) 'if these types could be traced to a particular type
of test case ur test strategy.

First of all, the contention that certain types of errors are found
first was not borne out by the data. Error categories appeared to be distri-
buted in time across each test phase in such a way that no trends were noted.
This was also true for the one test phase represented in the Project 5 data.

A close examination of the text of Project 3 SPR's indicated numerous
instances where individual test analysts (by name) documented problems of
similar error type over a period of a day or two. That is, having detected
N certain type of error, e.g., an entry computation error based on a mis-
understanding of whether the first entry was the Oth or Ist entry, there
was a tendency for that analyst to go looking for the same type of error
elsewhere in the code. No attempt was made to quantify the extent to which
this phenomenon occurred; however, it is believed that this could have some
very positive effects on the rate and completeness of error discovery, in
spite of a diversion of the test analyst's attention away from a broader
search for all types of errors and especially if the test analyst is inti-
mately familiar with all the code produced by an individual programmer.

To get a picture of the relative magnitude of documented --rors as a
function of time, Figures 4-4 through 4-8 are presented. These histograms
are from Projects 2 and 3 and depict the buildup of problem reports partly
due to a "learning curve" on the part of the test personnel and partly due
to the serial nature of the software and test cases. That is, not all of
the software can be tested at once due to the need to develop data bases int early test cases for input to subsequent test cases. The typical tailoff

of problem reports as the backlog of errors detectable by a specific test
strategy are found and corrected is also visible. Note that successive
tEst phases, each representing a different set of principal test objectives,
produce a new buildup, peak, and tailoff of problem reports over time.
Hopefully, each peak is lower than its predecessor, but as may be seen,
this was not always the case.
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Although principal test objectives varied fror phase to phase, there
was considerable overlap and, admittedly, duplication. As will be pointec
out in Section 4.7, test cases in each phase were extended purposely to
broaden the scope of the error detection process. For example, the prin-
cipal objectives of validation testing were to verify that major software
capabilities documented in the approved design, including those necossitated
by software requirements, were present and operating correctly. Yet, test
case designers also addressed selected interface tests and operational
scenarios using operational-like data. Tests executed during acceptance or
requirements testing; system integration testing, where a concerted effort
was made to exercise interfaces and test anomalous conditions to "break"
the software; and operational demonstratleas, where tests fillowed an opera-
tional timeline, were all quite similar. Each phase detected errors from
every major error category. And more importantly, etich phase caught errors
which should have been detected earlier. This expznsion of test objectives,
coupleo with the changes in personnel performing and analyzing tests
(thereby bringing in a "fresh" viewpoint), is believed to have been very
beneficial to the overall quality of the delivered product.

4,2.3 Whe' Were Errors Introduced?

Although all errors being considered in this study were found in the
code dur;ng test or operational usage of the software, not all are neces-
sa'ily coding errors. Some may be traced to other sources. Four develop-
ment activities have been identified as sources of error.

* requirements specification

* design

s coding

* maintenance (correction of other errors)

In trying to determine where each error was introduced, the tempta-
tion was great to go down the detailed error zategory list and judiciously
assign a source, i.e., assigr a probable source. For Project 3 this was
done, since no attempt was made to determine error source as each SPR was
written. Results, summarizeo by major error category, are presented in
Tatle 4-7 for the 2019 error. which produced a change in the Project 3
code. Note that only design and coding sources are assigned. This is
because the list of four sources given above actually breaks down to
either design or coding sources for Projects 2 and 3. That is, no good
data exist on the number of errors introduced as a result of correctingpreviously documented errors, and errors attributed to a source in soft-ware requirements were probably recorded as design errors in this investi-

9ation, although no problem report specifically cited requirements in
either project's data. This is partly due to the fact that requirements
were focmally reviewed, approved, and baselined prior to the beginning of
design and held unchanging for the remainder of the develop-ent cycle.
However, the assumption should not be made that the requirements were
flawless, even in this type of controlled development environment where
requirements were formally specified and well understood by both customer
and development contractor as well. This is because, in the collection of
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Table 4-7. Project 3 Error Sources

TOTAL PROBABLE SOURCES

CHANGE PERCENT PERCENT[ MAJOR ERROR CAiTEGORIES ERRORS DESIGN CODE

CoH"putationa] (AA) S.O 90 10

Logic (BB) 26.0 88 12

I/O (CC) 16.4 24 7-.3

• Dca Handling (D, 18.2 25 75

Operating System/System Support fEE) 0.1 (1)
Software

Confiquration F F,' .1 24 76

Routine/Routine Interface (GG) 8.k 93 7

Routine/System Software Interface (l1i) 1.! 73 27H Tape Processing Interface (i1) 0.3 90 10

User Interface (JJ) 6.6 83 17

1' Data Base Interface (KK) 0.8 10 90

User Requested Change (LL) 0 (2)

Preset Data Base (MM) 4.1 79 ?1

Global Variable/Compool (NN) 0.8 62 38
Definition

Recurrent (PP) 1.3 (1)

Jocumentation (QQ) 0.8 (1)

Requirements Compliance (RR) 0.4 29

Unidentified (SS) 1.0 (1)

Operator (TT) 0.7 (1)

Questions (UU) 1.1 (1)

Averages 641 36%

NOTES: (1) Although errors in these categories required ci.anges to
the code, their source breakdown of design versus code is
not attompted here. Those categories considered in all

other caitegorles encompass 95 per:ent of all code change
errors.

(2) For r.oject 3 product e ihancements or changes to the
design baseline were considered "out-of-scope" and, there-

fore are not present here.
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supporting data to explain software error histories, poorly stated require-
m ents or changing interpretation of requirements were offered as reasons
for difficulty in developing several error-prone routines.

!l A quantitative breakdown between the design and coding sources can

be det ived from Project 2 data by virtue of the fact that design docu-
mentation for this project was very detailed, to the extent that flow charts
contained d tail at the source code level. This detailed design documenta-
tion went through a formal review and customer approval cycle prior to
coding of each Project 2 update. For the most part, the coding task
involved transferral, rather than translation, of the approved design
into source code Since ProjeLt 2 is continually being upCated, rigorous
coihtrols are used to maintain the design documentation in a current
state. One of these is the Documentation Update Transmitta, or OUT.
For Project 2 every software problem wh;zh necessitates a change to
the design documentation requires a OUT. Therefore, to 'et a feel for
the percentage of errors that are attributable to design, the Project 2
problem report history can be used if two assumptions are mace.

1) The detailed design specification is the approved
design.

2' Any errors which require a change to the code and
necessitate a change to the detailed design specT-
fication are to be considered design errors. Those
requiring only a code change are coding errors.

Data from seven updates to the Project 2 snftware are presented in
Table 4-8.

The approaches taken above support the contention that errors in
one category might be traced back to a source in some previous develop-
ment phase, e.g., that not all errors in index computation are coding
errors. However, since analysis was done retrospectively, we've had to
work wilih what data are available, and accuracy h, suffered. Project 5,
on the other hand, has allowed us an opportunity 11or data collection
requirements to both increase the scope of the e irces and the accu-
racy of the source assignments. That is, by get alysis help from
project performers, a further breakdown of error ..... e, including require-
ments specification and maintenance, has been possible. Since it is not
always possible to determine where the error was introdqced, a fifth "not
known" category was introduced to cover this situation.

Project 5 data provides a unique opportunity to examine the variation

of error source as a result of the top down, multiple increment approach to
Oevelopment. It is also a unique opportunity from the standpoint oF soft-
ware requirements, since unlike Projects 2 and 3, the Project 5 software
requirements were not as well understood at project outset and have been
thi subject of continual controlled restatement and refinement. Project 5
can be considered a state of tile art realtime software system with highly
complex and detailed requirements.** In this respect, it is typical of

A fact of life in real world data coller.tion.
In sheer numbers alone Project 5 has 1165 software requirements as
cposed to 188 for Project 3. Both projects employ baseline manage-
,eit techniques with requirements reviews and mainenance of traceability.
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Table 4-8. Project Z Error Sources

110. OF ' OURCE T LPERCENT PERCENT
STATEMENTS INl TOTAL ERROR{S DESIGN CODIN{G

"[V3 KDIF'IATIO.G MODIFICATION{ ENICOUNTERED ERRORS EROR

M0D1B 988U 156 73.7 26.3

* DC BR* 779 73 3i.6 64.4

MOD2 9631 419 51.6 45.4

MOD3 4575 199 58.8 41.2

MOD3.." 113 61.9 ,8.1

FMOL3.2 j120 65.8 34.2

MODIBR was a suilall "retrofit" update to Project 2, which may have
had something to do with the low desion error percentage.

Size data no accurate.

the current t",'nd for rigorous requirements specification becoming more
co=*,on In the industry.

The nata examined were from 689 Project 5 code change problem reports
written during integration testing. Four portions of the Project 5 code
are represented in the following tables:

* real-time aplications software (Table 4-5)

s real-time simulator software (Table 4-10)

9 batch mode P-oduct AssuranCe Tools (Table 1-11)

* realtime ,-erating systeml software (Teble 4-11)

These values are presented only a; a sample of operating system soft-
,ware data. Data mus" not be considered omplete because Project 5 is
not complete and dcveopn:ent schedules havE not provided a good breek-
ing point for analysir.
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( I
- 'faole 4-9. Project 5 Error Source; by Increment

(Applicztions Program Software)

IPERCENT CODE OR DATA BASE', CHANGE ERRORS FQJR EACH -INCREMENT

r TOP DOWN

ITERA-
TI CN

ERROR INCREMENT INCREMENT INCREMENT INCREMENT
4 $OURCE 0 1 3

Requirements 0 3.5 10.3 12.4

Design 95.7 S C.0 41.0 *0.l

Code 4.1 27.1 35.9 56.2

Maintenance* 0 4.7 5.1 9.0

4ot Known 0 4.7 j 7.7 12.3
TOTALS

Code or
DAta Base 23 85 78 89 275
Change Errors

Total Errors 44 114 101 18 377
Reported** 44 1 1

*This refers co errors iTtroduced as a result of fixing previously
documented errors.

These include non-codie or Cata base change r.rrors such as operator
errors, documentation errors, and "no problem" reports.
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tabhr 4-10. I'roJect 5 Error Sources by Incre ienL
" , ](Simulator 3ortware)

PLRCLNT CODE OR DATA 9ASL
CHANGE ERRORS FOR EACI INCREMEIIT

TOP DUWN

ITERA-
OP TION

ERROR INCREMENT INCREMENT INCREMENT INCREMEUT
SOURCE 0 0 2 2

' equirements 0 , 0 ".1 .8.5

I Design 39.3 44.8 63.S 43.2

Code 60.7 51.8 32.2 30.9

SMaintenanck 1 0 0 1._ -5

Not Known o 3.4 2.3 4.9I .o w r -_ .....
TOTALS.. ..-.-. .-. - I .. .

Code or
Data Base 28 29 87 81 225
Ciange Errors -....... 8
Total ErrorsReported** 29 3? 98 '28 ?87

This refeis to errors introduced as a re-ul t of fixing previously
documented errors.

These include noo-code or data base change errors suchi as operator
errors, documentation errors, and "no problem" reports.

Rrcilts for the vari us purions of the Project 5 ;yst n are not con-
ik ttt, as may be seen In the following tables. Several trends do appear

in the data, however.

1) For each of the softwa r' packages being developed
in a top-down, multiple increment approach (Tables 4-9
and 4-10) the perientage of errors attributable to
requirements is; increasing, although the total num-
ber of errors found per increment is remaii ng fairly
constant. A closer look at these errors shows that
thcy fail principally in the logical, computational,
interface, and data structure categories. However,
the cext of these problem reports doesn t necessarily
point to an error. Project 5 is so complex that in
some areas, such as performance (timing and accuracy)
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rble 4-11. Project 5 Errc- Sources (Batch Mole PA 7los and
Real-Time Operating System Snftware)

PERCENT CODE OR DA. 2ASE

_CHANGE ERkORS

ERROR 12CH MODE REAL-TIME OPERATING
SOURCE PA TOOLS SYSTEM SOFTWARE*I

Requirements 0.9 7.4

Desi9n 32.4 43.3

Ccde 61.1I 40.7

Ma I nteiance** 2.8 0

No t Known 2.8 8.6

• Code or Data

Bas.z Change 108 81Er;rors

4 j Total Errors .31 99
Reported

Values in this column can itot be coesiieed final.
• This refers tc errors introdqced as a result of fixing previously

documented errors.

requirements, it is necessary to build a portion of
the system and play it off against a real-time sim-
ulator to verify that requirements are valid. The
percentage of these "errors" goes up because the
itumber' of requirements implemented increases with
each successive increnent. The multiple 'ncrement
apprv~ach has allowed continual wflidation )f reqiire-
ments along with validation nif the scftware.

2) The breakdown of des'gn and coding errors is not the
same as that seen for Projects 2 and 3, part;y due to
the larger number of categories being evaluated and
partly due to the nature of Project 5. Jote in
Table 4-9 that the percentage af design errors has
gone down to 10.1 percent in Increment 3 (froin a high
of 95.7 percent in the predominantly stub structure of
Increment 0). This ay be a desirable feature of the
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multiple i.,.crernent approach since coding errors have
been shown by Shooinan and 8olsky [4) to be less
costly to diagnose and c~oerect than d-sign errors.*
Their results showed that designi errors required an
average of 3.1 manhours to diagnose and 4.0 manhours
to correct, Coding errors required an average 0f
2.2 mnrhours t-o diagn~ose and 0.8 manhours to cor-
rect. this rasult is not surprising since early
increm4ents effectively establish the iajor design
features,

3) Maintenance errors, i.e., those errors resulting
fromi th~e correction, of previously documented errors,
reached~ a maximum of 9.0 percent of all code changeerrors in one case. A practical normi for thiserror source, h~wever'. is probabl in the range offrom 2 to 5 percent.

VIC.,

IF

1$ Unfortu'itely, we were unable to collect this type ef Iformation during
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34.2.4 Preoperation3l vs Operational Problems

One of vhe popular bliefs held by test personnel in the Project 3
envirotwent is that the routines which are error prone during preoperational
testing are also thL routines which are error prone once the software is
operational. Project 3 operational data collected during tkis study made
it possible to investiga+^, the, accuracy of this belief.

Figure 4-9 shows i f operational problems versus preoperational
problems for the ?,49 FrojL.. J routines. Fron this we see that the correla-
tion isn't very strong at the routine level, r - 0.406 . Figure 4-10,
which presents the same data at the function level shows a stronger correla-
tion with r - 0.920. Results at the routine level pro!' nbly would have
been much improved had an assessment of problem criticality been available
for use in the investigation.

One interesting fact. was revealed in the course of trying to identify
reasons w' routines were statistical outliers, i.e., falling outside the
90 percent confidence limits in Figure 4-'9. Turning to the routine diffi-
culty informatiori collectea early in the S.P.S., an attempt was made to
determine why r.utines were outliers above the regression line*', i.e., had
a higher number kkf op.rational problems compared to other routines. First,
the average "difficulty to develop" of the nine high outliers Is 12.1 while
the average for all of TRW's )74 rutin is was 9.2, where the difficulty
range Is from a minimus, of 5 to a maximun of 15 A summary of difficulty
data for .he nine outliers is given in Tahie 4-12 below.

Table 4-12. Difficulty Ratings for Opcrational Outliers

Ruu.ine ..__0_ Of f icu Ity-_N _ _ _ ___ I ilI

Name Design Code Implement Checkout Document Totals

t A313 1 2 3 2 2 101
A504 3 3 3 3 3 15
l07 2 2 2 2 2 10

C1e04 3 2 3 3 3 14C107 3 2 2 2 2 11

C108 2 2 2 1 2 9C302 3 2 3 2 3 13

0203 3 3 3 3 2 14
V;8 3 2 3 2 13

Averages 2.6 1 2.2 2.7 2.3 2.3

*Note: Deleting routines with zero problems didn't improve the correlation.

**Note: Only one routine was in outlier below the regression line. This
waL judged to be a difficult routine to retvelop (difficulty = 14)
but "thoroughly" te-ted. The chief reason given was that it was
an easily modularied, primarily computaticoal routine. See also
Section 4.3.5.8.
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Most interesting were the reasuns given for the generally high
difficulty ratings. Complex logic, core loading problems, and data inter-
faces were givea as reasons, but these reasons were also applied to routines
that were not outliers. A fourth reason was given for three of the nine out-
lier routines which was not given for any other routines, and that reason was
"changing requirements," However, statements of requirements were not changed
after the software requirement specification was approved and baselined, so

I this points to chan ges in interpretation of poorly stated requirements. In
2 tfact, requirements for one of these outlier routines continued to he a point

of contention well into the operational phase of the Project 3 life cycle.
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4.2,5 Software Problems as a Function of Routine Size*

One of our beliefs at the beginning of the Software Reliability Study
was that the number of problems encountered in a routine would correla*te

' ~ ell with the routine's size measured in total iource statements. This
was a findinq in an earlier study done by TRW for the CCIP-85 Study
Group (5], which stated that "there is a strong crrelation between the
number of problems encountered durinfg testing and the size/complexity of
the programs being tested." The subject project in that study was the
initial version of Project 2.

I Art attempt to plot actual problems '.e all Project 3 ,'outines, Fig-' ure 4-11, generally indicated that larger routines did experience more
4 problems, bearing out the earlier findings. However, in an attempt to

discover if ccrtain types of routines were more error prone than others,
routines were grouped functionally into subsystems accordiri to their
position in the Project 3 software architecture, and correlation improved
considerably.** Figures 4-'2 through 4-21 present results of this investiga-
tion. Figure 4-22 presents a summary of linear regression lines translated
through the origin for the sake of comparison. Results may be sunmrized
by the following:

1) The correlation coefficient, r, for the linear
best fit ranged from a low of 0.5408 to a maxi-

2mum of 0.9449.

2) The linear best fit for all subsystems fell
roughly between 10 and 20 problems per 1000 total
jOVIAL sou:rce statennts***with the exception of
two routine groupings.

The two routine groupings which did not fall in the 10 to 20 problems
per 1000 statements range were Subsystem 0, Figure 4-17, and Subsystem F and
Function C2, Figure 4-19, both falling below 10 problems per 1000 statements.
The reason for this is most likely thoroughness of development esting.****
Suhsystem D, although it contained the largest routine in the Project 3
system (in excess of 2300 total statements), was highly proceduralized
(modularized) computational code that was testable in small segments. Also,
since this subsystem executed at the end of the serial processing order,
system level tests of Subsystem D were not possible until predecessor tests

Section 4.3.3.2 et neq. presents a generalized statistical regression
analysis which also considers some of the data presented in this Section;
'in particular see Section 4.3.4.1 and Tables 4-16 and 4-17 in regard to
parameter Z**'

Groupings by routine purpose (e.g., computational, input, output, etc.)
are addressed in Section 4.3.5.1.

These include executable and non-executable statements, but not comments.

That testing done by the de-elopers prior to delivery of the software to
the independent test team.
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were successfully completed, allowing testing at the routine level to be
completed. Subsystem F and Function G2 were functionally similar because
they contained utility routines. These routines also received more thor-
ough testing because their relatively smaller size made them easier to
test, dependencies of other routines on these utilities forced testing to
be completed earlier, and additional testing was performed by users of

j. these utlitLies,

Uxplanation of error -ates experienced in the other Project 3 sub-V systerts is not so easy, although such things as complexity and difficulty,
as well as thoroughness of testing*, are believed to be factors. Examina-
.ion of the relationship of software problems to other attributes is pre-
sented in Section 4.3.

rA look at; problems documented during Project 3 operations brings out
an interesting fact related to size, however. By calrulating an average

4 of errors encountered for routines in size groupings it was noted that
the large routines, say greater than iMOO total source stateent, were

; ,;the routines wiich tended to experience more errors** after preoperational
testing, Figure 4-23. Preoperational data showed a linear relationship
of errors to routine size, i.e., a large routine was no more error prone
than a small one. Although data are limited and further investigation
with other sources of data is reconirended, Project 3 results suggest that
the best fit may not be a straight line when operational errors are
Included, Figure 4-24. In this figure light shaded bars are preopera-
ticnal dita and dark shaded bars are operational data. This would sup-
port the contention that it is the small routines which ae easiest to
test thoroughly in preoperational testing and the larger routines that
go into the operational envirop.ment containing residual, undetected
errors.

Investigations of size on the other source proj'cts was not fruitful,
although Project 2 showed similar results, but ,ot so well correlated, as
those for Project 3. Project 4, which is writtri in a macro language and
with only operational err2r data, showed rr) correlation at all between
errors and size.

Project 5 has a limit on routine size, 100 executable statements, so
investigations -;f errors and size were performed by combining routines to
form larger modules calied tasks. Even so, there was very poor correla-
tion. Correlations may improve after comFetion oF all Project 5 tLsting.

We have no quantitative measure of test thoroughness for Project 3.

To a user it is often a sImple count of errors per routine, rather than
any other measure, that shap.s his opinion of re'liability.
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I
4.3 The Phenomenological Apprach to Software Reliabilit

Some of the concepts discussed in this secti~n were first proposedf to be applied to software by Rubey and Hartwick [6]. The authors of []j may have chosen the word "Quality" in part because of the empiricism of1• the concepts, but clearly the intent is to measure and/or deal with Reli-
ability, as defined earlier.

The Reference [6) method was to define attrbutes and their metrics;
the former being a prose expression of the particular quality desired of
the software; the latter a mathematical function of parameters thought to
relate to or define the attribute. The major attributes, such as, for
example: "A, - rathematical calculations are correctly performed"; or:
"As - The program is intelligible"; or: "A5 - The program is easy to
modify," were each further categorized in [6) to describe less abstract;
i.e., more concrete, attributes capable of being measured as to whether
the attribute is present to some degree (on a scale of 0 to 100). Only a
few metrics were defined in £6), although a detailed breakdown of each
major attribute was given; and no particular application was mentioned in
the reference.

TRW Systems reported in £7) on a study which included the formula-
tion of metrics and their application in a controlled experiment to two
computer programs independently prepared to the same specification. In the
study only a limited number of attributes were cunsidered, primarily those

P \ I corresponding to attributes As and A. of [6), mentioned previously. It is
considered that the application in [7] was successful as far as it went,
in that the number of problems encountered, as well as the reliabilities
of each program (detenin.n,,d by the methods described in Section 5.2.4)
appeared to correlate vall with the metrics' vziues.

In £ll, a more basic approach to software reliability in terms of
attributes, or characteristi:s, and their metrics was attempted. This
study focused primarily upon that which could be termed as good (or bad)
practices and standards apolying to FORTRAN coding. The use of the
good practice or adherence to the specified standard was defi ,ed as the
value of the metric, (i.e., 1 or 0), although in many cases a graduation
of values between 0 and 1 could be defined. The study related the type
of practice or standard to more abstract characteristics such as "under-
standability," "testability," "maintainability," etc. Reference [1]
expresses in great detail the rationale for and relationships between the
primitive characteristcs, more concrete characteristics, and the metrics,
together with a subjective analysis of their suitability or correlation
with quality, i.e., high reliability software.
4.3.1 Currant Approach

Early in the current study it was decided -,o make the phenomenological
approach to software reliability via a route more closely related to that
taken in Reference [7] rather than [l]. The primary reasons for this
choice were the availability of 'TMETRIC, a software tool developed to
andlyze characteristics of programs written in JOVIAL J4 language, and the
unavailability of both tools and manpower to accomplish the analysis set
forth in [1] oni Projects 2 or 3 programs.
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J I Consequently the approach for this study has been to use 'TMETRIC to
S1collect data on Oha-acteristlcs connoting complexity, and by implication

error-proneness and/or difficulty of error detection and correction. The
cavabilities of 'TMETRIC are described in Section 2 of this report.

4,3.Z* The Relationshio of Reliability With 'TMETRIC Information

The basic assumption is that certain measurable characteristics can
be .elected to provide a sufficiently accurate and prerise indicator of
reliability. To utilize the numbers of problems encountered during the
test program as an indicator of reliability, it must first be recognized
that ,t would be the reliability as of the beginning of the test pro)gram,
since during the course of testing the detected errors are corrected (with
high probability). However, It would also have to be assumed that new
errors i.,troduced by correctlng a problem, if detected during the course
of the test program, are recognized as ne,-ly created. These would not be
counted in the total number of problems measuring reliability. Furthermore,
it needs to be assumed that the same number of originally present errOrs
would occur whether or not other originally pres'.nt errors are detected and
corrected. A final major Assumption which would support the hypothesis
that numbers of problems are an ind cator of reliability is that the test
program uses a set of test cases representative of the operational profile.

Note that the word "indicator" was used instead of "estimator." By
this is meant that numbers of problems uzider the above assumptionis would
be proportional to unreliability, so that if a similar test program followed
the first test program, in which number of errors occurring were less by a
iactor of (say) two, then it could be inferred that the unreliability was
also reduced by a factor of 'two.

Hence, wit.h no furthe- assuoptions, such as those of the Shooman or
Jelinski - Moranca models 1Section 5.2) needed to prydict future reliability,
the numbers of problems ~ccurring during testing w'ould only reflect the pre-
vious reliability of the software. Furthermore, as observe in [7), the
cci.,lexity parameters of the snftware (as collected and analyzed by '(METRIC)
will remain essentially constant even though coding changes are made to
correct errors. This means that if the values of the complexity paranliters
have aay meaning, they also can only reflect the reliability of the software
prior to the test program, i.e., that of' the basic design.

As a consequence of the preceding assumptions, two basic models,

similar in several respnrts, were considered for predicting numbers of
software problems as a function of 'TMETRIC data. The first iodel represents
a preliminary attempt to construct a set of metrics which both separately
and together measure the attribute "complexity". The model was tested using
standard linear regression analysis in order to determine, primarily by the
value of the multiple correlation coefficients, how well the chosen com-
pleyity metrics explained or predicted the number of software problems. The
results of this dnalysis, given ;n Section 4.3.3.1, showed that fair-to-good
correlations were obtained.
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On the other hand, in constructing a complexity model to. pvedic,
-4'" numbers of software problems, subjective judgements were made vs to the

relative influence of each of the (sub)metrics (obtained fiom 'I"N "'"T L. dti
comprising the several complexity metrics uy directly assignin nuiri-.i,
"weights" or influence coefficients. Secondly, the functionr,. , f!,s chusi
for the set of metrics were considered somewhat complex for their ptrpoz

The second model, which was the main subject of Investigation :.1i
s'udy, was formulated based upon the philosophy that it should be s.-,ple
in form, and that the relative influence of the various (sub)met. *.- -:h,701
be estimateo from the data. As a consequence the primary model cthosei, ta
relate software pro!lems to 'TMETRC data wis the wcll-known lineat mgres"
si .,odel

Np- afi(Ti)

whore No is tho i-L'... of actual problems* for the software module under
,1alysils, and f(Ti, i, some specified function of the ith 'TMETRIC para-
meier vJIue Ti. F. r eery Ti, f(Ti) is defined to be nondecreasing in Ti
su that inureasing thM. value of Ti should result in greater or at least
equal compley(ty. Consequently, it is worthwhile to constrain the coeffi-

I ents ai to be nonnegative; thet is, nuner of problems should either
increass.. oo at lea-t not decrease wit. increasing value of any one com-

/ plexity ,arawxnter. Oni of the objectives will then be to determine if o.ic
Wr more of the coetfiierts a't ortal! with respect #.o the rtmaining coeffi-
cients. Th se would then be assigned the value zero, reflecting the infor-
rnatiu;e that the corresponding parameters are not influential in predictiihg
Np. The main objective is to find a "best-fitting" set of coefficients ai,
(some of wh:ch w4 l be zero) and then eval.uate the statistical consequences
in term of confidence limits on Np. The choice of functions f (in most
cases f(x) = x) and the manner in which this general c3nstriined regression
problem is solved and applied to the Project 3 data is te major topic of
Section 4.3,3.

4.3.3 Analysis of Software Problem Data Models

4.3.3.1 Complexity Model
6I

Initially it was hypothesized that numbers of software problems could
be explained or predicted from certain measures of complexity. In order to
investigdte this hypothesis several factors which are believed to contribute
to complexity were considered and metrics were defined in order to provide
a nimerical measure of these cmomlex,ty factors.

These categories of complexity were considered:

1. Logic Complexity - rel3ed to source-code statements of logical
relationships, primarily branching deci-icns, but including loopand IF-nesting level measures.

"Actual" problems are problems (errors) which required a changa to the
code or data base to effect corrective action.
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Interface complexity -measured by nv,,ber of application program
interfaces (number of other routines called), and number of
system interfaces (number of system 'outines called).

3. C(cfputational complexity - measured by assignment statements
containing arithmetic onerators.

4. Input/output complexity - measured by number of 1/0 statements.

5. Readability - measured by number of comments statements.

Definitions of Com plexity Metrics

1. The Logic Complexity metric, referred to as Total Logic Complexity,

LTOT, can be numerically evaluated for each routine by calculating:

LTOT LS/EX + LL P + LI + LBR

where

LS - number of logic statements

EX - nu*r of executable statements

LLOOP - a measure of loop complexity defined in Table 4-14

L a measure of IF- condition statement complexity,
also defined in Table 4-14.

o LBR number of branches BR*. tims 0.001 (the factor 0.001
was chosen to assign what was believed to be the
relative importance of numbuir of branches within the
expression for total logic complexity).

P.. The Interface Complexity Metric CINF is defined as folluws:

CIF -AP +0.5 (SYS)

where

AP = number of application program interfaces

SYS = number of syste,, prograrmi interfaces

0.5 z a factor chosen to assign what was believed to be the
relative importance of system progrjm interfaces to

* application program interfaces

The number of branches- parameter as used in the complexity model ^f this
section was redefined in subsequent analyses to inl:.Ide all bra-v,..-producing
statements.
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:4, The Computational Complexity metric CC is defined as follows:
CC (CS/EX)x(Ls s/FCS)xCS

where

CS - number of computational scitements

ss zFLOT, the sum over all routines of LO the Total
Log c Complexity for each r.uttne (def ned previously)

The S - the sum over all routes of the velues of CS for
4fach routine

4. The Input/Output tC'omplexity mtric is defined for each routine

as follows:
C/0 (S //EX)x(Ls~/S/~S/

where
S 3/9 , number of Input/Output statemnts

-SI/0 - the sum over all routines of the values of SIO for
each routine

5. Readability, an uncomplexity metric, is defined for each routine
as follows:

UREAD ' COW (TS+COM)

where

_TS •tutal number of statements (executable plus non-

executable, exclusive of comments statements)

COM number of comments statements

The Tntal Complexity Metric, CTOT , is defined for each routine by

ClOT = LTOT + O.ICINF + 0.2CC + 0.4CI/Q + (-O.1)UREAD

The factors 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and -0.1 applied to Interface Complexity

(CICF), Computationa omplexity (eC), Input/Output Complexi ty (CI/) and

ty (UREAD), respectively, represent what are believed to be the
relative weights of these metrics in an additive model for total complexity.
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Although five complexity metrics were defined as predictors for
numbers of problems, it was decide at first, to place emphasis upon the
analysis of Total Logic Complexity (TOT), as a single oredictor, and to
group the reiiaittng four metrics into a single complexity metric, labeled
Total-Logic. Subsequently, in the more general regression analysis des-
cribed in Section 4.3.3.2 es ecq., the paijmeters making up the remaining

$ metrics were considered individually as predictors although not directly
In the above form.

L Figures 4-25 presents selected results of -agre;sion analyses of number
of actual problems versus Total Complexity Votric CTOT, for Subsystems A,
3, C, D, E, and Function G1. The data for S,bsystems F rnd H were plotted
and found to be extremely "noisy", as had been expected to a certain extent,
since Subsystem F consists of utility roctines and Subsystem H of data
management routines with a varied history, some routines being well estab-
lished and unmodified, others modified for Project 3, and the remainder
newly developed.

Consequently, plots of number of problem versus CTOT for subsystems F
and H are not presented. Routines exhibiting anomalous values of number of
•.roblems were reinoved from the data before computing the regression line,
as indicated on the plots. Values of r (actually r2) indicate the fi-action
of the variance of numbers of problems accounted ;or by the particular
regression tunction.

Table 4-13 compares correlation coefficients r of nm.,ber of problems
with each of the metrics CTOT, LTOT and CTOT -LTOT for subsystems A, B, C,
D, E and function GI. The values of r range from "fair" to 'good," in that
1O0r2 (%) usually exceeds 50%, and for fvnction Gi exceeds 80%.

4.3.3.2 Generalized Regression Model

A "nonclassical" method for predicting numbers of software problems
as a function of measurable parameters cf the source code was applied toProject 3 data. The basic technique is to da-terminc the coefficients of a

linear function of the defined parameters by minimizing the sum of squares
of deviations nf the observed number of software problems from the assumed
linear function; i.e., by "least squares," or "linear regression." However,
the distinguishing feature of the method applied for this study is that
those coefficients corresponding to parameters adjudged to have a positive
(increasing) effect on number of software problems were constrained to be
nornegative. Conversely the coefficients of those parameters which would
cause a decrease in numner, of software problems were constrained to be non-
positive. These added judgement factors applied to the least-squares (or
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linear regression) problem corverts it from a relatively simple technique

to a nonlinear prog-amminu problem with a quadratic cbjective function
(function to be minimized and linear inequality constraints.

Statistical analysis of t'e estimators of the coefficients for non-
linear programming problems (e.g., evaluation of correlations, ind alsoconfidence limits on the coefficients) appears to bt. esseatially untouched

in the literature, even in the relatively simple cases of a quadratic
V objective function (as opposed to sone arbitrary convex nonlinear function)

and the simple nonnegative (or nonpositive) linear inequality constraints*.
N(evertheless, the estimateri variance of the observed number of problems
about the best-Fitting linear function of a given set of parameters sup-Ii plies a good measure, although ,ot strictly valid, for judging the goodness
of fit relative to alternate choices of parameter sets, and is used in this
analysis for this purpose.

Following the constrained least squares analysis, subsequent linear
regression analyses without the previously described inequalit) ,onstralnts
were appliea considering only certain subsets of the originally selected
parameters. Since the para-eters not considered were eliminated because
their influence coefficients were estimated as zeroes in the constrained
1.i 5t squares analysis, it would not be strictly valid to make the usual
inferences obtained from standard regression analysis methods. However,
if the reduced sets of parameters were the only ones to then be considered
in future predictions, then subsequent inferences based upon the standard
regression analysis could claim more validity. On the other hand, should
it be found in futurE unconstrained regression analyses that one or more
of the important inflmence coefficients are found to be negative when ithad been "firmly established" thait the corresponding parameter(s) had a

positive effect on prodicing software problems, then the analysis wnuld
need to be re-started at some point, or else the theory improved.

It is also possible that with an improvement in the theoretical deve-
lopment of a model for prediction of software problems, the regression
might be, more appropriately, nonlinear. In that circumstance, the tools
discribed by Reference [8] could be used, in general.

Reference [9) discusses the constrained least-squares technique and
provides a set of FORTRAN programs** in its Appendix C for solving the
problem described in this report. Since we did not happen to have these
programs, a set of programs already av3ilable to us, which handle general
nonlinear programning problems base on Reference [8], were used for the
anlysis.

Private communication by Professor A. adansky, University of Chicago.

**To purchase coue and data in machine-readable form, inquiries should be
directed to International Mathematical and Statistical Libraries, Inc.,
Suite 510, 6200 IlIllcroft, louston, Texas 77036.
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i The basic data element consists of a single (sub)routtine, Identified
by a label indicating the portien of a given function it performs, and the
subsystem grouping of the required -fu'-tions of the software. The data
obtained for each routine consist of the total number of actual problems
together with measured values of sixteen parameters. Table 4-14 defines
the parameters used in the anmlysis, and Table 4-15 presents the parameter
values for each routine, primarily ohtained by use of 'TMEThC, a JOVIAL
source code stitc tool. In Table 4-15, two of the parameters, LLOOP ad
LIF, were developed from the 'TWl1RIC data by accounting for nesting level
of the Loop and IF statements used.* Also two parameters, RAT and WK.-LD
(programmer rating and work-load respectively), were developed from data
obtained from interviews with ninagement personnel connected with Project
3. Data for these two parameters were unobtainable 7or subsystems G and
H, however. All parameters except COM (number of conmpnts) and RAT were
considered as having a positive effect on number of software problems. For
simplicity in the com#,Jtatfor, *  .he latter two parameters were given minu~s
signs, and in this way all coefficients cnu'id be constrained to bef nonnegative.

4.3.3.3 Analysis of the Generalized Regression Model

Assume there are N parameters ZI, J = I- 2, ... , N and K routines
in a specified grouping. Yi is the (theoretically) expected number of
software problems in the ith routine, i = 1, 2, ... , K.

The expected number of software problems is assumed to be expressible
as a linear finction of the paraieters:

NYj L ajZji ()*
J=1

*Calculated values of LLOOP AND LIF are shown multipied by 000, in
order to avoid convergence problems in the estimation process.

**It is an automatic feature of the nonlinear programming problem computa-
tional software that all solutions are constrained to be nonnegative,
unlcss explicitly programmed otherwise.

***Note that in this model a constant term (Zoi = 1.0) is not used; i.e.,
it is p, ostulated that zero problens would occur if the parameters were
all zero. In other words, the regression plane is being forced to go
through the origin.
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Table 4-14. Parameter Definition,L j
ROUT Coded routine idenifier. Each routine has

Qn identifier which replaces its real nare.
This identifier indicates the routine's
parent subsystem and function as well.

A 1 01[ Subsystem-T

Function

Routine

PROBS Number of actual problems encountered in the
routine. Actufl problems are those that
required an updte to the routine's code.

Z, TS Total routine statements [VS = NEX + EX]

LLOOP LL E3 Computed loop compexity* for the routine
according to the following equation.

L LOOP I m iW i

where:

i~1 QW =4 so that W

and:

m. number of loops in routine at
indenture or nesting level i.

Wi = weighting factor

Q = maximum level of indentures in the

system

4 = shaping value

Values were multiplied by 1000 as a scaling factor.
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Table 4-14. Parameter Definitions (Continued)

Z3 LIF IF' 3 Conputed IU complexlty* for the routine
according to the following equation

LIF

where:

iii = number of IFs !n routie at inden-
ture or nesting level i

Wi  weighting factor (the same as for
LLOOP)

Zi, = BR Total routine branches

Z5 = LS Routine logicai tatemaits (IF, ORIF, IFEITH)

Z= AP Direct routine interfaces with other applica-
tions routines (not a count of calls to other
routines)

Z = SYS Direct routine interfaces with operating
tsystem or system support routines (not a count

of calls to system routines)

Z8 = I/O Routine input/output statements

Z9 = COMP Routine computational statet.nts

ZIo = DAT Routine data handling statements

Z11 = NEX Routine nonexecutable statements

Z12 = EX Routine executable statements

Z13 = TI Total routine interfcxes with other routines
71 = AP + SYS

Z1 CO" Total routine comments. Comments are not
included in the count of noneyecutable state-
ments, NEX.

Z1, RAT Average programmer ratinq. This parameter is
an average based un the ratings of each pro-
grammer who worked on the routine.

Z16 = WK-LD Average workload of programmers who worked
on the routine.

Values were multiplied by 1OOG as a caling factor.
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where Zji is the value of Zj for the ith routine and aj is the "'influence
coefficient" for the Jth parameter. The observed numbir of software prob-
lems for the ith routine is denoted by Yj and the methodology for estimating
the aj is to minimize the sum of squares of the deviatiorns of the observed
?( from their expected values, Y, i.e., minimize

K A
Q u 1= (Yi-Y 1 )

2  (2)

K A N
i-l Jul

The "irfluence coefficients" aj are constrained to be nonnegative:

aj 0 j - I, 2, ... , N (4)

consequently the problem of evaluating the aj becomes a nonlinear programm-
ing problem with quadratic objective function Q given by (3) and inequality~constraints (4).

Although, as pointed'out in Section 4.3.3.2, the well-established
statistical methods of regression analysis do not apply when inequality
constraints are applied to the estimators,* the usual standard error may
still be calculated and us.d as a measure of the closeness of fit of Y
to a linear function of the specified parameters.

The standard error of Y estimates the square root of the residual
variance of Y, which is a measure of the greatest closeness of fit that
may be obtained when representing Y as a linear function of the parametersZ19 ... , ZN. Its formula is

1 Qmin/(K-N' )] (5)

where Qmin is the valJe of Q in (3) obtained by substituting in the values
aj which minimize Q, and N' is the numbe,* of nonzero aj.

When Yi is assumed to be a linear function of only one parameter (say)
- Zk, the solution is particularly simple, and we have

IA K (6
ak = a YiZki/ Zki (6)i=l i=1

The basic reason is that the joint distribution of the estimators have
positive probability over regions which have (potentially) irregular
boundaries, and consequently the analysis would become much more intricate.
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a ak ad(Yi - akZki) I(K-] (7)

ILi

In the single parameter case, the estimator ak is guaranteed to be positive
(negative) since each Yj is nonnegative and all Zki are positiveI (negative)', so that ordinary regression methods apply.

The correlation coefficient rk will be used as a ieasure of associa-
tion of'Y and the single parameter Zk. The value of rk , sometimes called
the "coefficient of determination," measures the fraction of the total
variance of number of problems Y accounted for by the particular regression
function shown. The correct formula for ^k when the regression line is
forced tirough the origin is

r k a ak IZki -iM*

(where all summations are from i I to K). One must be careful in using
other formulas for the correlation coefficient, as, for example

r k X I k 2-9
12Z 2  - K(EZki)

rk -Ey K(EY1 ) ()
which is not valid when the regression line is forced through the origin.***

During the course of the analysis the parameter subsets for the linear
regression function were changed, as discussed below.

Initially all sixteen parameters were considered, even though some
were expressible as linear combinations of, or were strongly related to,
other parameters. For example, total number of statements equals the sum
of the numbers of executable statements plus nonexecutable statements
ITS - EX + NEX). Also, total number of interfaces equals the sum of the
numbers of application programl interfaces plus system program interfaces
(TI = AP + SYS). Subsequently, a subset of ten parameters considered tobe essentially unrelated were selected for re-analysis. These were LLOOF
LIF, BR, AP, SYS, I/O, COMP, DATA, NEX and COM. Although also independent
the prografrier-related parameters RAT and WK-LD were deleted from consider-
ation at this point, since values for these parameters were not available
for all routines. Thus, following the analyses using the full set of

The parameters COM and RAT are given minus signs as noted previously.

Searle, S.R., Linecar .!odeZc, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New Yurk, 1971,
pp. 95-98.

rowker, A. II. and Lieberman, G.J., Engineering Statistics, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1959, p. 274, 4-92
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pdrameters (Phase 1) in which the influence coefficients were constrainedi ' to be nonnegative (nonpositive for COM and RAT,,. a standard lineal- regression
analysis (Phase 11) was performed on the independent parameters with no
constraints on the influence coefficients; however tLe regression planeK" [,was forced through the origin.

Subsidiary analyses were also pertormed. These included a linear
regression analysis of number of problems as a function of any single
parameter, in order to compare the benefits of using several parameters
versus one parameter for predicting number of problems. Secondly, for thoseof the ten independent parameters which appeared to be sign'ificant (in
having nonzero influence coefficients) the residuals, or differences between
the observed number of problems and the number calculated from the regres-
sion function, were plotted in order to evaluate the chosen model or deter-
mine, if possible, changes to the model (e.g., quadratic instead of linear).
Third, a schee of smoothing out the sillgi, parameter linear regression by
systemnatically eliminating "outlier points", or routines that showed excessive
statistical deviations from the predicted number of problems, was applied.
I.n nearly all cases an explanation for the anomalous behavior could be
found based upon independent data, including an intimate knowledge of the
routine and circuffitances surrounding its development and test. Fourth,
an analysis was performed of several typ.s of software problems, each type
being considered as a function of the parameter considered to be the best
metric for the corresponding attribute (as labeled by type of problem).
Thus, for example, numbers of interface problems were considered to be
a linear function of total number of interfaces (Z13); etc.

Thei subsequent sections present the data, analysis and discussion of

the results, as well as suggested hypotheses to be tested with new data.

4.3.4 Description of Regression Analyses Results (Phase 1Q

4.3.4, I Data Grouped b. Subsystem

Table 4-16 shows the computed influence coefficients and the standard
error 31, using the full set of parameters when the data are grouped by sub-
system. As noted before all sixteen (16) parameters (the independent
variables) were used for evaluation of subsystems A, B, ..., F, but only
fourteen (14) were available for subsystems G and H. rable 4-17 shows the
influence coefficients and standard errors, 8, for the cases when number
of software problems Yi is proportional to only one paraneter, for each
parameter. Correlation coefficients (Eq. (8)) are shown only for those
parameters whose influence coefficients are non-zero in Table 4-16.

in all cases, except for subsystem E, 'it can be noted that the
standard error a when the full set of paraneters is considered (Table 4-16)
is less than everi, standard error when one parameter alone is assumed to
be the determiner of the number of software nroblems (Table 4-17). In other
words, except for subsystem E data, in no case does a single parameter allow
prediction of number of problems with 1nore precision thart does the con-
bination of parameters for each software subsystem as given in Table 4-16.
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In the case of' subsystem E, the least squares solution is suspect since
oally 14 observations are available. For the same reason the solutlons
for subsystems D and B should also be regarded with caution. The values
are given in Tuble 4-16, nevertheless, since the iteration procedure to
solve the constrainied least squa: .s problem converged. Possibly the
reason for convergence is that if only the parameters for which nonzero
coefficients were obtained had been considered, the solutions for the
coefficients would have bein the same as given in Table 4-16. Thus nine
coefficients would have bean estimated from 14 observations, which is
adequate. However the fact that for subsystem E alone, five of the 16
parareters showed single variable standard errors of prediction less than
that of the best linear prediction considering all of the %ariables, is
sufficient justification to discard the solution for subsystem E.

It is apparent by inspection of Table 4-16 that different sets of
parameters combine to give best linear predictors of numbers of software
problems for the eight subsystems of Project 3. For example the best com-
bination of parameters for subsystem G are the three parameters Z , Z9,
and -Zl,, (number of branch statements, number of computational statements,
and number of comments).

The number of errors for subsystems A, B and E are best predicted by
linear functions with nine (9) paratmeters as shown in Table 4-16, generally
different sets of parameters fNr each subsystem.

On the other hand, the parameters Z, (Total Statements) and Z2
(weighted loop nesting level parameters) are not contained in any of the
sets of best predictors. In the case of Z,, an explanation would be simply
that the components making up the total number of statremnts, when separately
-;, ,, U and 'Len added together constitute a better predictor than an
unweighted sum of such components. This is not to say that the parameter

Z, is a bad predictor, because, as shown in Table 4-17, the standard error
of predicted versus observed errors when treating Z, as a singlc predictor
is smaller than most of the standard errors associdted with other variables.

A similar explanation for the parameter Z2 not appearing in any set
of best predictors in Table 4-16 is not available. Table 4-17 also in4i-
cates by its associated standard errors being relatively large, that Z-,
simply may not be a good predictor for number of errors.

The parameters Z11 (nonexecutable statements) and Z12 (executable
statements) each appear in only ove set of nredictors, possibly for the
same reason as given for Z1, and also, since Z11 appears in the set of
predictors for the (anomalous) subsystem E, this fact should be ignored.

At the other end of the spectrum, parameters Z6 (application program
interfaces) and Zi,, (comments) appear in all but one of the best predictor
parameter sets, indicating a relatively higher predictive capability than
other parameters. As single parameter predictors, however, Table 4-17 does
not indicate that Z6 or Z14 have outstanding capabilities, their associatedstandard errors varying over a wide range of their rank order for each

subsystem as discussed in the next paragraph.
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From Table 4-17, the standard errors associated with each parameter
may be ordered from the smallest to the largest, as shown in Table 4-18.
As a tentative means of evaluating relative merit of single parameter pre-
dictors, if the lowest to the fourth lowest standard deviation; are assigned
scores of 4, 3, 2, 1 points respective, then the three highest scoring
parameters are Z10 , Z12 , and Zk, with 13, 13, and 10 points, respectively.
These scores are not significantly higher than those of some other param-
eters, however. On the other hand, if one had to choose a single predictor
for number of errors, it would probably be Z12 (executable statements) as
being the sirplest to evaluate. However, as discussed in the next-to-last
paragraph, Z1  appered in only one set of predictors (Subsystam H,
Table 4-16) possibly because of its being better represented by a weighted
sum of other parameters.

Table 4-18

Sub;jyste.',i Paraeters in Order of Stndard Deviation of Prediction

A 12o 10. 4, 1, 5, 11, 13, 8, 3, 6, 14, 9, 7, 16, 5, 2
B 7, 13, 6, 15, 5, 10, 12, 16, 1, 9, 8, 11, 14, 4, 2, 3
C O, 12, 1, 5, 11, 4, 9 14, 13, 7, 8, 6, 2, 15 16, 3
0 13, 5, 16, 7, 4, 6, 15, 11, 1, 12, 3, 10, 8, 9 2, 14
E 4, 10, 11 , 1 12, 3, 5 2, 8, 7, 9, 13, 14 16, 6, 15
F 6, 10, 1, 12, 11, 14 5 4, 13, 9, 3, 15, 16, 8 7 2
G 4, 9, 14, 12, 5, 1, 11, 10 3, 13, 2, 6, 7, 8
I 12, 5, I 11, 14, 9 10, 4, 6, 13, 3, 7, 2 8

* 3asis for Subsequent Analysis

The preceding discussion was based upon (1): consideration of sixteen
measurable software parameters, arid (2): the parameter data being grouped
by subsystems. Since some of the sixteen (16) parameters were known to beI. functionally related to others, it was decided to select a subset of ten
(10) Parameters considered as unrelated, and use these as the basic data.

,. Secondly, some additional meaningful groups of routines were defined by
classifying them by principal function performed. These were Control
group label CON), Input Processing (INP), Outout Processing (OUT). Pri-

marily Computational (PC), Set up or initialization (SET), Utilities (UTL),
and Post-Processing (PP). Yhe pu'pose of defining these groupings 'is basedupon the assumption that the same functions could be defined generally
for other software systeas arid for which the routines belonging to them
would show similar software problem activity.

An additional set of routine groupings was defined in terms o'f the
original subsystems. These groups are labeled A,, A?, .. , H2, wherefor example A, denotes the collection of routines labeled A101, A102 , Ao3,and A10 4, as defined in Table 4-15, The parameters for the group labeledA1 were derived by summin the val'jes of the corresponding parameters for
each of A101, ... , Ajo, nd similarly for A2 , ... , H2. This grouping is
given the label "U" consisting of twenty-five (25) (super) routines or
functions.
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It was also decided to perform a standard (nt, constraints) linear
regression analysis after having deleted from consideration those para-
meters w' ,e influence coefficients were found to be zero, for each sub-
system ano each functional grouping nerntioned previously. The primrAryreasons for doing this were (1): to check whether -he standard

(unconstraincd) linear regression analysis would yield regression coeffl-
cients for the unscreened parameters identical with those obtained tising
the corittained analysis; (2): for c.onvenience, ii, that the standard[ linear regression computer programs compt,te correlItion coefficlentit as

well as the multiple correlation coefficient (of number of problems with the
linear regression function); and (3): to statistically determine the close-
ness of fit of the regression function to the ntaber nf software problems
by testing the observed multiple correlation coefficient for significance.

4.3.5 Description of Regression Analysis Results (Phase I!)

4.3.5.1 Special Function Grouolngs

Table 4-19 lists the parameters for each of the function groupings,
labeled A,, A2, ... , H2. Progranvaer-related parameters ZIs, Ziq, are not
included in any of the groupings, since these data were not availab e for
groupings G1, G2, H, fH. Table 4-20 gives the computed influence coeffi-
cients for the best linear gredictor for numbers of errors and the standard
error of prediction using the constrained least squares analysis.

'table 4-21 gives the labels for routines adjudged to belong to selected
groupings CON, INP, OUT, PC, SET, UTL, and PP. The parameter data are as
previously given in Table 4-15, Since th2 seltcted group PP contains only
two routines, no further an3lysls was performed for this particular group.

Table 4-22 presents the computed influence coefficients and standard
errors for the selected groupings CON, INP, OUT, PC, SE'i and UTL, using the
constrained least squares analysis with all sixteen parameters present (note
that the above groupings did not include rmutines from subsysten G nor H,
for which only fourteen p~raneters were available). Group INP contaiihs only
eight (8) routines, which r1pparently did not lead to any difficulty in the
constrained least squares prediction process, and resulted in six (6) i.,nzero
coefficients*. Group SET contains only sixteen routines, ard resulted in
four t4) nonzero coefficients. Possibly the results for INP should be dis-
regarded, but the renaining results in Table 4-22, including those for SET,
appear satisfactory. However, no further analysis was performed subsequently
for the grouping INP.

Possibly as lonq as uhere are fewer nonzero coefficients than number of
routines, a solution will be produced by the nonlinear programming program
used.
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4.3.5.2 Reduction to Ten Unrelated Parameters

Sorme of the sixteen original parameters are functionally related, asmentioned previously. Consequently the ten parameters LLOOP, LIF, BR, AP,

SYS, 1/0, COMP, DATA, NEX, and COM were selected for further analysis.
Another reason for selecting a nonfunctionally related subset of parameters
at this puint is tnat standard linear regression analyses (no constraints)
will not work when two or more of the controllable or "indeper'lent" variables
are linearly dependent.*

4.3.5.3 Analysis Using the Ten rameters (Reduced Set)

At this point the anilysiz on the data Project 3 was restarted using
thu ten (hypothesized) independent parameters, referred to as the "reduced"
set of parameters. Table 4-23 preFents the computed influence coefficients
'nd the standard error using the reduced set of parameters for subsystems
A - H, Functions U, and speciai grouping COMI, ..., UTL, defined previously
and using the constrained least squares method. The values of the influence
coefficients and standard errors can be compared directly with those of
Tables 4-16, 4-19 and 4-22, respectively (the latter tables give the
results of the constrained least squares regression analysis for the full Iset of parameters).

As can be seen by comparison of the results fcr the reduceL set of para-
meters with those for the full set of parameters, the coefficients showed
a similar behavior, being either simultaneously zero in nearly all cases,
or nearly of the same magnitude whcn nonzero. For example, subsystem b
shows a nonzero coefficient for L-IF (S3 = 0.426) when the full set o para-
meters are considereo, but 83 = 0 for the reduced set of parameters. Also
for subsystem B and F, Functions U, and groupings C and SET, i4 shows the
opposite behavior, being zero for the full set but positive for the reduced
set. The latter is also Lrue for a11 in subsystem H, and al0 in Group PC.These differences are generally not significant howeer, since whs: 4 ispositive it is still fairly small and its contribution to the total number

" of problems (when multiplied by the.number of branc,)es) is not significant.
For S3. the value of the parameter Z3 is )ften very small, so again ^3Z3
does not significantly contribute to the total number of problems. Since
a1o for the reduced set of parameters for PC is relatively small, the satrr
statement can be made in that case. For subsystem H, the discrep3ncy between
all for the reduced set and for the full set appears more significant, how-
ever. When the standard regression analysis is discussed, the statistical
significances of the influence coefficients are included, which further
aids in screening out the less importart parameters from the prediction.

The matrix of the crntrollable variables has a vanishing determinant and
therefore cannot be inverted in attempting to solve for the coefficients.
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4.3.5.4 Analysis of a Further Reduced Set of Parameters

A standard linear regression analysis was applied to a set of parameters
jof each subsystem or grouping whose influence coefficients were not zero

'from the previous analysis (these parameters can be directly read inTable 4-23 as those with nonzero values of Ok). The analysis was nonstandard

in the following respect, however: the regression plane was forced to go
through the origin. The main reason for this choice of a linear regressionr model without a constant term is to eliminate nonstructural, or urnJefined
parameters from the model. This is based upon perhaps optimistic assumptions
that the linear regression model and the seleceed parameters are adequateI for predicting numbers of problems. To some extent, as discussed in Section
4.3.5.6, this assumption has been examined by plotting residuals (observed
minus predicted numbe;,s of problems) agaist the essential parameters.

Table 4-24 summarizes the results of the standard regression arialysls.
Presented in the table is the standard error of the regression function for.1*1 the "furtier" reduced set of parameters for each grouping of routines A,
H, U, and CON, ..., UTL, defined previously. Since the standard errors have
the dimension "number of problem", they should not be compared for different
groupings of routiies, but only for different choices of the set of para-

/1 meters used as predictors for a given grouping. The multiple correlation
coefficient, r, is then given and in all cases was found highiy significant;
i.e., noriero with high probability, based upon the usual normal distribution
assumptions. The values of r range from slightly below 0.9 to 0.983, indi-
cating that from about 80 to 96 percent (100 r2 %) of the variance of -,Umber
of problems is accounted for by the selected linear regression function.

4.3.5.5 Development of a Minimized Set of Parameters

The particular technique used for standard linear regression analysis
also attempts to find a minimized set of pt.'ameters such that tho multiple
correlation coefficient (standard error) is not reduced (Increased) signi-
ficantly. This minimization process results in the "minimized set of
parameters" whose subkcripts are shown in Table 4-24, as well as the
regression coefficients ik for each minimized set for each grouping of
routines, the new (slightly increased) standard error, and the new (slightly
reduced) multiple correlation coefficient.

In general, the analysis results showed that the alleged independent
parameters were essentially independent by their correlation coefficients
being =0.75 or less. However, parameters Z4 (number of branches) and Z1I
(number of data handling statements) when in the analyzed set, almost
consistently showed a high correlatinn coefficient (0.92 - 0.99). This is
also ref ,ected in the process to select a minimized set of parameters, in
that in no case do parameters Z4, ZO occur togetLer in a minimized set
,efer to Table 4-24). Another way of interpreting these observations is

that if one of the parameters Z4 or Z10 is present in a set of predictors
for numbers of problems, then the other will add no new information, or in
other words will not reduce the standard error of regression, if included;
in fact, in some cases, the inclusion of both Z4 and ZIO could even lower
the prediction capability of the regression function, as compared to each~parameter being used separately. Further, the high correlation will also

,,ffect the appearance of residual plots, as noted in Section 4.3.5.5.
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Table 4-24. Summary of Standard Linejr Regressin Analysis
(Regression Plane Forced, Through Origin)
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r 1 4.3.5.6 Residuals Analysis
The analysis used also tests the residuals (observed minus predicted

number of problerms) for normality, which if not rejected, ju tifies the
significance tests on the correlotions obtained in the aralysis, On theother hand, were the normality hypothesis to be rejected, it could indicate
that the linear model was in sore sense not suitable. In all cases, except
for subsystem A, the hypothesis of normality was not rejected. Figures 4-26
through 4-29 show plots of residuals for subsystem A, versus 24 (number of
branches), Z6 (number of applicaxion program interfaces), Z8 (nutber oft I/O statements, and Z10 (number of data handling statements), respectioly.
In general, the residuals appear to increase in absolute value as the para-
meter increases (fan out from the origin), implying that the variance of
number of problems increases with the parameter, rather than remains con-- stant (as is assumed in standard regression analysis). On the other hand,

* .as will be sh(wn later, nearly all of the high positive residuals (observed
minus predicted) represent "outliers", in that the corresponding routine
exhibits anomalous statistical behavior for many of the parameters including
these particular ones. However, the large negative residuals, in general,
are nct outliers. Consequently, if departure from a constant is assumed,
the residuals may be showing a decrease to negative values for increasing7values of the parameter, indicative of high correlation between two cr
more of the parameters.*

These conclusions are tentative however, and based upon a very limited
examination of residual plots, and due to lack of time and resources, this
patt of the investigation could not be pursued further.

K The results of the standard linear regression analysis can be summarized
briefly by stating that a certain small number of parameters may be used tn
effectively predict numbers of software problems occurring in development.
These parameters are Z4 (number of branche;); Z6 (number of application pro-
gram interfaces); Z9 (number of computational statements); ZlO (number of
data handling statements; although sirice Z4 , ZlO nearly always are highly
correlated, only one should be used).

4.3.5.7 Evaluation of Internal and External Complexity Metrics

Since both Z4 and Z6 appear to be good predictors Jointly, it was
decided to determine their overa ll pe.'formance by constructing a linear
regression analysis with just these two parameters, being evaluated foreach subsystem A, ..., H. Furthermore it is intritudinq to hypothesize that
total numbers of problems can best be predicted (or explained) by a combi-
nation of routine-internal complexity, as measured by number of branches,
and routine-external conlexity, as measured by number of application
program (other routine) interfaces with the given routine.

Table 4-25 presents the numbers of problems !or each subsystem, Y, total
number of b-anches, Z4, and total nunber of application program Interface6,
7Z, each obtained by summing these quantities over all of the routines in
the subsystem. Table 4-26 surmarizes the regression coefficients, their
standard deviations, the multiple correlation coefficient and the standard
error of regression.

Private communication by N. R. Garner of TRW.
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' Table 4-25. Summed Data for Project 3 Subsystems

Subsystem V 7'4 T_ 6
A 267 5814 238
8 200 ?330 168

C 488 7823 287
0 0 100 2926 117

E 144 2618 101
F 80 3054 81

G 260 45r0 .30

H 1 467 1 7434 296

Table 4-26. Statistical Data Summary for Parameters Z4 and Z6

1 11ltiple
Regression Standard Standard Correlation

Parameter Coefficient Deviation Error Coefficient

7'4 a4 - 0.0454 U4 - 0.0144
AlAl54.4 0 982

f a6 - 0.254 0 o.315
- At

It will be noted that the standard deviation Al-" 0.315 is large compared
o ,g and in fact the analysis indicates that k is not significantly

different from zero. Consequently, the results of the preceding analysis
do not show that both internal and external interfaces are important in
predicting or determining numbers of problems. Actually, the mini, ization
feature of the regression analysis computer program used eliminates Z6,
resulting in a negligible increase in the standard error to 56.6 and
decrease in r to 0.981. The overall "grand-average" regress ioh cr influencecoeff'icient Of Z4 becomes ft'- 0.05665.

Nevertheless if both Z4 and Z6 are a priori hypothesized important,
their relative influence can be estrated by calculating the numbers
of problems contributed by each ir: the two variable linear regression.
Thus if N4, H6 are numbers of problems contributed by each parameter,
respectively, then

N4  4

- (0.0454) (4573.625) 208

N6 S'6 L6

= (0.254) (202.25) = 51
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Parameter Group Where Out.ler Appeared' Oificulty
Z- 

-

I3 4Z f 9  DataRoutilne Weighted No. of" App.'Icaton SystemI 1/0 Comp. HlandE W IF t ranches I/F o /F,, StEtS Stx~ti Stts Design Code Imlementation Checkout

A104 3 3 3 3 jA206 A AjPC PC A 2 3 2 3
A302 UTL 1 ! 2 2
A303 A,UTL UTL A A 3 3 .0 3
A309 Ui' UTL UTL 2 2 2 3
A404 A A,SET A A 2 1 2 3
A514 A A A 2 2 3 3

0102 PC PC 3 233

P10- C CPC 3 2 3 3
C104 PC PC 3 2 3 3
C105 PC C,PC 2 2 3 3
C102 PC PC 3 2 3 2
C401 PC 3 2 2 3C503 PC 3 2 3 3

0104 PC PC PC 3 3 3 3
0112 PC 3 3 2 2

E110 CON CON CON 3 23

F102 F 2 2 3 2
F202 UTL 2 3 2 3

F204 F 3 2 3 2
F401 F F 3 3 3 3
F504 F 3 3 3 3

Gl10 G 3 2 3 3
G113 G I 3 3 3 3-

Averane D;
of All

Each entry in this part of the table represents the routine grou in which the outlier routine was found.



I

2--

Table 4-27. Analysis of Project 3
Outlier Routinoi

Difficulty Ratings

Average
Sutmed Difficulty
Routine of Subsystem

IAtion theckout Docwtmentation Difficulty Outliers Factors CUnributing to Difficulty Ratings

3 3 Is Comlex logic
3 3 14 Interface with routine A303
2 1 7 12.0 Interface with routine A303
3 3 15 Changing roquir. nt%, complex logic
3 2 11 Late design reviews
3 2 10 Interfacing software not available (late)
3 2 12 -

3 2 13 13.0 Poor requirements, core load problems

3 3 14 Changing rlquir-ements, complex logic and interfaces, core load problems
3 3 14 Compolex logic, core load problemas
3 2 12 13.2 Changing requireients, complex interfaces
2 3 13 Complex interfaces
3 2 12 Coeplox logic
3 3 14 Changing requirements
3 2 14 13.5 Easily modularized corputational code

2 3 13 Complex logic, multiple designers

1 2 11 11.0 Changing requirements, complex manp/achine interface

2 2 11 Complex interfaces
3 12 13.0 Changing requirements, complex interfaces
2 2 12 Cw' lex logic and Interfaces
3 3 15 Changing requirements, complex logic and interfaces
3 3 15 Changing requirements, complex logic and nterfaces

3 2 13 Complex logic and interfaces
3 2 14 13.5 Complex logic and interfaces

Average Difficulty 12.8
uf All Outliers

ine was found.
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where Z4, ZG are. the respective means of the 21, 26 given in Table 4-25.

These results would indicate that Z4 (number of branches) contributes about
a ratio of 4:1 of software problems as does Z6 (number of applications pro-
gram interfaces).
4.3.5.8 Sngle Variable Linear R esso s

Although number of prob'ems can nearly always be predicted with smaller
standard error when two or more parameters are allowed in the regression
-function, as compared with using a single parameter, the single parameter
regression analyses were repeated (forcing the regression line through the
origin, with some exceptions) with additional purposes. The first was to
attempt to remove "outliers" or routines in which the parameter data were
anomalous statistically. Subsequently, having identified the outlier
routines in this manner, the background data on each routine were reexamined,
and in nearly all cases such observations as "complex logic", "changing
requirernts", "schedule problems", could be correlated with the outlier
routine.

Secondly, assuming normality and constant variance (of number of pro-
ilems over the full range of the paraneter), 90 percent prediction limits
for the number of software proble.is were calculated. The data points,
regression line and 90 percent predictioni limits are shown plotted in
Figure, 4-30 for a selected set of parameters. The plotted regression line
and prediction limits are calculated from the smoothed data, obtained by
eliminating the outliers, which are also shown on the plots. The criterion
for rejection of outliers was chosen as t3 times the ,tandard error of
regression for the original data, then the criterion was applied, repeatedly
if necessary, to the data without the outlierst until no more outliers
occurred.

Table 4-27 summarizes survey information obtained previously on relative
"difficulties" of the outlier routines shown in the selected plots in addi-
tion to those routines identified as outliers for the remainder of the
reduced set of parameters, as well as some additional parameters for which
the smoothing analysis was accomplished. In a very few of these latter
cases i2 standard errors was used as an outlier rejection criterion.
Section 2.0 describes the manner in which the "difficulty" dat& were obtained.
As Table 4-27 shows, in comparison to all routines the outlier routines
had been assessed as having a significantly higher average difficulty
measure (Table 4-28). In only one case, an outlier routine was identified
(D104), which had a significantly Zoer number of problems relative to its
ntmber of branches, all others having significantly high numbers of problems.
Coincidentally, the comment by the developer on that particular routiie was
"...easily modularized computational code".

4.3.5.9 Analysis of Parameter Categories

Each parameter represents a metric which serves to measure a cor'respond-
ing attribute, as indicated by the label. In order to correlate the metric
with the attribute it purports to measure, software problems of Project 3
were grouped ito "Interface," "Data Handlirfg." "Computational" and "Logical"
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Table 4-28. Project 3 Diflculty at the Function Level

Routines Function Function

Function Contained DifficuILy Sum Difficulty Average
Ai 4 42 10.5
A2 10 99 9.9

A3 15 119 7.9
A4 6 49 8.2"AS 16 1003 105

B 1 7 77 11.0
B2 9 101 11.2

* Cl 12 126 10.5
, C2 14 125 8.9

C3 2 19 9.5
C4 1 12 12.0I C5 5 51 10.2J j C6 5 54 10.8

I Dl 12 149 12.4
02 3 30 10.0

El 14 104 7.4

Fl 3 33 11.0
F2 5 40 8.0
F3 9 80 8.9
F4 13 124 9.5
F5 7 75 10.7

Totals 172* 1677

LAverage Difficulty (All Routines) 9.3

TRW routines only

A.
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I I'
categories denoted by YI, YD, YC, .nd YL, respectively. The results of
analysis in this section examine the relationship between number of interface
problems, Y, versus number of interfaces, as nasured by Z1 3 (tntal number
of system and application program interfaces); similarly the relationships

SY 0 versus Z10 , Y. versus Z9 and Y4 versus Zs, the numbers of problems of
I ! each category with the corresponding parameters.

To do this a standard, with intercept, regreision analysis was performed
in each case using the values of Y, Z for ndch of the 25 functions defined
previously: A,, A2, ... , H2

Figures 4-31 show by the fairly high positive correlation coefficients
for Data Handling problems (YD) and Logic Problems (YL) that tho parameters
ZI. and ZS ir fact provide good predictors of YD and YL, respectively. The
remaining two parameters Z1 3 and Z9 are only "fair" predictors for YI andI YC, respectively.
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4.4 Analyis of Error Causes and Swt
An effort was iade to develop a means of independently classifying

botit ctiuses &nd symptoms of errors using Project 5 data. Section 3.S
'resents a discussion of the categories created in the attempt to define
specific causes of software errors. The list of symptomatic categories
shown in Table 4-29 was created in order to provide a basis for deriving
general relationL.Ins between software error causes and symptoms in otrher
software projects. The list of causative categories is contained in
Table 3-2 (Section 3.5).

A total of 365 Project 5 problem reports were examined and their
symptoms categorized. A two.-way table of freouencies for causes and
symptoms was thnn produced for the 25 symptoms and 93 causes. Owing to
the relatively few entries in each of the 93 causes, or detailed error
categories, it was decided to recast the frequencie!; into major causative
error category groups, A, B, ... , K, X, by totalling all frequencies
within a group. Table 4-30 presents the reduced frequency data with the
25 symptom categories and 12 major causative categories. Some quanti-
tative relationships are apparent but in general very few meaningful
inferences suggest themselves. The following appear to be worthwhile
observations:

(1) The most frequently appearing symptoms are shown below, together
with the percent of total problems (365) exhibiting the given
symptoms.

Symptom No. of Percent of Total
No. Problems Frequency

2 111 30.4
15 60 16.4
12 53 14.5
11 33 9.0
18 18 4.9
7 16 4.4

291 Total 79.6%

Thus 291/365 79.611 or nearly 80% of the problems have the
listed symptoms, with frequencies in the order given.

(2) For each of the higher frequency symptoms given in the above
table, the causes may also be tabulated in order of frequency,
starting with the highest freque,cy cause.
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Symptonm Causes, in decreasing order of frequency for
No. given sywT'tom.

2 B (33%), A (26%), 0 (12%), H (9%)

15 J (65), 1 (12%), X (12%)

12 H (53%), G (23%)

11 F (21%), C(l5%), X (15%), H (12%), K (12%)

18 J (So%), B (33%)

7 F (31%), X (19%), B (12%), E (12%)

Thus, given that Symptom 2 (e.g., answer out-of-tolerance)
occurs, the probabilities that cause B or cause A are the
source of the error would be estimated as 30% and 26%,
respectively. In other words, the conditional probability
that causes A or B (computational or logical errors,
respectively) were operative is estimated as 56%,

The total frequencies for each cause do not show one or more
predominant causes, but rather that causes J, H, B occurred most
frequently, and nearly equally, and that the remainder of the causes
taper slowly down in trequency, in the order A, X, D, F, I, G, C, E, K.
'ince causative category * Is sotewhat of a "catch-allb" causes H
(Data base errors) and B (Logic erors) represent the most frequent
specific cauises.

It can perhaps be concluded from the cursory examination of the
Project 5 software problem datie described above that little is t, be
gai ned by attempting to define and associate causes and symptoms of
software errors, at least at present. This is only one aspect of the
problem of diagnosing and correcting errors based upon the observed
symptoms.

From the viewpoint of using this type of information as a diagnostic/

maintenance aid to uncover software error causes, it appears that
considerable refinement in both the cause and symptom categories are
needed. To be useful in the detection of causative errors (i.e.,
debugging) the combinations of symptoms would need to include not only
the syrmptom description, Table 4-29, but also certain auxiliary data
sucil as a branch execution frequency table, a list of set/use discrep-
a&,cies, and other dynamically obtained data. To obtain these additional
data at the time of the software failure requires that the operational
software be instrumented and that necessary software toolis reside in
core during execution.
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Table 4-29. Symnptomatic Categories

ID DESCRIPTION

0 Void

1 Data OverflowL 2 Incorrect Processing (i.e., wrong answer, answer
or processing action not as expected)

3 Abort

4 Premature Program Exit

S15 Loop

6 Too Much Output Produced

7 Routin2 - Routine Incompatability

8 Maximum Time Allotment Exceeded

9 Incorrect Initialization Processing
10 Incomplete Prucesslng

11 Routine - Routine Data Ii:compatlbility

12 Routine - Data Base Incompatibility

13 Run Time Too Long

14 Valid Data Destroyed

15 Change Ccntrol Activity

16 Standards Violation

17 Routine Lacking Required Capability

* 18 Routine Lacking Capability (Enhancement)

19 inaccurate Processing

20 No Output

21 Software - Hardware Incompatibility

22 Valid Data Not Used

23 Core Storage Exceeded

-. 24 Software - Documentation Incompatibility
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4.5 AncilaryInvsts Ia t ons
In the course of examining and trying tu understand software error

data documented during testing, it quickly became obvious that the picture
of causes is much more complex than had even been anticipated prior to the
brjinning of the study. Uuring the data collection process, it also became
obvious that there was a tremendous amount of information available, not
all of it test related, that might be useful in understanding the software
development cycle as a whole, as well as the test phase.

In the sections which follow are presented results of several ancil-
lary :nvestigations of Project 3 data which were found to be interesting.
Not all investigations attempted are presented here because of inconclusive-
ness and, in some- cases, lack of confidence in the quality or quantity of
data. It will be noted that some of the results presented here a-,! incon-
clusive, too; similar investigations with other data sets may be more suc-
cessful. In each investigation, an attempt is made, wbere possible, to
identify preconceived notions and expected results (hypotheses?) held by
the investigators. An attempt is also made to outline conditions and
qualifiers needed to understand results.

4.5.1 Personnel Ratings

The objective of this investigation was to determine if personnel rat-
ing parameters could be used to explain error rates in the software. The
feeling was that programmer experience*, alone, is a poor indicator of
quality or error-freeness of the software. As was mentioned in Section 2.0
it was further felt that addition of a programmiar load factor would improve
the correlation between error rates and personnel ratings.

In this investigation only TRW developers were considered. These
individuals (76 in this instance) were expected to design, code, debug,
document, test (routine level), and maintain TRWs portion of the software
system. Programmer ratings, a function of knowledge, intelligence, ini-
tiative, and responsibility, were assigned by managers. A workload factor
was also determined.

The contention that experience alone is a poor indicator was suggested
in a previous study [5 ] and this result was borne out again in this study.

The contention that programmer rating and load factor would improve
the correlation did not hold. There was no correlation (r m 0) between
programmer rating and error rates, in errors/l00 statements. One very
interesting fact was discovered, however. In plotting each programmer's

* error rate against his rating, it was noted that one group of programmers
had both high ratings (>16) and high error rates (arbitrarily set at
>2.0 errors/l00 statements). Further examnation stowed that these pro-
grammers were mostly technical work unit managers who had, for one

In the Project 3 environment, at least.

A work unit should not be confused with a chief
programmer team.
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reason or another, retained some of the software as their 3wn rksponsi-
bility. This responsibility, added to the responsibilities of managing
from five to fifteen people, attending technical and manag2ment meetings,
finding and allocating needed resources, and generally serving ds an inter-
face between the prograrrers aud upper manugement and the customer,
detracted from their ability to priduce error-free code. Figure 4-32
presents error rates vs. programmer rating for both the programers and
work unit managers. Typically, these work unit managers are successful
programmers who are rewarded with a management position. D04id';.g the
error rate of each programwer by his load factor helped to bring these
managers into the range o' all other programmers, Figure 4-33. The
percent difference between programmer and work u:.it manager eevor rates
changes from 34 percent to 12 percent using this technique.

The mes.sage here may be to let these technical managers manage and
keep theam away from the code. This may be easier said than done in real
world software development situations where time and manpower resources,as well as tools to assist with tedicus tasks, are In short supply.

As far as progra. mer ratings go, those used in this study were
Clearly lacking in their ability to explain error rates. In one specific
instance where a highly rated programmer, not a work unit manager, had a
high trror rate it was discovered that this individual was going tilrough
the throes of divorce at the time, and this fact, unknown by anyone at
the time, affected the individual's performance. Any successful program-
mer rating scheme is goi;ig to have to take into account some of the less
tangible characteristics.

4.5.2 Errors and Programmer Assignments

The objective of this investigation was to determine if the nunber of
programmers assigned to work on a particular routine had any effect on te
error rate (actual errors per 100 source statements) for the routine. The
hypothesis in this investigation was that routines suffer higher error
rates as a result, of having 'iore than one programmer assigned the respon-
sibility of producing the routine.

Conditions and qualificatiot tich apply in this investig3tion are
as follows:

* Only TRW routines vre examined due to the lack i)fco-contractor personnel data for Project 3.
e Multiple assignments occurred throughout the develhp-

ment cycl'. That is, design, coding, and testing

were al. subject to multiple assignments of developers.

* Detailed assignments of percent work completed by each
programmer for each task were not available. Nor was it
possible to determine the type of multiple assignment

very accurately, i.e., whether it was in parallel or
serial in nature (or some combination oi each).
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Results, bearing in mind the above Yavcato, did not support the con-
tenrion that "too many rooks spoil the stew." In fact, routines with

, only one prograniner assiqned had a slightly higher average error rate,
2.P7/100 statements, than routines with two and t,.rie or more programmers
asigned 1.87 and 1.97 errersiO0 statements, respectively (see Fig-
ire 4-341. Routines with high error rates (>2.0 errors/l00 statements)
were typically s'bject to so iwany adverse development conditions that it
wculd be difficult to determine just how much influence persnnnl assign-
ments had. As onk Droject 3 wanager poin.ed out, -sslgnment of multiple
developers may have had a benefizial effect becausu these assignments were
t*ypicily made in times of crisis when the fresh viewpoint and added man-
power were needed.

Note in Figure 4-35 that multiple programmer assignments were made an
the larger routines. An averge routine size of 574 ,tatements character-
ized the routines with three or more progranvaers assigned, while the aver-
age routine Eizes for two and one programmer assignments were 430 and 49.9
stotements, respectively.

As part uf the investigation of programmer assignment, there was an
etfort tu determine if the highly rated prograwer; were assigned to the
larger and generally more con,.lex, routines. Table 4-31 suwmarizes the
finding that there was a tendency for this tu be true with a 13.4% differ-
ence between rfaximum and minimum average progiamner ratings. Perhaps the
most interesting finding in this investigation, however, was the fact that
routines that experienced no problems (i.e., no code change errors dis-
covered) were predominantly the ones smaller than 300 total statea.entc in
length.

To improve investigations of this type more data collected in a cov-
trolled manner are needee. These data should indicate how progeammers tire
using their ti.,e as well as where overlaps and duplication occur.

4.5.3 Problem Report Closure Time

The objective of this investigation was to determine the mean time
required to close a software problem report. That is, the time requ'red
to identify the error, develop and test a fix, and close out the software
problem report. Project 3 data are used here because of availability nd
because of t.he sense of urgency felt by project performers to find and fix
problems as quickly as possible. Additional information needed in this
investigation is as follows:

e Validation testing was conducted by software contractors

9 Acceptance testing was attended by customer, user, and
customer technical assistance personnel.

a Integration testing vivs conducted by a system integra-
tion contractor not colocated with th2 software con-
tractors who fixed errors.
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Figure 4-35. Programmer Assignments by Routine Size
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Table 4-31. Average Progremer Ratings According to Routine Size

NUMBER OF ?WMBER OF AVERAGE PRO)BLEMS A.VERAGE
STATEMENTS NUMBER OF ROUTINES WITH PER PROGRAMER
PER ROUTINE TRW ROUTINES NO PRO6LEMS 100 STATEMENTS RATING

0-100 51 18 4.09 14.2

!0!-200 25 4 1.81 15.5

201-300 12 2 2.22 15.8

301-500 23 2 1.85 13.9
301-400 11 1 1.84
401-500 12 1 1.86

501-800 29 1 1.52 14.9
501-600 13 1 1.49
601-700 9 0 1.61
701-800 7 0 1.454 801-*i500 21 0 'i.38 16.1801,O-100 9 0 1..14
1001-1500 12 0 154

1500 + 11 0 1.47 16.4
1501-2000 6 0 1.53

I0_1 + 5 0 1_39

s Operatioril demonstration was conducted by S/W
Contractors working together in the operational
environment with user assistanCe.

* Priorities were assigned to problems according to
their impact on the progress of testing. Since test
cases were patterned after operational scenarios, a
high priority test problem would, in general, also be
a high priority problem in the operational environ-
ment, Priorities were

HIGH - Problem prevents execution of a test case or
seriously impedes demonstration of software
requirements. (Continued)
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MEDIUM - Problem impacts successful execution of a test
case but useful output is available and testing
can continue.

LOW - Problem does not impact demnstration of soft-
ware requirements and a workaround exists.L Not all proble-m reports received a priority. These data

j.ints were not considered, nor were problem reports
designated as product improvements. The sample size
used here is 1325 SPRs.

The mean times required to close problems followed trends that might
be expected, see Figure 4-36*. Iti each tert phase high priority problems
were closed first. Note that the Parametc here is not the At to fix theV. problem but the at between the problem's identification and the time its
fix was checked out 4nd available for use in formal testing. For hiqh
priority problems the inactive time in the queue, when the problem was
open but not being attended to, was minimal because of the pressure to
close all high priority or test limiting probleis. Inactive time for
medium and low priority problems was substantial by compadrison, although
no data exist to quantify this At.

Validation and acceptance test cases and test objectives were basi-
cally the same. The mean times to close high and medium priority problems
were virtually the same, too. The increased press'tre to correct problems
during acceptance testing (due to %ustorler involvement and impendinq
deiivery datv's) probably accounted for the drastic reduction in the time
required to close the generally easier-to-fix low priority proLlems.

Integration testing occurred some distance from the location of the
problem fixers. The pressure to close probiems during integration was
similar 'to that during acceptance. There was a one day transit time
between the test group and the fixer of the problem, which would explain
the two day** difference between acceptance testing and integration test-
ing for high and low priority problems. The low At for medium priority
problems is unexplained.

The operati,,nal demonstration concerned itself only with high and
medium priority problems, leaving low priority problems for later closure;
therefore low priority problems were not considered here. The lower mean
on high and medium priority problems is due to fewer total problems to cor-
rect, lesser severity of problems encountered, and probably to some extent
the experience the problem fixers had in correcting problems.

Points are connected in this figure to amplify tre~ids.

One day for delivery of the problem description via SPR and one day for
dolivery of the fix.
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Project 5 data was not examined because factors influencing closure
time are not so easily identifiable and the pressure to effect closure
is not that of a production process, but that of an R&D program.

4.5.4 Design Problems and Software Problems

The objective of this investigation was to determine if the number of
design problem reports (DPRs) generated during the design review process~of Project 3 ,might serve as an indicator of the number of softwate problem

reports (SPRs) generated in subsequent formal test phases.

In this investigation there were really no precon.eived notions con-
cerning the relationship, just a healthy ciriosity. The data used were[ raw counts* of OPRs written against the same sof'tware that was subject to
SPRs during validation, acceptince, integration, and operational demontra-

tion testing. Also, only TRW softwa,'e is represented here due to lack of
co-contractor DPR data.

Correlation at the function level** was fairly good, r = 0.969
results ire graphically presented in Figure 4-37. There was a definite
tendency for functions which were criticized during design reviews to also
be the subject of test SPRs. One interesting point on Figure 4-37 is the
outlier with relatively few DPRs, Further investigation revealEd that this
function was one believed to be of relatively lower concern because it was
similar to software built for other projects, i.e., it wasn't considered
"new". This function, Cl, was not an outlier in other teqt data investi-
gations, suggesting that it did not receive as thorough e design review as
other functions in the system.

It is believed that much can be gained in terms of developing improve-
ments in the design process by examination of problems documented during
design reviev. From the limited analysis of DPRs done in this study and
the results of the investigation of principal error sources, Section 4.2,
this would seem to be the case. Such examinations should include detailed
categorization of the type of error and the design activity that produced
the error. Error severity and the amount of review given each particular
segment of the design would be data collected to support stvdies of this
type.

No attempt was made to categorize these according to the amount of review
given, type of problem they documented, cr their severity. This would
have involved retrospective analysis of over 5000 DPRs, and time did
not permit this.

"*

At the routine level a linear fit was not as good.
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"4I 4.5.5 Computer Usage vs Software Problem Reports

There has been considerable discussion in tile software cofwrunity
concernig the possible relationship between computer usage and the number
of resulting software problems, with particular emphasis on developing
mean time between failure (MTOF) values applicable to software.

TRW data from Project 3 validation and test phase provided computer
time data in order to explore this pnisibility. Since there was reason
to suspect that the distribution of time versus SPRs might be dichotomous,
computer time and problei report data were divided intn two categories:
formail test activity and developer activity. Test activity was all test-
Ing performed by the independent test group personnel to specified test
procedures. Developer activity was the computer time used for the veri-fication, solution and checkout of softx-are problens.

In the scatter diagram, Figure 4-38, illustrating weekly computer
usage and problem reports for both activities, it is apparent, from the
pattern formation and the vertical separation of the means of the data
sets, that the date represerit 'two populations. This can be explained by
examining the nature of the two activities using computer time. The test
,unction operates to a scnedule, reporting problems enccuntered randomlyI in the course of planned testing. Concurrently, the designers nise corn-
puter time on an as-needhd basis, specifically for the verification of
problems, correction and retest, occasionally writing problem reports
when ddditional unrelated problems are encountered or when a problem is
not within the designers' jurisdiction. Thus, generally speaking, the
test activity finds problems, while the developer activity solves problens.
The random nature of the designers' activity is apparent in the scatter
diagram, clearly showing no measw able relationship between the variables.

Using a CDC 6500 applications library program, curves were fit to the
weekly test activity data (minus one out-lying point) to measure linearicy.
The best approximation of the qurve proved to be the hyperbolic function
of the form Y - A+(B), Figure 4-39, with the worst point estimation (actual
value) being -22.Y4 from the calculated value. The correlation coefficient
(r) was 0.87899 and the index of determination (r2) of 0.77262 implied a
77" dependence of the dependent variable (SPR's) on the amount of computer
time used.

The daily test activity was then plotted, Figure 4-40, to determine
whether or not the relationship held for daily activity. It is clear that
it does not, providing no possible esti ation of daily SPR activity.
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Extreme caution should be used in projectino this data to other test
phases or other software projects. While the statistics in-ply a strong
relationship of the variables on a weekly basis, the relatioaship was not
substantiated by the daily data. Further, there w!re very few data poirts

'r on which to generate the curve. L"Ic for the removal of the out-lyiing
point was based n a numbor of factors, such as inordinate testing of one
section of software, out the extent of actual influnnce of these factors
cannot be quantifiend.

In additlon, the generatlon of probltn reports was not controlled.
Writing, or not writing, an SPR was a matter of judIment rather tha, a
defined requirement. Lack of control tended to cause reports to be 'olritten
which did not reflect true problems. Since tite effect cannot kt. measured,
actual, singular problems could not be examined against the actual computer

* time which produced them.

,, Observations hOich can be noted are:
1) There may be a valid relationship between computer usage and

resulting problem reports when the data are viewed on a gross
basis, This may provide soone management insight foi planning
purposes.

2) Ti:e results suggest justification to further explore the rela-
tioaship and possibly to improve control of problem reports and
computer time on future programs.

3) Nlo attempt should be made to establish MTBF values during this
test phare. Since the daily data does not corroborate the weekly
findings, the relationship is not sufficient to sugaet an MTBF
could be valid.

4) Analysis for other projects on test phases should consider the
possibility of dichotomous data and thus thoroughly examine
the r:ircumstances concerning computer usage and the relAted
problem reports.

4.5.6 SPR Activity for Project 3

Project 3 SPR Activity during validation/acceptance, integration,
and operational demonstration test phases ihown in Figure 4-41 provides
some food for conlecture. Shown in this histogram are the SPRs per
week for TRW and the co-contr~ctor.

During the validation and acceptance period the co-contractor activitywas greatly influenced by the availability of the TRW software, which

performed the executive and major initialization functions. Gradual build-up of the co-contractor problems as TRW software was validated is evident
from the histogram.
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O4Ceginning with the 9th week of the validation/acceptance period two
factors influenced the SPR output of both contractors. First, the co-
contractor delivered a substantial portion of the software. Second, the
custor's arrival with an additional force of analysts to prepare, for
and participate in the forthcoming acceptance phase, Results of the
increesed test activity and available manpower are appbrant in the sudden
increase in SPR activity of both contractors. The "table" effect of the
TRW activity suggests saturation. That is, there may be a physical limi-
tation to 1he nurber of SPas which can be written, assuming there are so
rany problems that the simple act of looking for them results in SPRs. The
sudden increase in the average of TIRW SPRs/week, aling with the availa-
bility of custorier rznpower, and a similar phenomenon for the co-contractor
activity ray also be evidence to this.

If the above assurption is correct, it might be expected that once the
, residual"* errors dropped below the SPRs satu-ation level, the number of SPRs
generated would exhibit a continual decline. The fact that this did not
testing was stopped prematurely.

+ 
occur on a per cont~racto, 

basis implies that valiation 
and acceptance

Build-up of activity during the integration phase is most likely due
learning curve on the part o the integrating test personnel, and the

fact that not all tests are independent of one another. Some tests provide
inputs to successive tests, resulting in an increasing number of tests which
can be run as time progresses, Tail-off, following the mid-point peak,
results troa the discovery of errors that the test cases are designed to
find.

The operational demonstration test phase is short and merely shows
tile nuner of problems discovered during the period by running tests that
simulated operational usage. Once these problems were closed, the product
was received by thq customer for operational use.

<1

Note: Residudl for the specific test cases being examined.
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4.5.7 Errors and Software Cost

The objective of this investigation "ias to determine tht. relationship
between t e number of problems encountered duing Project 3 preoperational
testing* and the cost of the software. That is, did the most error-prone
routines also cost the most to produce? The feeling was that the answer to
this would be yes since previous studies showed that cost correlated fairly
well with size, too.

Using Project 3 data, routine cost was determined for the entire devel-
opment period, inclk ing the design, coding, development test, and formal
test phases. It shoulA be noted that other project costs ouch as top level
m nagement, configuration r~nagement, and the independent test cots were
left out of this study since accjrate records on how these organizations
spent their dollars at the routine level were not available. Fgure 4-42
shows a normallzed** plut of the cost as a function of the number of problems

- documented for the routines in one TRW subsystem. For this subsystem there
was a definite positive correlation, r x 0.8424, between cost ind the number
of problems. The cost vs. size relationship mentiond earlier is presented
in Figure 4-43 for the same Project 3 subsystem where r - 0.8899. Only one
subsystem is shown hRre as in example of this type of analysis. Other .'ub-j systems were similarly correlated.

Validation, acceptance, system integration, and cperational de!Mnstration
testing.

Cost normalization wat done with respect to the most expensive routine in
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1! '14.6 Comparison of Data fram Different Projects

The temptation to compare data from different projects is great. Ye?
the results of comparison can be misleading unless the differences and
similarities between the projects are well specified 'n common terms.
Differences between data items and the means of their collection are also
neede$.

Out, studies have emphasized just how significant 4-he problem of pro-
viding a basis for compzrison can be. For example, the work with Project 3
software attrioutes and met 'ics, Section 4.3, was thought to be a basis for
comparison of structural charactristics collected from Project 5. Using
the logical complexity* metric appropriate for describing complexity on
Project 3, we very quickly found Pruject 5 to be s tucturally fairly simple.
Project 3 nesting of loops and IFs reached indentUre levels frequently
exceeding the fifth level and sometimes reaching as high as the 10th level.
Such nesting was awarded a high complexity rating. Project 5, on the otherhand,carnot afford this kind of complexity since run time must be mini-
mized. By comparison, it must be structurally more simple than Project 3.However, if one were to asFpople familiar with both projects to rate thecomplexity of each, Project 5 would be rated more complex and descriptions
like "orders of magnitude more complex" would be used. As might beimagined, the difference is in something other than the code. Project 5
is solving a highly complex analytical problem in real time, a problem
being solved with algorithms developed for the first time. Project 3,
although highly analytical, solves a problem that is, by comparison, wellunderstood.

Even comparison of guch apparently straightforward attributes as
size can b; misleading. One of the most common measures of size is in
machine language instructions. This is typically the easiest measure of
size to collect. However, size at the rnachine language level is dependenton the machine. The conversion factor' from source language statements to
machine language instructions can vary considerably. What we have found
is that both measures of size are necessary, and the source measure should
recoqnize the difference between executable and nonexecutable code, as well
as concients. Even then the size picture is not complete for comparisonpurposes. A definition of the product whose size is being trasured is
important. in the case of Project 3 the size of the en~d p,,oduct source
code was very nearly** all the code developed. For Project 5, however,the end product's size is only a frai.tion of the code developed, partlybecause of the top down approach in which a certain amount of "breakage"
or replacement of code is planned and partly because of the special tools
needed to develop real time code. In an accurate comparison of error ratesin errors per unit size, or especially in a comparison of programmer pro-
ductivity, these things gnust be cnqsijered.

A measure of complexity based on source code structure.

With the exception of nendeliverable debug code.
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F IThe problem, then% is that we're not able to defile projects in com-

mon terms, and it is this problemn which keeps us fro making many compari-
sons in this study. However, based on our studies there is reason te

believe that this is not an insolvable problem. nimilarities in error

data from more than ov~e project, our only real arta for comparison, are

encouraging. The fact that the error category list-i were essentially the

same helped. When uniform approaches to collecting and analyzing data

are developed and employed in controlled experiments, further coxrparison
will be possible.

I
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4.7 Tools and Techniflue5

In a general sense, many things can be done to improve the software
ieveloipent and test processes. This is becoming increasingly obvious
from recent papers in the trade journals and the objectives of Qurrent
government R&D programs. Improvements are taking one of two generic forms,
either tools or techniques. Their applications are aimed at both mi.nAgerial
and te'hnological 1'nprovements during virtually any pha~e of the so'rtware
life cycle, from pre-proposal activities, through requirements analysis,
design, coding, testing, and into operation and maintenance. Tools are
defined for this discussion as computer proqrams which perform~tasks which would otherwise have tc be done manually. Techniques are

defined as the standards and procedures used in the development and mainte-
nance of the software system. The principal objectives of these tools and
techniques may be summarized by the following:

9 * to eliminate errors before they get into tha produt
(code or documentation)

e to finJ those errors that do get into the product earlier

* to support project performers in completion of drudgery tasks,
freeing them to wrk on technical problems

* to increase communication and enhance common understanding
between project performers, the customer, and the user

Since almost any topi- dealing with the development of software sys-
tems may serve as the target of a brainstorming session on tools and tech-

niques, the full spectrum is understandably (and in this discussion, pro-
hibitively) large [I0,IIJ*. Suggestions given in the following paragraphs
are iim~ted, therefore, to those that appear to provide obvious benefit
in the Project 3 environment.

Also, a certain economy in selection of tools and/or techniques is
suggested by available empirical data and by References [12] and ['13].

• For example, units conversion errors could be detected with a tool called
a Units Consistency Analyzer, but may also be detectable through use of
algurithm string tests and design/code inspection; or walk-throughs. Dur-
inc Project 3 testing 9.3 percent of the computational errors (0.8 percent
of all errors) could have been detected by a units consistency analyzer.
Other related computational errors which might have been detected by such
a tool boost the percentage to 15.9 percent of the cfomputational errors
(1.4 percent of all errors). However, virtually every computational error,
including those errors mentioned above (9.0 percent of all errors) would
be susceptible to detection by multipurpose design and code inspections and

Reifer in References 10 and 11 provides a very comprehensive sunmmary of
tools and techniques (he appropriately calls these aids) that are presently
in use, beino developed, or urder investigation. Viewgraphs shown by
Reifer at the 1975 International Conference on Reliable Software present
addit~onal information on the subject.
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algorithm string tests. Therefore, the analysis presented here is limited
to that made possible by Project 3 data, i.e., technological improvements
in the form of tools and techniques applicable to the development and test
phases of the software life cycle. The approach taken in this analysis is
similar to the one suggested by Curry in [12].

4.7.1 Techniques

Techniques will be discussed first because quantitative results showed
them to have the greatest potential for improvement. Data used in this
analysis were the 4519 software problem reports (SPRs) written between
delivery of the code to an independent test team and the completion of anoperational demonstration just prior to turnover to the customer. As was

noted in Section 4.2, these were categorized according to error type into
20 trijor categories and 165 detailed categories within the various major
categories. The sample size was v'educed significantly when all SPRs that
did not produce a code change were removed from consideration . There
remained 2019 SPRs which produced changes to the code, and these are the
data that were used in the analysis here.

Next, an attempt wes made to determine which error categories were
susceptible to several preventive and detective techniques. It should be
noted that these techniques won't guarantee that the e'rors will be caught,
but they will tend to make errors viible, i.e., cert-Otn types of errors
will be susceptible to prevention or detection with these techniques.

Finally, the terms "preventive" and "detective" are used loosely here.
Any technique (or tool) whico is applicable prior to any form of tcsting is
termed preventive. Those connected with testing were termed detective.
Table 4-32 presents a summary of general error categor;es and the percent-
ages of each cat ory susceptible to the various techniques being con-
sidered. Table 4-33 presets the percentages of all errors, by major cate-
gory, susceptible to the same techniques. Note that these techniques are
not exclusive in their ability to locate errors, e.g., design standards and
design inspections both havc the capability to prevent the same type errors.

4.7.1.1 Design Standards

Design standards are particularly appealing in the Project 3 ernviron-ment because so much is known about the problem to be solved, the require-

ments, and user needs. UsinJg the approach outlined above, as high as
28.7 percent of the code chaknge errors found in subsystem and system type
testing were judged susceptible to preventlon through some sort of design

SPRs that didn't produce a codc change were due to out-of-scope (product
improvem ent), no-problem, pure documentation, and data base change SPRs.
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I. .
standard. In the computational category these errors fell into the
following detailed categories:

* coffputation of physical and logical entries

* computations related to indices and indexing srh ' -.

e calculating and converting time
s units conversion

Logical categories that might be prevented through desis. tandrds

e handling endless loops

t necessary to check for data conditions and fl1
%t t ngs

To varyitq degrees similar design standards are possible for preven-
tion of i/O, data handling, and interface errors. Detailed error categories
for these ar 1',,B.ows:

-1t0:

* tape and data card output formats

# debug output

v error message conteet

-Data Handling

* setting/using internal variables
# data chaining

* complete processing of input data
-Interfaces

e calling sequences

Io comunication through correct data block
4.7.1.2 Coding Standards

a An expansion of existing project coding standards was judged to have
as high as 26.3 percent preventive effect on the Project 3 code change
errors. Here the greatest benefit* would be in the data handling, logical,

SNote that standards for structured programing and structured design are
not addressed here nor under design standards, respectively. Although
such standards would definitely enhance understandability, testability,
maintainability, etc., quantitative benefits were undeterminable. Use of
such'standards is believed to be part of the Project 5 success.
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I/O, and interface areas. As might be expected with a Compool and existing
coding standards, errors in the global and local variable definition cate-
gories were low, less than 0.1 percent of all errors. Susceptible
detailed categories are as follows;

-Data Handling

* initialization and updating of flags and indices

* bit manipulation

* floating point to intejer conversion

* definition of local (non-Compool) variables

e data packing/unpacking

-Logical

* limit determination

0 loops

* tests of indices and flags

-I/O

* error message formats

e output field size

e output header placement

* line count/page ejects

-Interfaces

* routine calling sequences

4.7.J.3 Design and Code Inspections

The design and code ,nspections described here are basically those
suggested by Fagan in £13). In this report inspections are described as
fairly formal "walk-throughs" of, first, the design and later the code.
These inspections consist of a presentation of the design or code by the
person(s) responsible for each, respectively, to a group of other project
performers represented by those knowledgeable in design, coding, testing,
interfacing software, and the data base. Also, there is an inspection
chai man who keeps the mreting going according to the agenda, which is ade
up of standard topics and topics made obvious by errors that are found to
be most common. These inspections are truly working meetings between
project performers who are creating the product and should not be con-
fused with the larger and generally higher level preliminary and critical
design reviews (PDRs and CDRs) defined-in MIL-STD-1521[14]. These should
siill be held, even with the design and code inspections.
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Inspection techniques pro;ide a significant potential for error
prevention, 18 percent in the IBM experience E13]* and at e! timated:1. 62.7 percent of all errors using the Project 3 data. This is because
inspections force a type oF somnunication at the worker level which occurs
randomly and in varying aegrees of formality on most projects. Similar
inspections are being conducted with apparent success in selected groups
on Project 5 where it has been found that the essential ingredients needed
for these inspections are a) getting all the right people together at the
same time, b) defining meaningful agenda items tailorel to the specific
project, and possibly most important c) allocating time in the schedule to
accomplish inspectiens.

4.7.1.4 Path/FCL /DSET and Algorithm Testing

These detective techniques are suggested for use during development
testing, i.e., the testing done-by the programer subsequent to achieving
an error-free compilation. Although not new, these techniques can provide
the greatest single error removal lever in the development cycle because
tests are perfoimed on units of code, usualiy the routine, sufficiently
small so that testing can be very thoruugh. In fact, on Project 5, with
its design and coding standards for maximum routine size of 100 executable
statements, it is possible to execute all paths during unit testing t. Also,
unit tests are performed by the developers, who know best how the unit works
and where the potential errors are. Using the Project 3 data, it was
detemined that 72.9 percent of all errors found were stisceptible to a com-
bination of path, functional capability, and data extremes testing. (This
assumes enough time to accomplish these tasks in detail.)

Table 4-33 oresents the percentage breakdown of this functionally
oriented testing into the 20 Project 3 major categories and shows that
72.9 percent of the errors could have been detected with this combined test
strategy. It also shows in a col:umn headed DSET, that 51.1 percent of the
errors would require consideration of data singularities and extremes in the
testing, These results are particularly interesting in light of discusslons
of the mathematical theory of software reliability, Sections 5.0 and 6.0.

A functional capability list (FC,. is a Cetailed list of things a
portion of the code must do. These lists may be compiled for virtually any
level of modularization, but the levfl suggested here is the unit or routine
level. Ideally, the functional capabilities would be a further breakdown
of and traceable to software requirements. Items on the list become the
things that testing of the unit must demonstrate, and for each item test
success criteria and expected test results may be specified. In conjunction

A productivity increase of 24 percent is also reported.
Functional Capability List

Data Singularity and Extremes Testing
±Where a path through a loop is defined so that it includes

at least one traversal of a loop.
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with the testing of spaclflc functional capabilities, it also is possible
to accomplish the following generic test objectives.I Lncal Objectives

. Execute every coded statement in the software at least
once, anu execute every source code branch at least
once

9 Utilize every entry point at least once

* Utilize every exit point at least once

* Exercise and validate every error message at least once

* Verify that all decision points wlthin every subroutine
7re executed properly

Computational Objectives

* Verify every computation using legal input values

# Verify proper handling of extreme values (maximum and
minimum), singular values, and out-of-bounds values
for every computation

* Verify proper handling of missing input data associated
with every computation

(The verification method, e.g., hand calculation versus use of results from
similar but independent programs, may vhry with the specific application.)

Data Handling and I/O Objectives

* Verify that input data are obtained fi-om the proper
location

* Verify that output data are stored in the proper
location and format

* Verify that every data conversion Is correctly performed

* Verify that incorrect data are properly handled

* Verify that data are not lost nor destroyed

Note the repeated reference to test data in this strategy. The tech-
nique of testing with data singularities and extremes, as well as typical
values, reoresentative of actual operational values has been termed DSET
here. An obvious benefit of this type of testing is the early attention
focused on an operational data base for use in validation or operational
type testing at the subsystem or system level. Project 5 application of
this technique has resulted in early identification of operational data
base problems.
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Algorithm string testing is a form of simulation involving duplication
of algorithms outside Lhe modular structure of the code in order to test
data flow, sensitivity to input data, timing and accuracy, and facilitate
examination of algorithms in great detail.

4.7.1,5 Integration Testinq

Integration and Integration testing have always been difficult to
accomplish due te schedule pressures ai.6 the need to begin ;alidatlon test-

Iing. Examining the Project 3 data again, an estimated 46.1 percent of the
errors found in validation testing way have been vhibe through testi,,wj
directed at routine/routine, routlne/data base, and suhsystum level inter-
faces. Regardless of the magnitude of the improve .,,itpercentagewise2, the
syptoms of interface errors are particularly troublesome to validation
testing because of their severity (e.g., sborts, no-loads, etc.). A marked
improvement would be to schedule (even st the expense of validation test
time) a dedicated integration period with test cascs specifically designed
to detect interface errors. The test objective would be to make sure that
all elements of the code load and cy:cle together and that the software
passes data correctly from start to finish. The implication that Integra-
tion testing plays down irvestlgation of all requirements except interface
requirements is intended. Valiaation test procedures desigred to demon-
strate functional and performance requirements are typically puorly suited
for efficient interface testing.I 4.7.1.6 Validation, System Integration, and Operational Deonstratior

The importance of subsystem and system level testing is obvious from
what can be seen in the error data. Testing to requirements (validation
and acceptarce testing), assuring that the software perfcrms rorrectl)" when
played together with the total system (system integration testing), and
operational exercises have their own specific test objectives, yat tacn
uncovers errors that should have been discovered earlier. This appears to
be the rule in real-world situations, regardless of the amount of planning
and actual testing that may have gone on before. Using Project 3 as a sam-
ple, only about 27 percert of the total number of code change errors that
were found during the subsystem and system level testing phases named above

-W ~ were found when they should have been found.

It is apparently the plight of the software developer to be behind
schedule. Typically he has a lot of things going against him, things over
which he has ;ittle or no control, e.g., resource availability, changing
external requirements, and unforeseen tEchnical problems. The result is
that the schedule is compressed in one fashion or other, and the thorough-
ness of testing is usually the thing that stiffers. Testing is the last
item in the schedule. Although both thorough routine level developinent
testing, and function and subsystem level interface testing were planned
for Project 3, the schedule remained inflexible while the technical problems
ccrtinued to occur. Forcingsubsystem and system level validation testing
by an independent test group on a scheduled date actually had a positive

This group had liberal help from the software de;eopment group in the
areas of error correction ad test output rcview.
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effect on the progress and quality of the software product, It tended to
force interface testing to occur, and the additional personnel increasedthe numiber of software problem reports writte,: p~r unit of time (Se
Sectibn 4.S.6). The penalty that had .to be paid was the inefficiency ori .1 discovwrin errors which should have been found in earlier test phases
through execi.tion of higher level tests designed to dcmonstrate satisfaction
of reqirements in the operational e~ivironment. On the positive side, this
higher level testing was the user's final filtcr before accepting delivery
of the product. It allowed him to become Involved in operational-like test-
ing which also served as a training session for operotional crems. And,
the error trends seen in preoperational testing are predicters i i terms of
.numhers of operational e,'rors*. Also, the type of errors encountered are
much like those experienced during operational usage. Irvolveoent in the
error identification and rmoval process of preoperational system t.sting
was also an important facet of user training.

4.7.2 Tools

cific Tools may be categorized according to their roles in eliminating spe-

c c software arrors as ?Aing preveptive (e.g., an algorithmic simulitor)
or detectlve (e.g., an interface checker). A third category exists for
those tooli which perform k support role (e.g., a dynamic path analyzer)7 , where the tool supports some development or test technique. It will be
seen that the benefit of tools is ftirly easy to quantify for the first two
categories and less sc for the support tools, although it is this third
category which may represent tht greatest lever in creating an error-free
software product because of the broad range of .rrors mde visible. For
exampl.!, ait algorithmic simulator would be effective, in preventing specific

* computational errors, maybe as hig-; is 74 percent of the Project 3 ccmputa-
tional errors (6.6 percent of all errors). A dynamic path analyzer, ;
support tool, is an obviouz benefit to anyone intere3ted in thorough test-
ing, but this benefit is m' ch more difficult to quantify. The dynamic path
analyzer in this example would typically be used to support functional cbpa-
bility testing at the routine level where the scope of the evror detection
activities is not limited t. one detailed or even eneral category of error,
in this case 72.9 percent of all errors. Without explicit (and controlled)
experimental evidence the best- that can be said is that these support tools
greatly a;sist In performance of techniques with a potential for dealing
with some with sCe types of errors.

In the discussion which follows tools representing a benefit in the
Project 3 development and test environment are described. A summary is pro-
vided in Table 4-34 for selected preventwive -nd detective tools followed
by short descriptions of these tools and some suggested support tools.

4.7.2.1 Simulations

Simulations designed to investigate logical and computational aspects
of the software system would have addressed 9.5 percent and 5.8 percent of
the Project 3 errors, respectively. A simulation of system data flow, with

Correlation coefficient of 0.92 observed for Project 3 (See Sectior 4.2.4).
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consideration of the internal and user interfaces wouit have helped with
another 3,9 percent of W! errors. Coiputatir. al simu!Ations night also
have helped in early deteiif.,nation of presat data base values, accoutitoing
for 0.8 pernent of all errors. Here it siould be pointed out that the). p.,rcentage For Project 3 preset data b; se ev~rors may be very low com°pared
to other syiteis, especially real time processors and systems with large
hardware/software interfaces. In these systerm , like Project 5, simulations
can he instrumental in early data base tuning.

4.7.2.2 Design La guages

This generic group of teols represents the largest bcnefit of any of
the tools listed in Table 4-34. This .ight be expected from the finding
that. approximately 64 percent of the Project 3 errors were design errors.
The same percentage existed for Project 2. The chief benefit Uf design
languages is that they sp-ciflcally add ess program logic, including the
most frequent logic error, missili lopik, or condition tests, which alonej accounted for 12.3 percent of all code change errors (47.6 percent of the
logic trrors). An e,.timated 31.7 percent or all errors were susceptible toj prevention through use of design language tools.

4.7.2.3 Code Standards Auditor

SThe chief benefit of this detective tool is that it enforces adherence
to coding standards. In the Project 5 application this Product Assurance
tool has seen eventual acceptbnce by all development groups, to the point
where thex use it themselves to verify compliance of code with project
standards . The result i, co'e that is easy to read, is well documented, and
looks a if pe rsoii wrote it all. In addition to the improvemei~ts in
understandability and code documentation, specifi- coding errors which can
be precluded through adherence to coding standards could be eliminated as
part of the pre-compilation process. An estimated 26.3 percent of the
Project 3 errors were susceptible to prevention with project specific codi N
standards.

4.7.2.4 Units Consistency Analyzer

This tool checks consistency (and compatibility) of stated parameter
units within equations and prespecifled standard units. Such a tool could
also be expanded to check global variable definitions against accepted
project standards. Although errors detectable by such a tonl represent a
small portion of the Project 3 data (2.0 percent) this tool is particularly
attractive because it could virtually eliminate such errors while at the
same time forcing developers to think in grat detail about data definitions,

j 4.7.2.5 Set/Use Checker

* This tool's primary function is to identify where certain data items
are set and which routines use them. It also provides information on which

*routines call or are called by other routines. It dIso locates and

Compliance with Project 5 standards can be considered very good, in excess
of 95g. Those not complying must obtaii a waiver based on technical merit.
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identifies variables, both gl obal and local, that are declarea but not
set/used and variables that are used but not leclared. This tool (a
similar one was available for Projects 2 and 3) is extremely useful in
detectiog '4ata handling errors.

4.7.2.6 Compatibility Checker

Compatibility checker is a general tern for a tool which checks for
compatibility between two elements of the code, e.g., calling sequence
definitions. As might be expected, most of these errnrs were in the inter-
face ategories; an estimated 10.7 percent of all errors could be checked
for compatibility with other parts of the codt.

4.7.2.7 Dynamic Path Analyzer

A dynamic path analyzer identifies and instruments segments and paths
. if, the code anu monitors execution of the code to dtermine which nortions

of the code were exercised. This support tool is particularly valuable inJ a determining a measure of test thoroughness,

* minimizing test redundancy,

/ relating specific routine capabllities and allocated software
requiremento to segments and paths in the code,

. dete--iining the extent of retest after a problem is fixed.

It was noted earlier that such a twol zhould be applied during detailed
development testing at the routine level, the test phase that has the
greatest potential for discovering software errors. It can serve a
valuable function during integration and system level testing in the deter-
mination of test thoroughness. It is also particularly useful in confidence

i" testing subsequent to update of the software. in confidence testing the
objective is to test new code as well as demonstrate the fact that old
capabilities have not been altered.

4.7.2.8 Test Data Generator

A thorough development test strategy involving use of a dynamic path
i analyzer wodld require that all segments (in-line code between branch points)

and all branches be exercised. For some short, non-complex routines it is
even possible to exercise all paths, a Project S routine-level test objec-
tive. One of the penalties of such a strategy, however, is that the
developer has to carefully examine his code to deteripine data conditions
that force execution of spicific segments or paths. A tool to automate this
data generation process could greatly reduce the amount of work required to
set up and execute tests.

4.7.2.9 Test Case Execution Monitor

For validation and system level testing maintenance of test configura-
5A tions and creation of test records represents a considerable, 3mount of work
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when done manually. On Project 3 thero were in excess of 200 test cases
I ) during formal subsystem and system level testing. Each was executed a

number of times* and each required that complete records be kept co;icerning
characteristlcs kf the test enviroment and the success or failhre of the

A test case execution monitor would load An4 execute test declk from
tape or disk and could ,e capable of record"ng

s test case and software configurations

• the number of test executions and whether they wece

succest;ful or not

1 # st~tus of applicable SPRs

9 satisfaction of software requirements

Presumably, th4 monitor, might also be capable of inserting debug code at
instrumented points in the source program, compiling, and executing with
prespecifled data. Such a tool is being used effectively by Project 5 test
personr(el.

4.7.2.10 Generalized Data Base Construction Tool

Software testers have always been plagued by the need to have test
data early in the f)velopment cycle. Responses to requests for GFE data
are generally late , and the levelopment groups are reduced to creating
data bases by hand, a task of purest drudgery which could be greatly reduced
by a tool capabie of generating tables and arrays of data*** for development
test purposes. This support tool should have the capabilities of generatingHvalues between extremes, creating singularities such as discontinuities,
and creating combinations of settings. It should also have the capability
of extracting and reformatting data from blocks on other existing data
bases. Creation of large numbers of entries for simulating maximum data
load conditions, as well as tape and punched card output, should be possible
with this tool. The benefit of such a tool would be a freeing of the
development personnel to spend more time debugging and testing the code
prior to initiation of higher level subsystem and system testing.

4.7.2.11 Data Base Comparator

One tool available to the Project 3 test group which proved extremely
useful as a test support tool was a data base comparator. This tool

Actual execution records were part of the "perishable" data that weredestroyed after project completion. A conservative estimate is 3 exe-

cutions per test case.
Government suppliers of these data bases also lack tools.

Operational data bases would still be required GFE for system type
testing.
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compared data bases, input as well as output, element for element and
flagged differences in values. It was extremely useful in demorstrating
that changes to the code (e.g., use of debug code for test purposes) did
not alter the software's performance.

4.7.3 Reflections on the Project 3rindL!g

The obvious message from the precdiing analysis of Project 3 data is
that more testing should have been done prior to initiation of formal sub-
systeiii and system level testing. An estimated 72.9 percent of the errors
resulting in a code change should have been found through thorough routine
level, tools-aided testing.

* The data also inspire a number of questions. For instance, was detailed
routine level l.eting planned, and if so, was it accomplished? Routine

' level testing was planned, lthough not in the detail suggested in the
preceding paragraphs. Function level integration testing was also planned.
However, neither type of testing was completely accomplished, nor could
they have been In the seven month schedule prior to delivery bf the software
to an independent validation test team. In the real world of tight scled-
ules, the activity at the end of the cycle sjffers when time is limited,
and there tnimply wasn't enough time to complete routine level testing.

One might also ask if the ,nability to complete rout.ine level testing
was foreseen, and what was done about it, The situation was recognized
fairly early in the development cycle, rvidence of this was in the devel-
opers' weekly status reports to inanagemint and also in the data available
through recordkeeping activities of the configuration mar3gement organiza-
tion. Although a number of things were done to heip the situation, the
fact that formal subsystem and system tests were nct strictly limited to
demonstration of" requirements probably did more to assure an acceptable
product at delivery time than any other single thing. It was this objective
of testing as many capabilities as possible, along with stated requirements,
that made it possible to detect so many non-requirements, related errors.

The next question might be how error free was the software in opera-
tional use? Using a simplistic ratio of the number of code change errcrs
to software size, the operational software experienced 1.7 errors per
thousand total source statements* (0.61 errors per machine language instruc-
tion) for intermittent operation over a period of approximately one year.
A rate of 17.5 errors per thousand total source statements (6.3 errors per
machine language instruction) was experienced during, preoperational t-esting.
The operational suftware was delivered on time and allowed the user to
satisfy his operational needs. Although not a very efficient approach, the
combination of validation, acceptance, system integration, and operational
testing wJs effective in the 'catch up" detection of errors that should
have been detected at the routine level. A word of warning, however; all

I*Total source statements iclude executable as well as non-executable
statements, but no comments.
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4 software systems are not as visible in a testing sense as the Project 3
batch r ode, higher ord:!r language software. To depend on high level test
for some software systems, e.g., real time systems, could be a f'atal mis-
take it the nature of the software belng tested prev!,jdes detection of
errors through introduction of lebug techniques.I •4.7.4 Evaluation of ProLeqt Te.st Techniques

Although comparison of projects is not intended here, Project 5 pre-
sents an opportunity to examine the success of detailed routine level test-
ing in a development environment where use of some of the tools and tech-

, niques described earlier are a reality.*

[ For the portion of the Project 5 system described as the applications
software, there is a routine level test requirement that not only all

branches be exercised but all paths as well.** Project design and coding
standirds mdke this latterrequ mreiint realizable. In particular, routiiitis
can be no larger than 100 executable statements in length, and structural***
simplicity is encouraged to lower execution times.

Although the software is being developed in a top-down, incremental
approach, testing within each increment is a combination of top-down and
bottom.-up. Testing is done by the developers at the routine level using
a dynamic path analyzer tool (PACE) to aid in accomplishing test require-
ments listed above. Other test objectives include testing to functional
capabilities, testing with data singularitles and extremes, and finally,

intagration of routines into functional groups called tasks. Functional
capabilities are traceable to specific paths through the software anI1 to
the software requirements. An important featurv about Project 5 is that
time has been scheduled for this very detailed testing and tools have
been developed to aid in the test process.

Once the developers complete rcutine level and titsk integration test-
ing, the soitware is turned over to an independent test organization for
process integration, during which the software plays against the real-time
simulator and under control of a real-time operating system. !t is in
this test phase that problem reports are created; these form the data
being used in this study,***Q

Using 273 problem reports generated during process integration testing
of the real-time appAications software, an attempt was made to determine
if the routine level test strategy is effective in detecting urrors it was
designed to detect. Results were divided into three categoriis: 1) errors
that were found where they should have been found, 2) errors where earlier
detertion was debatable, and 3) errors that slipped through routine level

mparison to Project 3 results is tempting, but the differences between
two two projects make this unwise.
**Where a path through a loop is defined so that it includes at least one

traversal of a loop.

Standards also require that the design and code be structured.

Formal validation and operLtional performance testing will eventually
1, done at the end of the top-down d.velopment cycle.
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i testing and were discovered in process level int.egration testing. Rrtsults. are presented in Table 4-39 for each of the Project 5 major error cate-

gories and for tha total sample of problent reports,

The "debatable" classification comes about because of the extreb'e4 ~i importance of having the simulator available to detect some types of
errors, That is, to detect these errors earlier might be possible, but
generally impractical .* For this reason the percentage of debatable
errors best fits in with the errors that were detected when they should
have been detected.

Results show a significant improvement over Project 3 routine level test

effectiveness with only 15,7 percent of all the errors slipping through.

Table 4-35. Effectiveness of the Project 5 Test Strategy

Errors Found When They

Project5 Major OcShould Have? (Percent)Errojec Cateor Occurrences•
Error Categories Yes Debatable No

Computational (A) 42 62.0 19.0 19.0

Logic (B) 52 48.1 23.1 28.8

Data Input/Output 'C/E) 21 76.2 95 14.3

Data Handling (D) 29 62.1 20.7 i7.2

* Interface (F) 27 96.3 0 3.7
Data Definition (G) 19 47.4 36.8 15.8

Data Base (14) 54 79.6 9.3 11.1

Other (J) 29 65.5 27.6 6.9

Totals 273 66.7 17.6 15.7

The scope of this study didn't allow individual resolution of each of
these problem reports.
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Looking at individual error types, we see tlhmt the logical errors had the
highest slippage at 28.8 percent and interface errors had the lowesL sl-p-
pa,, at ,,.7 percent. Computational and data handling categories ware next
highest )dth 19.0 percent and 17.2 percent, respectively. The relatively
low ,,lippaie o4" data base errors stresses the importance of integration
testing in .ata base tuving for Project S.

Detailed error categories that slipped past rjutine level development
testing were the following.

Computational Errors

A 100 Incorrect operand in equation
A600 Icorrect/Inaccurate equation used
A800 Missing computation

Logic Errors

B 100 Incorrect operand in logical expression
B7400 Missl,i- logic or condition test
B60O Loop iterated incorrect number of times

(Including endless loop)

Data I/0 Errors

C 300 Incorrect input format
E500 Incomplete or missing output

Data Handling Errors

0 100 Data initialization nt done
D7200 o)nta initialization done improperly
D7500 Bit manipulation done incorrectly

Interface Errors

F500 Software/data base interface error

Data Definition Errors
G 100 Data not properly defined/dimensioned

Data Base Errors

H 100 Data not initialized in data base
i__200 Data initialized to incorrect value

WV Other Errors

J_900 Software not compatible with project standards
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Evidence of the improved effectiveness of Project 5 development and
routine level test strategies is also seen in the absence of certain types
of errors in the integration test data. For instance, errors in calculat-
ing indices, entry numbers, and total number of entries (representing
26.3 percent of the Project 3 computational errors or 3.2 percent of all
errors) are virtually nonexistent in the Project 5 data. Errors associated
with reading and writing data in the wrong location are also virtually
nonexistent for Project 5; Project 3 errors of' this type represented 12 per-
cent of the data handling errors or 2.2 percent of all errors. It is felt
that these types of errors are being detected in the routine level testing.

I At the same time some error types continue to be predominant for both
projects, e.g., missing logic and data initialization ere'ors. A summary
of percentages for these categories is presented below in Table 4-36.

Table 4-36. Sample Error Type Similarities getween Projects 3 an'd F

Project 3 Project 5*

Percent of Percent of Pei-cent of Percent of
Mjnr All Major All

Error Category Category Errors Category Errors

Missing Logic 47.6 12.3 46.8 8.0Er~~~~rors 761.34. .

Data Ini 'ialization 43.1 7.7 26.7 2.9
Errors

Although this type of comparison is tempting, too many unknowns exist
to pursue further investigation, For example, one project is operational,
the other is still in develop ent, i.e., Project 5 data are not complete.
And, data beitng compared are from different iypes of testing. Any future
comparisons should be made using controlled experimental data. However,
based on software size and the apparent volume of documented errors alone,
Project 5 should, at completion, compare very favorably to similar measures
taken on other projects.

,rReal-time applications software only, but other portions of the Project 5
software exhibit high percentages in these categories as well.
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4.7,5 Conclusions

IThe following conclusions are dowvn from the foregoing examination
I of software errors and their susceptthility to elimination by various

tools and techniques.

v To be of uny practical use in developing or evaluating tools
and techniques, errors have to be categorized in considerable
detait.

i . Detailed error categorization can provide groundwork for
specification of requirements for tools. Once the character-istics of errors most frequently encountered are defined, it

is a short step to a list of capabilities a tool must have.*

4 Error data may beused to justify introduction of new tech-
I fiques or to direct application of existing techniques in

areas known to need attention.

* Although the analysis done here encompassed error data docu-
" mented during formal subsysten and system testing, the
° approaci used should apply equally well to error data col-

letted during other phases of the software development proc-7 ess, including requirements specification, design, coding,and maintenance phases.

Quantitative results given here should be viewed s peculiar to one
development environment. Although major categories used in Projects 2 and 3
are quite similar to those used in Project 5, the detailed characteristics
of errors are quite different owing to the differences in operating mode
(batch versus reai-time), language (JOVIAL ve'sus FORTRAN), and development
strategy (one time, everything at once versus top down), just to name a few.

The message here is that sovtware quality (and reliability) can be
improved through increased attention to detail and discipline in application
of development and test techniques. Tools not only aid in accomplishing
tasks which are normally done manually but make it possible to accomplish
tasks which would not be done at all if the only way possible was manual.
Tools are possibly the only way to achieve the needed discipline and atten-
tion to detail within schedule constraints of current software development
schedules.

This list of capabilities should still be subject to a critique by the

eventual users.
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5.0 SOFTWARE RELIABILITY HODELS

5.1 Introduction

This section of the report descr-ibes proposed models of software

reliability as published in the open literture and government-sponsored

reports. Also some recent, previously unpublished, progress in this area

by TRW is presented (5.2.4).

The tern "software reliability model" mainly refers to a mathe-

matical model constructed for the-purpose of assessing the reliability of
j software from specified parameters which are either assumed known or are

I measured from observations or experiments on software. It can therefore

also refer to the mathematical relationships among the parameters which

are considered relevant to softw,'Nr reliability. and not specifically

include the reliability par;tmetee itself. Fo, -. e relationship
of a logic path to the input data subset exercising that logic path is con-

sidered relevant to measurement of reliability, but can be evaluated in-

dependently of a reliability measurement, Error rate is another related
parameter which has useful meaning in a real time continuously operating

system, but which is related to software reliability only indirectly (e.g.,

by assuming an exponential distribution of time between failures).

Another type of software reliability model to be discu;sed in

this section, for which only a statistical relationship to reliability

would be assumed, is the no called phenomenologicaZ or empirical model. In

this approach, it is attempted to quantitatively evalu~ate those character-
istics of software which are sensed as associated with high reliability or

the lack of it, For example, "clm.olexity" labels what is considered to be
a characteristic leadirng to low reliability, in that error-proneness (on
the part of the progrimmer) or difficulty of findinj and removing errors
are believed to be two of many consequences of "comple:uty". In other

terms, the phenomenological model of software reliability attempts to deal
with those parameters which when appropriately modified will tend to im-

prove software reliability. Section 4.3 discusses sonie of the studies
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and progress made in use of this approach to ,oftware reliability.

Software generally can be considered as A subsystem of a computer
system. Avizienis £16) presents a clear discussion of this relationship
in terms of providing system design features to assure correct execution
of programs in the presence of faults in the computer system. He gces on

in (161 to define sitware faults as "deviations from correct program execu-

tion wich are due to errors' occurring during the translation of the

ori9inal specification of a, Algorithm to the program being executed".
Fault terunce can be designed into a computer system through the use of
reJurdant hardware or software features. Software can be desigoied so that
certain classes of software faults can be reduced in frequency or eliminatd.
The latter is subject matter for sofb'Axe rNoa ity .ngina eeing; and it
is hoped that the current study will contribute to this objective.

Having accepted the definition of "software faults" given above,

we car. now attempt a definition of software reliability: as the probability

j£ that a software fault which causes deviation from required output by more

than specified tolerances, in a speciifed enviromentjoes not occur dur-
ing a specified exposUre period.

Let us now discuss this definition in some detail.

There is tlhe implication that not all software faults occurring
will reduce the reliability, only those which cause a "deviation from re-

quired output by more than specified tolerances."

The specified environment refers to '6e input data description,

which will subsequently be discussed more thoroughly, and the state of the
computer system during program execution. The latter environment will

often be described by the amount of fast access storage (core) available,
but also will depend on the requirement for the software to operate in the

presence of hardware faults. Here we are referring to features incorporated

in the eofteare design (e.g., alternate programs, capability of checkpoint

* In the following discussion the words "error" or "error type" are de-
fined as a cause of a software "fault"; conversely the fault is con-
sidered as the mian-festation of an error made previously.
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o restart, etc.) which must work -orrectly when specified hardware faults

occur. In general. operating in an ervirorw~nt not included in the speci-

fications and for which the sqftwre was not designed, will cause a redc-

tion in reliability.

J The specified exposure period is often referred to as the "missioo'

time." The concept of a time interval to measure software performance

seems to be host appropriate to a real tin* sitIatioa, in which the number

of executions of any given program ond the state of the data base are on-

predictabie as of each initiation of a program exo.cution. The tern voperi-

tional cycle" or "run" is most apt for a so-called batch environMent in

which the state of the system, inOcuding the data base is known at the

initiation of execution of a given program. in general, this will mean

Ji either a return of all storage to its ori;inal content prior tt re-executiol,

or a series of executions which changes the data base in a predetermined

manner.

5.2 Discussion of Models

The discission of well-documented software reliability models,

such as those attributed to Shooran, Jelinski and Moranda, Wolverton and

Scnick, and others, is kept to a minimum in this report. Hopefully, all

of the essential ,,:,aracterfstics are dettr'4hed so that the significance

and relationship to this study can be ascertained without going to the

original reference.

5.2.1 Shoowan's Mouel_ 7

The application of this model for relk'.bility estimation depends

upon several assumptions, the most significant of which is the requirement

to use a "system exerciser program", which is not completely defied in

[17]. The remainder of the assumptions are statistical in nature and do

not reflect uniquc properties of software. These latter assumptions as

given in (17] can be briefly listed as follows:
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Al. At the start of system integration, there a*'e E. errors
present in the software. Beginning at this ppint, -bug-
gine time - is counted, which is the tiw. spent in test
ferreting out errors, checkout, etc., exclisive of operttng
time t. urina the de~uging time r, a mnter cc(-) of
errors pe- machine langutge instructlon are roooved. Thus
te nmtmer of errors per machine language instruction remain-
Ing after t months of debuggbig is:

Cr(T) - ET/iT - c,(-)

where IT is the total number of machine language Instruc-
tons (assumed constant).

A2. It is then assumed that the hazard function z(t) is propor-
tional to the number of errors remaining in the softmare
a fter debugging time v, I e.:

:)~~Z -M ~t Ccr(T)

and if t operational hours are then counted from the point
at which t - 0, and v stays fixed, then the reliability
function, or probality of no failure during the operation
time Interval (O,t) is:

R(t,T) - exp( -C( ET/IT - cc(T) )t )

If k tests are made following periods (0,-rl), (0, 2),

(0, k) of debugging where T, < T2 <  TV  it cin be
shown that if k > 2, two equations fcr the maximum likelihood
estimators C, ET of the two 'parameters C, ET exist:

-I k k

Aj TA1
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and
k

where n - nber of rons terminating in failure in the

H total ti.- o. successful ann utisuf-cessfal rv*s
in the .t te~t

'he asymptotic (for la'- ige s) variances are given by

Varc

4
tl

and the correlation coefficiert by "
~~(cET) T r-j)-

aThe useftlness of the asymptotic variances and correlation c-

ef-ic ent is in the construction of a confidence region for the parameters
C, ET based upon nor.l distribution theory.
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Regarding the system exerciser rm.qram, it iK. not emphasized in

[171 that this program must present to the subject software input data which
represents the operational situations. iwe will term it on "onerationai

Spmfile", and it is defined -ssentially by the prob3tllit', distribution
of the input data variables. More will be said on thii point in 5..4.1
and 5.2,4.2 where some recent work by TRW on a mathematicil theury of

software reliability is discussed.

5.2.2' The Jelinski - Moranda Model F-18)

This software reliability prediction model is actually a special

case of the Shooman model, as pointed out in [17). It can be exp -ecsed

directly as follows, Assume that the amount of debugging time (Shn'oman's

nomenclature) between error occurrences has an exponential distribution,I with error occurrence or failure rate (hazard function) proportional to the

number of errors remaining in the software. Each error discovered is/- in;ediately removed from the software, decreasing the number of errors

S remaining by one. Consequently, the density function for the time of dis-

covery of the ith error, measured from the time of discovery of the i-l
th

error is:

wh.re

I. i

S(N -* 1 1)

and where N is the number of errors originally present. Based upon a

sequence of observations tl, t2 . o., t, it is shown in [19] that the

maximum likelihood estimators for N and q as well as their asymptotic

variances and correlation coefficient are given by the following fornulas.
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'o flnd tht maxirmm likelihaod esti',ators, labeled N, *, solve
the two equations:

N+-k

+ 1=1- -ek

A A
N +1I- Ok

Wheit

0 ,, B/Ak

" k

'1.1 k

The asymptotic variances and correlation coefficient are given

Var(N) k D

Var( ) S2/D

A k 1/2

where

D = kS2/ 2 -A2

1
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, 7,Iand
~k

and k (H -1i+ l)-2

To obtailt numerical valties of the above qanttes, the numerical

values of the estimators N, 0 are substituted wherever N, 0 occur. A
detailed example is shown in (19].

It is worthwhile to note the nodification in the Jelinski -

4 1 Moranda model suggested by Wolverton and Schick (20]. The modl'icatin is
to a3sure thz- thc error rate is not only proportional to the number of
errors preient, but also to the time spent in debugging, so that the chance

of discovery increases as time goes on.

5.2.2.1 Generalization of the J-M and S- 1odels

Both the Jelinsky - Moranda and Schick - Wolverton models may be

generalized by allowing more than one error to occur in a time interval

of interest, with no corrections being made until after the end of the time

interval.

The likellhod function is slightly different from that of Ref-

erence (19] as the observations are now the number of errors occurring in

prespecified time intervals, rather than the waiting times to each of the

observed errors. All the errors occurring in a specified time interval
are then assumed to be removed before resuming testing. Nevertheless, the

equations for the solutions of the estimators + and N are quite similar.
. The details of the derivation are not given here, only the results; the

changes to the equations given previously and the reinterpretation of

parameters where necessary are pointed out.

The two equations to solve for , N become:
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I *+I -'

and 
K

K t

+ . I KeeJulNsny-

A 
MI NI

11

'I Schick -

X 1(nT~l +4)t T t / )  Shc -

-t/2) Wolverton1=1

M n1i+1)t Jelinsky -

l-~IM n 1 +1 1 ( 1  + t1/2) Schick -*

E1.1 Wolverton

* The primary difference between this and the model of Reference [20] is
that here It is assumed that the error discovery rate At is constant
during the time interval t I , so that

=  (N - n I ) (T.1 + ti/2)

. e,,4 xi is proportional to the number of errors remaining following the
i:-1', time interval, but also proportional to the toval time previously
spent in testing (including an "averaged" error search time during the.

, current time interval tI ).
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t Length o1' time inte rval in which MI errnrs are
observed

Ti 1 * Cumulative time throiioh i-Ist interval

Jul
(, I II nCumulatiye number of errors observed up throughnil thq il sz time interval

11,- , l-Ini E M i
Jul

no 0

M - Total number of time intervals

M
K x M.nM • total number of errors observed

i=1

u B/AK

Jrt The two equations to solve for , N reduce to their previous counterparts,

when Mi - 1. In that case M = K (- k in Reference (19J). Also ni-1 then
becomes simply i-i. The nnly remaining change is that

M Mi

S2  becomies k -
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5.2.3 Other Models

Two models which were formulated to deal with the problem of pre-
diting reliablity growth in ccmplcx systems are briefly described here.[i. They were chosen from among ,nny for various reasons, primarily for
simplicity of assumptions, but also for variety of other, factors considered,

and because they are considered more or less an original contribution.
4 Finally, sort of the concepts expressed and developed should have useful

application to softwcre reliability predictions.

S.2.3,1 The Weiss Model [21]

This model (one of three described in (21J), besides assuming an

exponential distribution of time-to-failure, considers that there are M

sources of failure at the beginning of a development process. Triils are
made (at unspecified points in time) each lasting time Tt and success or

the time of failure is recorded. The failure rate is assumed to Le dif-
ferent for each source of failure and is expressed by in a priorL
probability distrbution of failure rates. When a failure occurs on a given
trial th.ee is a probability Pc I 1 that the failure is corrected. Most

of the consequences of these assumptions are worked out in some simple
examples, the primary outcome being the predicted reliability function

following the removal of errors in a given number of trials. The author
observes that the mean tOne to failure can, for the complex model Just

described, be fitted by an exponential function of trial number, showing

a constant percentage increase with trial number.

The model described may be useful to evaluation of software relia-
bility if' it and the assumptions are modifiable as follows: Each of the M
sources of failure represents a software error type, e.g., "specified
array size not large enough," which may have several occurrences throughout
the software. For some error types, such as the above example, once the
error is discovered, there is a high probability that all other occurrences

of this error type will be removed at once. For other error types, a
relatively small fraction of its occurrences elsewhere in the software will

t'I 5-li
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be discoverable and corrected once discovered. This fraction corresponds
to the parameter PC in the described model except that its value would

generally be different for each error source and would be estimated from

previous data.

As with all reliability prediction models conceived orlginally
in terms of hardware performance, for software the "test time" must be$ associated with the degree of representativeriess of input data. That is

to say, testing for a long time using only a limited region of the input
data space will result in unbiased reliability predictions only if the
probability of the remaining region of input data being presented to che

program is essentially zero. This point was made earlier in reference

to the system exerciser program mentioned in [17).

5.2.3.2 Models Proposed by Corcorn, et al (22]

The referenced models are mentioned here because they deal ith
varying probabilities of failure for different error sources and also
correspondingly varying probabilities of corrective action. Another

reason is that they are relatively simple mathematically and seem capable

of simple interpretation to software error data. The models ignore time
of test anid merely consider the outcome of N trials, in which NI errors

of the ith type (failure source) are observed. Following the N trials,
the ith observed error type is corrected with probability aI. As a result

of this process, the reliability can be inferred to be larger than the

observed success ratio by an amount depending upon the occurrence of
errors and their probabilities of removal. One of the reliability esti-

mators labeled as P7 in [22) is:

K

P7 " NO/N + Yi (Ni - l)/N

where N0 is the number of successful trials in N trials, K is the c priori

V-own number of error types, and
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ial  if N > 0

S0 ifNi  o0

It is shown in [22] that P7 is unbiased asymptotically for large N, and
Its variance approaches zero for large N. An exact expression' for the
expected value of P7 and an approximate expression for the variance of P7
are also shown.

Again, in this model the a1 must be estimated from prior informa-
tioL or data, and to be useful for software reliability estimation, each
trial, or at least the collection of N trials must represent the submission
to the program of input data regions in accordance with the operational

/profl1.

5.2.4 The Nelson Model [23]

The Nelson model was developed at TRW as a mathematical theory
of software reliability (MTSR) to provide a foundation for investigating
software reliability, viz:

9 precise, mathematical definitions of the basic elements of
software reliability,

o mathematical relations on these elements, and

# Mathematical methods for manipulating the elements to derive
new aspects of software reliability.

The model is described in this section and compared with the other models.
Work performed on application and extension cf MTSR is reported in Section
5.0.

5.2.4.1 Description of the Nelson Model

The intuitive definition of software reliability given in 5.1
can be changed into a precise, although statistical, definition by making
use of the following primitive concepts:
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e A computer program p may be defined (24] as a specification of
a computable function F on the set E*

[ ~ ~~E - (El : ,.,.

i (of all input data values, each E.1 being the collection of
data values needed to make a run of the program.

- Execution of p produces, for each input Et, the function value
F(E1 ).

e The set E defines all the computations which p can make;
I.e., each input Ei corresponds to a possible run of p and
each run corresponds to an input Et .

Owing *. imperfections, in the implementation of p, p actually
specifies a fur;ction F , which differs from F, the function
the program Is intended to specify.

# For some Ei, the deviation of the actual execution output
F'(Ej) from the desired output F(Ef) is within an acceptable
tolerance 4 ; i.e.,

SF'(Ei ) - F(EI ) _I

* For all other El, which form a subset Ee of E, execution of p
does not produce acceptable output; i.e., either:

I F'(EI ) - F(Ei) I , ' or

* execution tervinates prematurely, or

j execution fails to terminate.

,11 Such occurrences are called "executicn failures".

Each Ei is a possible combination of the values which can be

assigned to the input variables (the variabl.es whose values must be pre-

sented to p to enable p to execute). 7he nnbe.r N of possible Ei is very
large, but it is finite because only a finite nunber of different values

Cdn fit in a fixed-sized computer word.
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The process of preenting E1 to p and executing p to produce

the output F'(E 1 ) or an execution failum. is called a run of p. Note that
all of the valu that compose E1 do not have to be presented to p simul-

taneously.

The probability P that d run of p will result in an execution
failure is therefore equal to the pr')bability that the input Et used
in the run will be chosen from E.4 If ne is O number of E in Ee, then:

I en

is the probabillty that a run of p with input E, selected from E at randomwith equal a prior4 probability will result in an execution failure and

Ru 1P *l ne
*** R' -P 1 N-R _

is the probability that a run of p with input E1 selected from E at random
with equal a priorl probability will produce acceptable output.

In operational use of a program, however, the inputs are not
usually selected from E with equal a prlozwi probability. Rather, they
are selected according to some operational requirement. This requlrewont
may be characterized by i probability distribution pis p1 being the

probability that Ei is selected. The set of Pi's is called the "operational
profile". P may be expressed in terms of pi by defining an "execution
variable" Y1 , which is assigned the value 0 if a run with E1 computes an

acceptable function value, and which is assigned the value 1 if a run with

Et results in an execution failure. Then

N

P piy1
UP. Ptt

is the probability that a run of p with input E1 chosen according to the

probability distribution pi will result in an eXecution failure, and
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p- p (1- Yi)
t11

. is the probability that a run with input Et chosen according to the

probability distribution pi will result in correct execution.

Since R is the probability of 0 not resulting in ?n execution

failure in a single run made with input selected according to pi, the

probability of there being no execution faiTlures in n runs with each of

the inpoits selected independently according to p is:

R(n) - R (I - p)n

Thus a mathematical defir.ition of the reliability of a crmputer program

is:

9 The probability that the program has no execution failure in
n runs.

The trnit of exposure of a program is therefore the run.

In operationail use, the inputs for n runs usually are not

selected independently but in a definite sequence, such as, i.e., ascending

values of some input variable or in a sequence determine- by some real

input, as in the case of a real time program. Then the operational profile

must be redefined to be Pjj, the probability that E, is chosen as the input

to the jth run in a sequence of runs. Then the probability P that run j
results in an execution failure car; be written:

N

i-1

The reliability R(n) of p is the probability that no execution failure

occurs ini a sequence of n runs:

nR RIn) =(1-P1)(1-P9?) ... (1-Pn )  1,T (1-Pi)

j=l
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This formula may be written in exponential form:

i ', R(n) e

Soe of the properties of R(n) may be exhibited by making approxi-
mation,

. for Pj <<
- PJ

Jul
R(n) e

0 if P- P for all J

R(n) a e Pn

R(n) may be expressed in terms of the execution time t by making the sub-
sti tutions:

*Ati denotes the execution time for run J1A
t 2._ati denotes the cumulative execution time throughtj

run J
1"

In (1-P)

Atj

-F Atih(ti)
j-l

R(n) 
e

If &tjis considered to approach zero as n becomes large, the sum in the
exponential becomes an integral, producing the formula:
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which Is familiar from hardware reliability theory. It, tht case Pj I t
h(tj) may be interpreted as the "hazard' function, which when r.ltiplled
by 4tj is the conditional orobability of failure during toe interval

(tj, tj + tj) given r,o f.M.,kre prier, to tj.

5.?.4.2 Measuremnt , _.ftware RelLabilit.

The reliablity of a computer progrva can be measured by r-unning
the program with a sample of n inputs and caluulating R, the measured value,

from the formula

n)A

where n is tne nunber of Inputs for which execution failures occurred.

If the n inputs in the sampl.., are chosen from E at random according to
the probability distribution pi, the measured value A is an unbiased esti-

mate of R in the sense that the expectation of R over the sample probability
distribution is equal to R, for pi << 1. This can be shown by introducing

a "sample variable" Zij which is defined so that:

Zlj - I if Ei is in sample j

z - 0 otherwise

The number of distinct inputs nj obtained in a sample j may be less than
n, since the same E, can be selected more than once by the random process.

N

i-1
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:; HowevL-r. in most cases the number of p-',ssible -inputs N is sn wmte;h "urge,'
than the sample size that. it is very unlikely that any repetition or in-

(k puts would occur. If sj is the probability that sample J is choien andM is the iubr of possible smples:

jI that sal.I  e j-is ,h(l-Plnn

1M

L ja1j=l

Sice R can be written in the form:

I N

I. R ~ ~ (l-y1 ) Zij

The expectation of R, E(R), is:

r(R) 2sjRj
Jul

-ii

M N
1z

: . Sj (IY 1) jt

jul Ju1

N

n (l-yi) [I (l-Pi)n"l

=

= (l-Yi) Pi foe Pi <<

l--I
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In order to .arry out a measurement of R, the operational pro-
file pi must be determined. In actual practice, this is done by dividing
the ranges of the input variables into subranges and assigning probabili-
ties that an input will be chosen from 2ach sQ~range, based on an estimate

of the occi',rencu of inputs in the operational use for which the relia-
bility is being measured. The probabilitoieE Pi having been determined in
this way, a sample of n input. can be chosen at random -- e.g., with the

aid of a -andom number generator -- in accordance with the pi. When the n

runs of the measurement are made, the outputs for some of the inputs will

be found to be correct while execution failures may occur for other inputs.

When an execution failure occurs, the measurement process should not be
stopped and the error corrected. Instead the eitire sample of n runs

should be made wi thout correcting ay of the errors which caused the exe-
cution failures and the value of R can be calculated from the measurement
data.

This approach to measuring software reliability was tested at
TRW by applying it to two prograum, each written by a different person from
the same specifications. A profile p1 was established to approximate

what could be expected in operational use of the program. A sample of
1000 inputs was selected from this profile with the aid of a random number
generator and 1000 runs made with each program. The output for each run

was examined and the runs which resulted in execution failures were ider.ti-
fied. Three execution failores were obtained for one of the programs and
35 for the other. The measured reliability, R, was caluclateC to be .997

for the first program and .965 for the sccond. The program having the

higher reliability had the simpler structure, supporting the notion that

cumplex structure leads to reduced reliability,[7].
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5.2.4.3 Comparison with Other Models

I Both the Shooman model and the Jelinski-oranda models use time
as the unit of exposure and an exponential formula for R(t):I

R(t) - e-ht

7 The hazard function h is assumed constant during operational time and
changes only when an error is found and removed, after which t must be re-

i set to zero. Since this formula can be derived from the Nelson model by
1 f ma:ing certain approximations, the approximations required may be used to

define the conditions inder which the Shooman and Jelinski-Moranda models
are valid; viz:

* t should be interpreted as ;umulative execution time from
a specified starting time;

* t should be large compared to the average execution time At
per run;

e the inputs for successive runs should be chosen at random
according a probability distribution approximating that
expected in the type of use for which the reliability pre-
diction is made.

Both Shooman and Jelinski-Moranda attempt to extend their models
by assuming that the hazard function is proportional to the number of
errors remaining in the program and then to apply their models to the
testing of programs.

The Weiss model and the Corcoran models were developed to
describe reliability improvement during testing and attempt to incorporate
the effect of there being several sources of errors present in a program.

All of these models are limited in their applicability because
they were not developed to correspond closely to the properties of programs
and how they are used and tested. They rely principally on general

priiciples of probability, such as the exponential dependence of relia-
bility on exposure, and on simplistic assumptions about the affect of
errors. Although the exponential dependence is well established, the
other aspects of these models appear to be, at best, rough approximations

to software properties.
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The Nelson model was developed frcz the basic properties of com-
puter programs and uses probability theory to deal with those aspects for

which inicomplete information is available -- e.g., what input will be chosen

in the next run. Where approximations are made, they are well-defined

and the limits of their applicability are known. Because of its founda-

tion on software properties, it can be extended systematically to describe

in more detail other aspects of software reliability. Some of the exten-

sions which have been made are described in Section 6.0. Because of its

broader foundation and extensibility, it is referred to there is a mathe-

matical theory of software reliability rather than a reliability model.

5
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6.0 APPLICATION AND EXTENSION OF THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY
OF SOFTWARE RELIABILITY

The basic elements of tho mathematical theory of software reliability

(MTSR) are described in Section 6.2.4.* This section reports on work done

in the Software Reliability Study to apply and extend the theory so that it

has become a broad conceptual framework for exploring, comprehending, and

ii  analyzing the development and testing of reliable software, with mathemati-

cal tools for conducting quantitative analysis. MTSR was applied to:

* Analyze software reliability dtta (6.1)

. Investigate spccific problem (6.2)

S * Input data set partitioning (6.2.1)

e Reliability me&aurpinent uncertainty (6.2.Z)

* Effect of software error removal (6.2.3)

* Effect of program structure (6.2.4)

# Estimating reliability from test results (6.,2.5)

# Program safety effects (6.2.6)

* Develop improved techniques for writing reliable programs (6.3)

* Develop improved software testing methods (6.4)

6.1 AAplication of MTSR tc1 Project 5 Test Data

Test data from several routines developed and tested on Project 5

were analyzed with the aid of MTSR. The nature of this analysis can be

illustrated by showing how it was performed on one ,f the Project 5 routines

which wil) be called "routine A".

Routine A is written in FORTRAN and has 20 executable statements. Its

code is:

IF(GN.NE.O.) GOTO 10

JF(CN.LT.CT) GOTO 5

GOTO 25

5 IE=O

GOTO 25

*Somp of the notation used in this section has been defined in

Section 5.2.4.
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10 IF(Ctf.LT.TR) GOTO 20

IE=1

GOTO 25

20 IE a 0

25 IF(IENEo1) GOTO 40

JE = JE+1

KI u JD

KM = 2

KR= 3

KB = JA

KE = JB

JV - JV + KI + 1

KG = I
40 RETURN

END

The analysi, of routine A began with identification of the input

variables, their ty,.es and ranges. The variables to which values must be
assigned in order for routine A to execute are:

# GN,CN,CT,YR : real data type

e JA,JB,JD,JE,JV : integer data type

Fcr both data types, the variables range over the values wich can be stored

in a computer word.

The testing performed on routine A involved four test cases. The

"lues assigned %'c the real yariables were:

e Test Case l: GN = 0.
CN = 5.
CT =4.
TR = 6.

* Test Case 2: GN = 1.
CN = 8.
CT =4.
TR = 6.

* Test Case 3: GN = 0.
Cr, = 3.
CT = 4.
A 6.
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* Test Case 4: GN x 1.
CN 5.
CT x4.
TR - 6.

Th, values arsign.d to the int-er data were the same for -1'1 4 test coses

r • and are not listed here.

Next the logic paths which are executeO by each of the test cases

were determined as well as the set of inputs which cause each logic path to

execute.

In test case 1, the value 0 assigned to GN causes tie branch test

(GN.NE.O.) in the first IF statement to be evaluated false, so execution

proceeds to the second IF statement, where the value 5 assigned to CN and
4 to CT cause the branch test (CN.LT.CT) to be evaluated false. Next the

internal variable IE is assigned the value 1 and execution transfers to the[fourth IF statement, where the test (IE.NE.1) is evaluated false and execu-
tion continues down to the RETURN statement. This ]¢gic path is executed

for the input variable GN - 0 and for values of CN which are greater than
or equal to the value of CT. Note that the real variable TR and all of the

integer variables are not involved in any computation for this logic path.
Therefore the set G, of input data values which will cause this logic path

to execute are completely defined by:

GI GN -0

C CT

A similar analysis shows tNt test case 2 executes a different logic

01 path, which is defined by the sei G of input data values:

G2: GN& 0

CN > TR

The variable CT and the integer variables are not involved in any
computations.

6-3
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Test case 3 executes a third logic path, which is defined by the set
G3 of input data values:

I G3: GN =O

CN < CT

JA= I

JB I
JD I
JE I
JV = I

Where I denotes any integer value. The variable TR is not involved in any

calculations.

Test case 4 executes a fourth logic path, which is defined by the set

G4 of input data values:

G4: GN 7, 0

CN < TR

JA I

JB I

JD I

JE= I

JV I

The variable CT is not involved in any computations.

There are no other logic paths. The set E can be defined as the
union of the four sets G1, G2, G3, G4.

E G U G U G3 U G4

'.te that this is not equ'l to the cartesian product of the sets over which

the input variables rcnge, for the possible values of input variables are

constrained by the relations used in defining the subsets G., iticluding

the nonutilization of some of the variables in each G.

6-4
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Each test case is from a different G and causes execution of a
different logic path. Collectively, they exercise all the logic paths.
No logic path was executed by more than one test case.

A logic diagram can be constructed for routine A in terms of the
branch tests Bi:

81 : GN.NE.O.

B2 : CN.LT.CT

83 : CN.LT.TR

B4 : IE.NE.1

and the code segments S1 :

E -I

S2 : IE 0

S 3 : IE -I

S4 : IE 0

5 : JE z JE + 1

KI z JO
KM- 2

KB - JA
K. KE z JB

JV = JV + KI + 1
KG= 1

S6 : RETURN

A6

6-5
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SI S 2  S 3 5 4

B 4

5

From this logic diagram, it would appear that there are 8 logic paths;

however, 4 of these apparent paths are not executable. For each of the

four paths leading into B4, the outcome of the branch test B4 is predeter-

mined; i.e., for all inputs that can cause exec'itlon of a specific path

leading to B4 , the test in B4 will result in the same tristh value, allow-

ing only one of the branches to be taken.

The partitioning of the input data set E into subsets Gj that corre-

spond to logic paths was done for four Project 5 routines. For all of them,

the test cases belonged te different G. This was not surprising since

TRW's software test tool PACE was used to aid in developing the test cases.

PACE analyzes the routine structure and provides information to aid in

developing a set of test cases which will collctively exercise all seg-

ments and branches in the routine. For some of the routires, the number

of test cases needed to exercise a.l segments and branches is less than

the number of G.'s, because in most routines, in particular the larger

ones, all segments and branches can be exercised by executing a subset of

the set of all 'ogic paths.

Additional results of the application of FTSR to Project 5 routines

are reported in the following sections.
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6.2 Extension of MTSR

The capabilities of KTSR were extended by investigating several

software reliability problem areas, applying MTSR concepts to them, andI developing new mathematical tools and techniques as reeded to perform the

indicated analysis.

6.2.1 Input Data Set Partitioning

* For more detailed analysis of software reliability, it is convenient

to partition the set E into disjoint subsets S

I' '1 '2 ~ k J

, SI Ssj -, 1 for i7,J

denotes the null set. The probability P that an input E1 is chosen

from S, is:

Pj z r Pi
EIcSj

k

~Ij P =1Ij=J

Each subset S. can be further "rtitioned into two subsets S' and SI
3J

such that any input from S! results in correct execution and any input from3
Sj results in an execution failure.

iJ
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Si n s-

si.ts. l .o .

~E icS j 0

where Y" 0(l) if input E, results in correct execution (execution failure).

The probability P! that an input is a member of S' is:

/~~ ' 1Yi) Pi

EicSj

and thn probability P" that an input is a member of S" is:3 3

= Yi Pi
EicS

Pt +  PI -P
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The reliability formula can be expressed in terms of PI or D":

N

R I - yi Pj
t,,

k
.l~2 2Yi Pi
Jul Et cSJ

k k

One type of partitioning of E is that into the subsets associated
with the logic paths L., as was done in the analysis of routine A in
Section 6.1. Pj is then the probability that logic path L will be
executed and P'P is the probability that, having selected an input
from Gj, Lj will be executed correctly.

Since the code sequence of a logic path L is itself a program, L
may, in accordance wth the riathematical definition of a program, be inter-
preted as a specification of a furction F on Gj. For all inputs E cG , the
same code sequence L is executed and there is no branchirg outside of L
therefore Fj may be considered to have a degree of continuity over G .
Correct execution of L for a particular input, say Ek, from G verifies
that the program computes Fj(Ek) correctly. Because of the continuity
argument, one may infer from the correct execution of LI for input Ek that

Li will also, with high probability, execute correctly for ir.st of the
other E1 which are in G.. The following argument tends to reinforce the
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'1intuitive feeling that this probability is high. L, in fact, specifies

a function, which may be denoted by F , ard which is intended to be F.
Correct executioci of Li WIth np 'r--ns that:

IF(E
k) - FjI(E)I Ak

where a is the acceptable tolerance The notation indicates that thetolerance k could be different for each input Ek, although in general it

will have the same value for a subset of G. When the tolerance must .e
met uniformly for the function Fj, the notation would be used.

Many of the types of errors that can be made in code L will result
in Lj specifying a function Fj, the values of which will deviate from the
corresponding values of F by more tha, the acceptable tolerance Aj for all
the points in Gj. There are, however, known types of errors for which Ft
can equal Fj at one or more points and deviate from it at all other points;
e.g.:

e The assignment statement Y w X*2 + A at the point X z 2 assigns
the same value to Y as the statement Y a )V *2 + A, but assigns
substantially different values at all other points.

o In the assignment statement, Y a (Q(X) - 90)P(X) + R(X), at
the point X such that Q(X)-Q, any error in P(X) will not
afft.ct the value assigned to Y, but errors in P(X) may signifi-
cantly affect the values assigned to Y for other valuet. of X.

In order for such errors to lead to IFI(Et) - Fj(Et) I 6t for the execution
of test case Et, not only must such an error be present in L but also the
input Et chosen for the test case must be the same, or very near the same

point at which the evaluation coincidence occurs. Developing an expression
for toe probability of such an occurrence would ir.volve develcping a
measure for the functions F specified by erroneous L. and the subset of
this measure associated with those functions F' for which IF'(E,) -
Fj(Ek) I Ak for some points Ek in G.3

These considerations can be investigated further by defining the
probability of acceptable execution:

Pr(IF!(Et) - F (Et)I - At

*6-10
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with the function F considered to be a random variable owing to the random

occurrence of errors which cause the specified Pt to differ from theIJ
intended F Thetl, if the effects of errors do not have a bias - i.e.,

the expe'tation, (F (Et)) - Fj(Et) - a form of the generalized Tchebycheff

Inequality may be applied, which states that if g(x) is a non-negative

function of the random variable x, then for any k > 0,

k) > I -(g(x))Prg. :s)

Since the expected value of the square of the difference between a- random

- variable and its expected value is by definition the variance -)f the random
variable:

49F,(Et) - Fj(Et))1 Var (F(t))

a then replacing k by At

Var (F(Et))Pr( IF!(E t )  - F (Et) j 1 < At ) > I - t

Vat (FI(Etd) < At (I-y)

then:

Pr(IF!(Et) - F (Et)! < t (*)

which if y is sufficiently close to 1, say 0.9, the probability of correct

execution is acceptably high.
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The previous results can be further refined by accounting for tha

probability distoibution of the Input Data point, Et. The following is

true, approximnitely:

(F'(E)) (Et)

7, ,
i Var (FI(Et)) L )t Var (Et ) + v1.

whPre V- variance of Ft(E(Et)), and FI.(Et)/BEt is evaluited at E,, -(Et ) ,

f which measures the relative rate of change of the speci'led function F', Thus

* f V3 + (Et)aF(i-E+ t Var (E a (1

implies (*).

When N executions of the program are made using a random sample of

Et selected fr-m the Input Data Subspace G., it is easily shown that:

23J + ~rFt(E)2

V + Vair (Ej ) a
inNlLes (*)t

Owing to the factor N, this condition becomes easier to meet as N

gets larger. Thus, for all other quantities being fixed, as N increases

the probability Sovel y for any Input uata point Et resulting in a correct

functional output wthir a given tolerance also increases.

In general, since the Input Data point C t is a member of a multi-

dimensional space: E , ... , Xn ), the previous expressions need to be

replaced by their n-dimensional analogues. The previous inequality

generalIzes to

nFaF'(Et)I"N Var (X + (1

k=l 
j t .

which implies (*).
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For simplicity, it s assumed in the previous expression that the Xk are

independently selected, so that the covarlances of the X are not included.

There ;re also types of errors which affect only one point which can

occur frecently enough to warrant special care to be taken to check for

them; e.g.:

3 Divide by zero. It is possibl to automatically identify all
statements in which this could occur.

e Wrong branch operator, such as, e.g., using .LE. for .LT. in
the second statement of routine A (Section 6.1),

6.2.2 Reliability Measurement Uncertainty

In 5,2.4.2, a method of measuring the reliability of a program was

described which involved making runs with a sample of n ln,puts chosen at

random from E in accordance with the probability distribution pi. There

v v are other methods of sampling which may be more appropriate -for particular

situations. Sone of these methods were investigated, making use of the

partitioning of E into subsets Si, and developing expressions for the

variance and confidence limits on the reliability measuremerts obtained

using the sample.I.. 6.2.2.1 Sampling Theory

Assume that a preassigned number n. data points are sampled from S.,

for each j. The sampling is assumed to be simple random; i.e., selection

Li . of any point of S. is unaffected by selection of any other point*, and each

has the sume chance of being chosen. We merely observe whether a selected

point belongs to S! or S'! so that this type . sampling is also known as

simple binomial; i.e., the probability assigned to a sequence of nj points
f n j-p , where f. is the number of points

selected from S'! - those evoking software failure.

There are various other sampling methods, such as sampling until a

specified number of points from S'' are selected, thus making nj rather than

f. a random variable, but these will not be discussed further.

There are so many poin ts 'n Sj that the effect of replacement or nonre-
placement on the probab.li.ies of selection can be neglected.
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Estir.ation for R

In generai not all S. may be sampled. If this is the case the
estimator R defined below will be biased. Thus if T is the collection of

indexes of subsets S. of the partition which are sampled (Twill denote

the remaining i's),

R . -2 (fY/nj)P 1  (1)

T

and the expected value of R, denoted by (R)is

e(R) 1 - (P/.2 P 1' - P 1- Po

:. T T

where the latter summation is over al, J 1,2, . K. Therefore, when

sampling is incomplete, R will be biased on the high side. By apportioning

just one data .oint sample to each of the S. in T (but keeping the total

sample size X nj = I n. = n constant) the bias in the estimator
~ T3  

A
would be removed. We now need a measure of the pr2cision of R.

One such measure is the variance, abbreviated as V(). Thus, since

'Pn.P!P it can be shown that
3 J Jjj

VT(R) : Pt P'!/nj (3)

T

Since, however, R is biased fcr incomplete samples, a better measure

is the mean-square error, defined by6[(R-R)2]. e have

p,,)2

R)]-1 + (4)

T T
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ii Thus the mean-square error can never be less than the number

(fl2
even should the , all become large. Tis ,akes 6[(--R)2] a measure of

sampling completeness in a certain sense; howeve: there is no way of calcu-

lating it, for although we have information on the sizcs of PI or P" for

, j c T, nothing is known about P for j c T, except the crude bounds

0_5 PI < P. Now it is easy to show that

11*

n 2 (n -) VT( ) (5)

T n

and therefore, using the crude bounds on P'! for j T 1, an approximate set

of numerical* lower and upper bounds on the mi,,an-square error are

f ( n(n _ 2

The existence of the above unbiased estimator for VT(R) evidently

requires that every nj i_ 2.

Minimization of Variance

Since the variance of

R= 1- > (fl/nj) Pj

*"~ > denotes a numerical estimate of the quantity within.w!* 5-i5



for a complete sample is given by

I!!oi

The question arises whether the n can be chosen in some manner to
make V(R) as small as possible. Thus for a given

n = . if we write

n kk 2 k ~ m k )

3 then solve the set of equations OW/Dnj = 0 for all j together with the
cons trai nt

.1n~ k n
k

we may obtain an extremal solution for the n. which cani then be shown to

yield a minimum V(R). Thus

DW_ + 2=0
anj + X2

,'orscquently

.4 1

k

6-16
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The.'eore

n -i(7)

k
>' t

'The "all is used since n. is an integer.)

I This choice of nj will yield a minimum since a W/ani > 0 for all sub-

sets for which P' , P j > 0. Thus, substituting the solutinns for the n,
the minimum value of the. variance bevwrmesI v. R)2 1T 2 (8)

min n j,

Of course, unless the val-" - of PI! are known before sampling takes
place, the optimum choice of the nj cannot be deliberately made. If a pre-

liminary sample were taken however, and assuming no significant change in

the value of P'! (e,g., as a result of correcting the detected faults), the

final sample of nj from each subset S, could be chosen to yield a near-
minimal variance estimate.

A numerical example twill illustrate the relationships discussod.

Let P1 = 0.5, P2 = 0.3, P3 = 0.2

Let V! 0.1, 3

(aid therefore) Pj = 0.4, P = 0.2, F = 0.2

Assume that n i00 and that n. are chosen proportional to P. so
that n =50, n2 30, n3= 20. Then

6-17
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( o.1) (0.4) (0.1) (0.2)., - - - T - " +  M0+

j - 0.00080 + 0.00067 - 0.00147

On the other hand, if the n had been chosen to yield Vmi n (R),

--_. 0,2(100) 58.7 59nl ,/.04+ r'O.O02 0.34141

n =0.1414 (100) 41.3 41

n 30

:F Then

v. 0 4+ .2 rV . +min(, or 100

= 0.00068 + 0.00049

= 0.00117

Sampling Representativeness

A measure of sampling representativenesz %as proposed in [25]. It is

1(n -2  n P.
nP. (9)

6 pJ
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Assume samppllng incomnplete, so that for jir, nj 0,, and

n~ =n where T U T (all j)

What choice of n. will minimize 2?

To determine the nj, we set up the function

0~k n P } j -

qj jcT

(n -nP
W PW+ n P 2,(Yn-nn

JcT j T I j .T

Set

- 2(n -nP)

Onk n Pk

Hence

= It
Itc T

Thec'efore

p Pj
n ~ (10)

It c T6-19



I
The minimized value of x' is then

S2 n Pk ) + n

J cT p Jcr

Z Fa n Pj1 +[. x\+i ~P

,n2 + P + n _ Pj

p i cT cT

and finally

2 j.T
iXn =i n .(11)

~Pj

Thus the minimum possible value of X is proportional to the ratio of

the sum of probabilities for those subsets not sampled to the sum of prob-

abilities for tho-.e subsets that are sampled.

6-20
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Confidence Limits 'for R

Several measures of "confidence" in the measure of software reliability

may be developed from the sampling theory presented in the previous sec-

tions. The term "cinfidence" applied in a technical sense to software

reliability means a measure of how closely the reliability is estimated

based on a series of test outcomes and a prespecified rule for estimating

the reliability from the outcomes. "Confidence" has also been used to

denote degree of representativeness, thoroughness, etc.; of the test strat-

egy or sampling technique as discussed in [25).

If V denotes an estimator for the variance of R, then based on asymp-

totic normality argumants,

will be an approximate confidence interval covering R with confidence y,

where X is the standard normal deviate exceeded with probability a. The

above confidence interval would be expected to be more correct when the

numbers of tests nj for each subset Sj were large. For smaller numbers of

tests X(I-y)/2 should be replaced by tn;(1 y)/2' the Student t-deviate

with n degrees of freedom, exceeded with probability (1-y)/2. The latter

confidence interval is wider than the former and as all nj get large it

will approach the "norl" 1rnnfidence interval. For example t30;0.0 5

1.697;t120;0.5 = 1.658; whereas X0.05 = 1.645.

We are generally interested in one-sided confidence intervals of the

form R L < R < 1, where RL is called the lower confidence lItit on R. For

y confidence, the one-sided intervals for the previous cases would then be

VR- or R - tn ;1 - (12)

Ao
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cover In any of the above cases, if sampling were incomplete the intervals

rcover

R-i P! which :5 P1
T j

Consequently the true value of R ?iKuld be c" ared by the corfidence inter-

val with probability y' S y.

The magnitude of the difference between y and y' is not easily esti-

rated; however, a "safety margin" could be incorporated by using slightly

higher values of y in determining Al- or tr,;I y. These differences are

not likely to be important however in that the whole procedure already his

many elements of approximation.

The approach to finding lower confidence limits on reliability given

in the next section avoids the asymptotic normality assumption, and can be

termed an "exact" method. Some additional background on previous results

in this area is provided.

Background on Exact Methods

Since about 1958, many papers have been written on the problem of

constructing statistical confidence limits on the reliability of a system

bpsed upon observed failure data on the ccnponents of the system [263. A

ty-pical problem is: A system is serial with respect to failures of its

two components which make up the system; i.e,, if either component fails,

then the system fails. 7f the failure of either component has no influence

on success or failure of the other, i.e., the events failure I, failure2 are

statistically independent, then the reliability of the system is R = R1*R

Given nln 2 tests of each component and f1'f2 failures observed, where

0 _< f1 f2 nit n 2, the Neyman defihition [27) leads to construction of a
sytmof lower confidence liit R. (fl11f2 ;nln 29Y ); i.e., such that Prob

R R) y where y is the specified confidence coefficient (e.g., 0.50,

' 0.90, 0.95) and R is the actual (but unknown) reliability of the System.

This particular problem was addressed originally in [28] and [29] and

subsequently in [30).
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'1I For the software reliability nidel since the actual reliability withi rspcttothe Jt subset of a partition is P/P R. the problembeos

one of determining a system of lower confidence Iimit. on the quantity\II
R R Pj (13)

for all possible outcomes fj and given sample sizes nj, J 1,2, ,K.

Ne man Confidence Limits

Since the general formulation of the Neyman or classical confideice
litrits problem is cumbersome, the formulas will be given only for the case
in which there are two subsets in the partition.

In this case

R R RIP I + R2 P2 (14)

where

PI + P2 1

Based upon [28], a lower confidence limit on R for observed numbers offailures flf 2 out of nl,n 2 tests respectively is obtained by minimizing

(with respect to XlX 2) the 'unction * P +X2 P2 with the following equality
constraint:

f l' 2 nl) ni, -n11n 2  -i 2  2il I(i-Xl) (i2~-_X (n 2  (1-X2  = I *y (15)
il,i2 O
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and also by the inequalities

0 S X1, X2 .: I

where y is the cinfidenc.e coefficient.

The resulting lower confidence linit is denwted by
? ,' L~f f2;nl,n2,y)

!~

The quantity summed in (15) is the prodict of the probabilities of
" observing exactly i failutres out of n1 tests and i, failures out of

testsb where sampling is from the respective subsets SP, and are indepen-

denL. observations (both within each subset rnd between subsets). Not
apparent in the sumation is a prescribed ordering of the sample outcomes

(fl,f 2 ;nl,n 2 ). The ordering is not unique as shown in [23], but there are
various ways of choosing an ordering which is "more or less" opt mum. Here,
the meaning of *optimum" is that for every flf 2 , each of the confidence
limits RL (f1,f2 ;n,'i2,y) for the prescribed ordering are at least equal to
the corresponding § (1,f2;nt,n.,y) obtained from some other ordering; i.e.,
all other things being equal, the larger confidence limits are better.

One v'ay of ordering the sample points is: for any observed (fl.f2;
n1,n2) to include in the summation the probabilities of all points (ii 2;
n1,n2) such that 0 _ i- - f1;O i2 s f2" This ordering will be satisfac-

tory except when nI and n2 are very different. A better ordering is
obtained by including ll sample points (il,i2;nl,n 2) for which the esti-
mated reliabilities have the relationship.

n i n-"- i 2  n - fl n2 - f
nI  i I Pl +  

2  2 -  In I  P1 +  
2  2p

which should result in valtes of R which are ordered in the same way as

the estimated reliabilities, although this assertion could not be verified.
In any suiteable ordering, however, the sarple outcome (O,O;nl, ) w'll be

46-24
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of]J

the first point, corresponding to the largest L for the set of possible

outcomes.

For this case (15) becomes simply

x~ nixn (151)n12

It is etsy to show* that the minimum value of X1 P1  X2 P2 subject to the

constraints (15') and 0 < X1,X2 S 1 is

n,/n n2/n

n'i 1/' P2 (16)

where n n1 + n2 and P1 + P2 w1. The generalization to K subset's in the

partition, in which case the problem is to minimize

L xi j (17)
j=1

subject toI If

x - - (18)
j=1

and the requirement that each X. satisfy 0 < X. s 1, is also easy, anJ we
have

K j
R' n( y)/n i (19)

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers.
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I, Examples: (Both examples are based upon the hypothetical data of

Reference [253).

1-a) n1  2,n 2 - 1,n3 . 1,n4 a1 Hence n 5

PI " u 0.5,P2 x 0.33333,P3M O.1.P 4 K 0.06667

Therefore
;" I

RL 5(1y)0 " (0.25)0.4 (0.33333)02 (0.1)0.2 (0.06667)0"2

* " -0.33616 0 Y)

For

y, 0.50 0.90 0.95

L= 0.7367 0.5340 0.4649

1-b) n1 = 6,n2 , 3,n3 ' 1,n4 X I Hence n M 11

The P. are the same as in Example 1-a).

Therefore

R L =  1i( - y)O990 (0.08333)0.44 (0.11111)0. 7 7

(0.1)0.090909 (0.066667)0.090909= 0.98781 0 090909

For

y = 0.50 0.90 0.95

R = 0.9275 0.8012 0.7523
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r! Wh.,n sampling is proportional to the probability of the subset; i.e.,

nj nP., then

= n(l.y)1/n_= (l~y)1/n (20)

L n

which Is the usual lower binomial confidence limit on reliability obtained

when n tests are made with zero failures. This is of course equivalent to

the case when there is only one subset.

The formulation of a method for construction of Neyman confidence

limits in general is apparently very difficult. However, the Neyman con-

fidence limits do not require the assumptions of an a prioi probability

fit distribution as does the Bayesian method, to be presented below, so they

are in a sense to be preferred over the system of confidence limilts gener-

I 1}ated by the latter approach. Nevertheless, the relative ease of determining

Bayesian confidence limits may be sufficient to dictate abandonment of the

Neyman confidence limits. As indicated later in the Conclusions, however,a compromise is recormiended.

The following sections present one Bayesian method for constructing

lower confidence limits on softw~re reliability and show how numerical

solutions may be obtained in general.

Bayesian Confidence Limits

Vi th The a pootcv)iori probability density of the reliability R. for the

jt subset, given f. failures in ,. tests and assumed uniform a priovi

probability density of R is given by the well-known formula

r(n. + ) n.- f. f.
Prob (r. < R. < r. + dr.) r(n f + 1) r. J J (1-r)J d r

3~ + 3 33 +1) 3 3 3)

which is a Beta Jensity function.
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Once the distribution of
4

K
P. R.

j 1

is found, the lower y confidence limit is defined as the value of r for

which Prob (R z r) y. Thus the problem is to find the distribution of a

weighted sum of independent Beta distributed random variables-

This problem is formidable analytically.* However, an approximate

solution is to assume that the random variable R itself has a Beta distri-Ibution and determine its parameters by matching the moments of R with
those of P ,RJ which are readily calculated.

The mean of R., denoted by e(R.) is easily found to be

R) n. - fj + 1

6(R = (21)

The variance of Ri. denoted by V(Rj) is

(n. - f + 1) (f. 1)
( (n. + 2) Z (n. + 3)

We have

K
e(R) - L P, eR) (23)

j=I

A Monte Carlo evaluation may be suitable, particularly for large values of
K, See Reference [34].
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and since the is are independent

K

V(R) 2 V(R) (24)
jj=1

Thus if the density of R is given by the Beta distribution with
p~rameters p,q

Prob (r < R < r + dr) rlP+I r q) (1-r)q  dr (25)

then we equate

K nI
P (R) n + 2 (26)p+q +2

j=l

.-=V(R) a- Kj (n f 1) (f + 1) p2 n

(p + q)2 (p + q + 1) j=1 (nj + 2)2  PJ

Since

q ()(28),.,~ ~ P -(R)

and

p + q I T. 7 (29)

Equation (27) yields

Aq = 1-E(R)) R(1 ,R)- 1] (30l)
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and Equation (28) rsults in

p= ,!(R) [6,R-- i] (31)

Tables of the Beta distribution [31) or a computer program can then beused

to determine the value of r such tC'at Prob (R z r) - y.

Examples:

2-a) We use the same data as in te previous Example 1-a).

, jz,. j=2 j=3 j= 4

-0.7000 0.66667 0.66667 0.66667
t x

P. 0.37500 + 0.22222 + 0.06667 - 0.04444

=(R) 0.70833

(ni -f , + 1)(f .+ 1) = 0.03750 0.05556 0.05556 0.05556

(nj 2)z (nj + 3)

V X

t= 0.009375 + 0.006173 + 0.000556 + 0.000247

.'. V(R) = 0.016350

p = 8.2421

q = 3.3939
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The values of r corresponding to Prc b (R t r) = y w here R has

a Beta distribution with parameters p - 8.2421, Q a 3.3939
are given below:

y X 0.50 0.90 0.95

L . 0.7206 0.5334 0.4780

2-b) We use the same data as in the previous Exabple 1-b).

1 j 2 j-3 j, 4

n. -f.+ 1
n - 0.87500 0.80000 0.,66667 0.66667

Pj x 0.43750 + 0.26667 + 0.06667 + 0.04444

.'6 (R) = 0.81528,

S(nj j f,+ 1) (fi + 1)
-=0.012153 0.026667 0.055556 0.055556

(n i + 2)2 (nj + 3)

X

1 0.0030382 + 0.0029630 + 0.000555C + 0.0002469

V(R) 0.0068037

p =17.2310

q = 3.9042
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. r The values of r corresponding to Prob (R L- r) y y where R has

a Beta distribution with parameters p a 17.2310, q - 3.9042

are given below:

y - 0.50 0.90 0.95

R L ' 0.8253 0.7032 0.6640

The results of the heyman and Bayesian methods compare closely in

Examples 1-a) and 2-a), but in Exanple 2-b) the Bayesian lower confidence
limits are significantly smaller; . more conservative, than the Neyman

limits of Example 1-b).

The preceding analysis considered that the distributior, of EPR
could be approximated by a Beta distribution using the first two momfents

of 4he distribution of each R and the known formulas for the first two
moments of a sum of random variables. Reference [32) presents a technique
which provides correction terms to a fitted Beta distribution; however, ot
the expense of calculating more moments of each 9 and a considerably more

difficult computation.

. Mr. J. E. Wolf of TRW had previously developed the technique of [32]
for application to a slightly -4 "ferent problem (33). A brief description
of the application to the pr, 4 problem is given in the following
paragraphs.

The basic idea is to fit a curve of the form

g(x) = aoX (1 - X)O (1 + ax+ ... + akx k (32)

to the probability density function for 4'P. R. When just tne constant
term ao is presEnt, we have the previous case of fittirg the density func-
tion to a Beta density, with a = r(u+s+2)/r(a +1)r(+1) (Equation (25)

0 kwith p=a+1, q = B+I).* In general when all terms through akx are to

Ncte that the reqtiirement for the area under the curve between 0 ardd 1 to

be unity, essentially determines one of the parameters.
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be used, the first k + 4 moments of each R. are required. The i t h ordinarym(-ment, or moment about the origin for the distribution1 of R is giben by

(im j j +2 f (f+i3.! = Fi(n,-f + 1) r .'f;--'TTxJ(- d

oil
mj) r(n. + ) r(n - 4j . + i

m (33)

j The next step is to determine the ordinary moments M of the randomI variable

,, Pj Rj

, The first moment M1  S(R) was already given by (23). The second
central moment was given by (24). The second ordinary moment is given

by,

M2 = I'.J)12 + 2E mU)m(k)p P (34)
j J<k

the third ordinary moment is given by

M 3= m  m  2E (mj pj)3 (35)S1 j j
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The fourth ordinary mometit is less straightforward and is t.o

complicated to be given here,

Using the higher moments (which dre relatively easy to compute) the

table below gives the Lomputed lower confidence limits corresponding to

several higher order fits of Equation (32) to the density function for

SP Ri for the previois Example 1-b).

y . 0.50 0.90 0.95

a0  0.8253 0.7032 0.6640

a0,a  0.8263 0.7027 0.6626

ao,a1,a2  0.82629 0.70301 0.66248

a 0 a 1a 2,a3  0.82620 0.70310 0.66281

The example indicates that the zero th order (only two moments used), or

possibly the first order approximationl may be adequate in general. The

next example of the Bayesian method includes the case where there is a

failure.

Example 3-a) n1 - 6, n2 - 3, n3 - 1, n4 - 1

r1 = 0.5, P2 ' 0.33333, P3 a 0.1, P4 - 0.066667

fl 0, f 2  1, f3 0, f 4 - 0

y x 0.50 0.90 0.95

ao  0.7563 0.6261 0.5863

ao,a1  0.7560 0.6259 0.5867

alta 0.75552 0.62651 0.58815

ao ,alla 21a 3  0.75536 0.62698 0.58873
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-Example 3-b) Sample ai Lxample 3-a) except
I

f 1 °, f 2 a°003 = °9 ]

f y = 0.50 0.90 0.95

ao  0.8016 0.6816 0.6439

ao,a 1  0.80384 0.68020 0.64058
a,5a1 ,a,2  0.80436 J.68045 0.64027

I aoa 1 ,a2 ,a3  0.80372 0.6B15 0.64068
21 :3

Both Examples 3-a) and 3-b) inticate that the first or even zerothi!order approximation is aeutxcpposbyfor hihconfidence

!j • coefficients.

6.2.2.2 Conclusions

The Bayesian approach to determine lower confidence limits on soft-
ware reliability, based upon the approximate solution developed by Wolf,

affords a method for handling almost all situ5tions - any number of sub-
sets, sample sizes and failures. As indicated by comparing Examples 1-b)

pawd 2-b), however, the Bayesian method may in some cases be con.4ervative,
i.e., yield lower confidence limits on reliability which are smaller than

those obtained by the Neyman method; or may be optimistic, i.e., yield
lower confidence limits w~ich are larger than those obtained by the Neyman

method.

Consequently, the Neyman m:thod should be investigated, possiblyonI;
for two or three failures in total, in o-der to keep the analysis and pro-
gramming manageable. Further comparison could be made with the Bayesian
method, which could then be "corrected" to correspond to the Neyman method.
Thus a more optimum system of confidence limits could thei be obtained from
the easily calculated Bayesian confidence limits.
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5.2.3 Effect of Software Error Removal

When an error is detected - e.g., by the occurrence of an execution
Sfailure and analy !- of the code to determine the source of the failure-

I mthe failure probability P and the reliability R of the program p are

changed. To investigate the nature of thes2 changes, the corblned effect

of several errors will be derived. First, the failure probability Pi

for the effect of a sit;,Ile error may be represented as:

N
) I " PlY,.l

Y~iI ,1, if eeror 1 causes an execution failure for Ei

- 0 0, otherwise.

TP xecutiop variable y.i has been doubly subscripted to show that it

represents jhe effect of error number 1. Similarly, the failure probability

P 2 for two errors is:

P2 =  P (y1i + y2 i "y1  Yz)
j=j

y2i is the execution ,,ariable for the effect of error number 2. The com-

bined effect of tw.4 errors is not simply additive for they both can iffect

the esicution of p for the same inputs. The term y1i Y21 compensates for

the inputs affected by both errors.

The expression for more than 2 errors can be developed by introducing

a new indexec variable zji , which is defined recursively by:
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ii Y11i

.2i Y1i +zi Y11y21  0 - -Yi) (-y21)

, , j

i Yj + Zj, -l i 1Yjij-l,i Yki)

The change in program failure arobabilit.v when an error (assumed to

be error j) is detected and corrected is:

i PJ- Pi (Yjl " Yjijj-!,i)
1=1

Nil " p j (1- z,1-1,)
Pi I= I iI-d

N j-i

fn the development of this formula, it has been assumed that the errors in

a program can be identified and enumerated.

The equation for P - can be solved for cases in which the right
hand side has a simple deppndence on j. The si-plest case is obtained by

setting it equal to a const.-t, say a.

P. - P. a

and, therefore

P. aj+b
6
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Since

0

This case of constant decrease in failure Probability corresponds to the
case where all errors have approximately a constant effect, which many not

be a good approx".,,tion to reality. It is the case used in the Shooman

The case of a 'linear change can also be solved:

J Po c O +d

i ,-

and if P0  0,

P~x..+ +(d + c)j

T j (j + 1) 1 dj

It corresponds to a situatin in which tit error having the largest effect

j is detected and corrected first and the error having the least effect is

detected last. This seems to be a better approximation to reality.

An important problem iii developing reliable software has been the

introduc.l-on of new errors in the process of correcting detected errors.
An error is detected 'y observing an execution failure for a r'un with a

-pecific input, E ke The source -.1 the failure is sought by examining the

code. When an error is fovnd, that error is corrected by changing some of

the code and the effect of the change is tested by running the program with

A input E ko If the program executes correctly for input Eks the error is

assumed to be corrected; however, experience has shown that execution fail-

ures occurring later may be duie to the change made in correcting the code
to make the case with input E run correctly.
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Andlysis of the correctitn process with the aid of concepts from
MTSR has led to a test procedure which should red-uce the occurrence of

correction-induced errors. A c:orrection is made by changing the code in

one or mnre segments, a segmeni Deing a sequence of contiguous executable

statements which contai.s no branch. The logic path executed by the test

case Ek is comrosed of a sequence of segments. The segments which were
changed in the error correction process may also be part of other logic

paths. The cnanges invol'ed in the correction may also change the execu-

2 tion res ts of the other 'logic paths and unless the effect of the changes

on these other logic paths is taken into account in making the correction,

the changes could caus. execution failures. To guard against this happen-

ing, whenever an error is corrected, the changed code should be tested not

only by the original test case but also by a test case chosen so that it

causes another logic path containing the changed segments to be executed.

If this is done, mosL of the errors introduced in correcting errors will

ve detected and the rr sulta; t correction should have a low probability of
having introdoced new errors and correction of the error will, in fact,

; have increased the reliability of the program.

Correction of the error will, in some cases, involve a change in a
branch statement such that the segment or segments to which the branch

transfers execution is changed. rf this is the case, the changed program

will have a changed set of logic paths and the partition of E into the
input subsets associated with each logic path will also be changed.

6.2.4 Use of Structural Information in the Analysis of Reliability

The structure of a progqram p may be characterized by the logic paths

L., the input subsets G. associated with each logic path, the segments S.

of which the logic paths are composed, and the branch tests B which cause

transfers from one segment to another durip, the execution of a logic path.

Most errors are confined to a single segment; some are spread over

several segments; and others involve one or more branches. Each error will,

however, affect the execution of only a few logic paths -viz., those logic
paths that contain the affected segments and/or branches. It will not

affect the execution of those logic paths that do not contain the errone-

ous code. Thus the error will not be detected by test cases that do not
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Icause the erroneous code to be e.,ecu~ed. A necessary condition for the

detection, by testing, of all the errors in a program is that all segments

and branches be executed in the testing, Then all the components of the

program - all the segments and all the branches atid therefore every execut-

able statement -- will have been exercised in the testing and there will be

no component that h.as not been subject to test. Satisfaction of this I:on-

dition is, however, 1 oufficient to ensure detection of all errors, as

shown in the discussion in Section 6.2.1.

If S is the set of segments, S, is an arbitrary segment, and m is the

total number of segments in program p - ie.,

S - (S :i - ,t .*L , M)

then exec;ution of p with input Ek from the input subset G. will cause exe-

cution of the sevments in a subset of S defined by the logic path Lj. If

t L is the set of all logic paths and n is the number of logic paths; i.e.,

L - (L x- 1,2, too , n)

then L includes all segments ind executing all logic paths oill guarantee

execution of all segments; however, all segments are contained in subsets

of L, which, for most programs, have fewer members than L. A subset of L

which contains the smallest nunber of Li that collectively contain all

segments is called a set of "characteristic paths". For a given program,

there may be more than one set of characteristic paths. The number of

paths in s'uch a set is usually sufficiently small that it is practical to

identify them - e.g,, with the aid of a test tool such as PACE - and exe-

cute all o-F them during testing.

Since each logic path corresponds to a set of segments, the set oi

segments corresponding to logic path L. will be contained in a subset C.

of a set C of characteristic paths and all the segments in L will be
exercised by the test cases that execute all members of C.. Thus if all

the logic paths in C have been executed in the testing, all logic paths
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will have had a degree of testing in the sense that all of their segments

will have been exercised in the testing.

~~A branch is equivalent to an ordered pair of segments, (Si,Sj)

Since only a few of the possible pairs of segments correspond to branches,
in most programs, the number of branches is usually substantially less than

m(m- )/2, ie nLnber of possible pairs of segments. Thus it is -ilso prac-

tical to identify - with te aid of test tools such -s PACE - and test all

branches. Owing to the definition of a branch, execi-tlng all branches will

guarantee that all segments have been executed. Thus, testing which exe-

cutes all branches will heve exercised all the segments and pairs of seg-
* ments that occur in all logic paths. 't will also have exercised a sub-

stantial number of the possible higher order (23) segment sequences. This

* explains the high rellability/(low incidence of execution failures) in

operational use of the programs which have been tested, with the aid of

test tools, so that all branches have been exercised in the testing.

Routine A of Project 5, which was discussed in S'.ction 6.1, has
10 segments (the 6 segnnts composed of assignment statements plus the
4 branch statements), 13 segment pairs, and 4 logic p.ths. In the cose

of this routine, the set of characteristic paths is equal t the set of

logic paths and the minimum number of test cases needed to exercise all

segmevits also execute all segment pairs and all logic paths.

A second routine, "routine B", has 17 segments, 24 segment pairs,

* and g Togic paths. All segments are contained in 5 logic paths and all

segment pairs are contained in 6 logic paths. Thus only 5 test cases are
*- neaded to exercise dll segments and 6 test cases are needed to exercise

all segment pairs, but 9 test cases are needed to exercise all logic paths.

6.2.5 Estimating Software Reliability from Test Results

The method of measuring the reliability of a program ,escribed in Sec-
tion 5.2.4.2 involves defining an operational profile pi armr making n runs
with the inputs for the runs chosen at random according to the probability

distribution pi". In Section 6.2.2, alternative methods based on choosing
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F I
sanpies in various ways were defined. Since testing consists of making a

series of ru,is and examining the output of each run to determine whether or

ntot an execution failure occurred, the question can be raised as to whether

the data available from testing cai be used to develop an estimate of the

reliability of the program as of the end of the testing.

Testing differs significantly from the prescribed conditions for

making a good reliability measurement. The runs are not made with inputs

chosen at random. Test cases are generally chosen to find errors rapldly2

based on the experience and intuition of the test team, the functional

capabilities the program must have, or on the use of a test tool, such

as PACE. Thus the test cases do iot usually form a representative sample

of the inputs expected in operational us( 'the prograi. Additionally,

aftes' an execution failure is detected in the testing, the source of the
failure is sought and, after the error is found, it is corrected; so the
reliability of the program is changing during the testirig.

Making use of the concepts developed in the preceding secti%ns, the

following procedure was developed to provide a rough estima',e of R from

the test data.

# Define the input set E.

o Analyze E into the Gj assoi;iated with logic paths.

# Define, for the anticipated operational usage, the P

for each G.

# Determine the G. to which each test case belongs.

* Determine the segments and pairs of segments which were

eAercised in the testing and those that were not

exercised.
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. Compute for each j:

=i a! P

-vith a determined by the following rules:

0.9q, if more than one test case belongs to G,

* 0.95, if only one test case belongs to G

, I1 * 0.90, if no test case belongs to G but all segments

and se mernt pairs in L have been exercised in the
testing

e 0.80, if all segments but not all segment pairs in L.

have been exercised in th2 tesing,

! * 0,80-0.20 m, i' m segments (1 s m s 4) of L. have not

been exercised in the testing, and

* 0, if more than 4 segmrnts of L. have not Leen exercised

in the testing.

k
!, where k is the number of logic paths, is then

j=1 a rough estimate of R.

The values of the aj given above were assigned intuitively, based on the

analysis performed in this study and on experience in testing. For spe-

cific programs and specific testing, it may be possibl, f*. develop a

better assignment of values to the a' s.

To develop a better estimate of R, a measurement based on a suitable

sampling technique should be performed.
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1 6.2.6 Program Safety Effects

The definition (if software re~labili'-y given in 5.2.4.1 is de.endent

' ' on the definition of the function F which the program is intended to spec-

ify. F is u~ually defined iri the program specification; however, the spec-

I I ification itself may contain errors, so F is ultimately defined by the

phys cal orolklen, the program is intendel to solve. The reliability defini-

tion can accommodate itself to any definitin of F. A changed definition

of F changes the definition of an execution failure, but the changed defi-

nition of an execution failure can be used in the other formulas of the

reliability theory oithouz any change in the furmulas.

SThis same approach can be used to adapt the theory to deal with the

- safety of a program. Such a question can arise in the guidnce program in

a missile, where an error could cause a missile control failure resulting

7 in the missile striking a popu'lated area. Another case is that of the

- r process control comp.ter in a chemical process plant, where a software

error could lead to control action that could result in an explosion or a

fire.V@
The safety condition S(Ei) needs to be expressed so that safe execu-tion of the program can be defined, e-g, as:

I F'(Ei) : S(Ei)

and tMs defiritior is usea in place of the previous definition of correct
%,, axecution. Whether or not a prematigre te rication or failure to terminate

is considered a safety violation will depend on the system behavior which

can result from them, and it must be determined for each such system.

With this definition of safe execution and non-safe execution, all

the reliebility formulas can be used to calculate the safety of a program.

Note that unreliable operation of a program will not necessarily lead to

safety violations.
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6.3 Guidelines dnd Techniques to Minimize Error Introduction
. u~tng Software evelopment

It is generally agreed tha. one of the major cuntributors to the

large ,oumber of errors which are found in most computer programs is the

logicaI complexity of the program. This complexity is ranifested in the
large number of logic paths, even in swil1 programs, and in the high inter-

connectivity of the paths. Dealing with the complexity has been compounded

I by the fact that some of the paths indicated on a logic diagram are uneye-

cutable or "phantom paths"; i.e., they cannot be caused to e-ecute by any
clioice of input values; e.g., in the program, routine A, which was analyzed

in Section 6.1, 4 of the 8 indicated paths are phantom paths. So," prograus

have been found to have more phantom paths than they have executable or
"real" ones. Thus the actual structure of a program tends to be veiled in

a web of phantom paths, which obscures the actual structure so that it is

not readily visible in the progtiam text. Owing to the phantom paths, the
program text does not continually "cue" the programmer on the actual str.c-
ture as he writes the program. A programmer has to keep a "Nap" of the

strucfture in his mind at he is writing a program. If the program is more

than a few statements long, this ccn te quite difficult, and he will make

errors. Additiot.ally, h1 cannot easily see the errors in the text he has

written; consequently, he does not catch the errors, and they remain in

d.he program until they are found in testing or show themselves in the forn

of execttion failures in operational use of the program.

It is therefore apparent that the number of errors could be reduced

gif programs could be written in such a way that they contain no phantom

paths. To verify this, routine A was rewritten in the form:

IF(GN.NE.O.) GOTO 10

IF(CN.LT.CT) GOTO 30
GOTO 20

10 IF(LN.LT.TF) GOTO 30

20 JE = JE + 1

4' KI = JD

KM-2

KR- 3

KB = JA
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* KE a JB
JV a JV + KI 1

KGa 1

30 RE;bJRK

END

This new form of routine A contains four paths, all of which are executable.
Both branches of each branch test - (GN.NE.O.), (CN.LT.CT), and (Q4.LT.TR) -
can be taken irrespective of the outcome of the evaluation of previous
branch tests. Thereform the programr can make local checks of the logic
in the programi without having to trace the logic path back to its initial

point. The rewritten routine not only has a simpler and more visible
structure, it also has fewer executable statements, 13 as compared to 20
in its original form.

Several other routines of Project 5 were analyzed and found to con-
tain phantom paths. All of them were rewritten in a form containing no
phantom paths. The new forms of the routines all contained fewer executa-

ble statements than their original furms. Two of the Project 5 routines
were found to contain no phantom paths, as originally written. They were

principally in-lim code. Each contained only one branch test.

The iiteirpretation of a program p as a specification ef a function F
can also be used t6 3id in reducing error introduction during software
development. defines the information processing problem which the pro-
gram p i% intended to solve. It is defined by what are usually called the
"requirements" on the program. The representation of F by a collection of

functions F defined on sets G each of which is associated with a logic
path L. of p, establishes, a relationship between the logic path structure
of the program and the requirements. Each F defines the portion of the
inform-tion processing task concerned with computing values from the inputs
in th se' G.; thus F. defines the requirements on p for operating on G.

Each Fj can thereforeb e interpreted as a "functional requirement" asscci-
- ated with a logic path L.

Expression of the requirements in the form (FP'G'i) and association
ii of each fun,Itional requirement with a logic path can aid in the detection

of errors. This is particularly true if the program is written in a form
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such that all its logic paths are executable, Then each functional

requirement can be checked against the code of its corresponding logic
path. In fact, a forn of this type of testing is being performed on Proj-
ect 5. Software requireents are allocated to portions of the software

systen and from these the functional capabilities of ind!vidual routines

may be determined. These functional capabilities then furm the basis for

developing the routine level test cases which must also exercise all seg-

ments. The importance of this test strategy and a more detailed descrip-

tion of the techniques involved are presented in Section 4.8.

6.4 Imroved Methods of Software Testing

A fundamental problem in software testing is how to choose test cases

so that from their correct execution one can infer that the program tested

will execute correctly for almost all inputs. Traditionally, software
testing has concentrated on verifying that the functional capabilities of

the program are the ones it was intended to have. This has involved pre-
paring test cases to demonstrate that the program has certain defined func-

tional characteristics. Additional test cases were then generated, based

on the experience and irtuitlon of the test team, intil scheduled test time

and/or budyVot ran out. In spite of large amounts of money spent in testing

in this manner, the results were generally unsatisfactory, for the tested

software tended to have a high incidence of execution faisures ir, opera-

tional use.

The development of tes;t tcols, such as the PACE test tool of I'RW,
shifted the focus of testing to assuring that the test case,% exercised all

'structuiral elements - i.e., all segments or branches - of the program.

Usage of these tools effected a dramatic reduction in the number of execu-

tion failures in software tested .ith them (Section 4.0).

KTSR explains why these test tools work as well as they do and it

shows how to use them more effectively. The test tools analyze program

code into segments and branches. They instrument the program so that,
during test execution, the frequency of segmant (or branch) exercising is

recorded. Those segments (or branches) not exercised are identified and

data is provided to aid in developing test cases to exercise them. In Sec-

tions 6.2.1, 6.2.3 and 6.2.5, it was shown that correct execution of a program
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for one test case can be used as a basis for inference that the program
will exetute correctly for almost ill inputs in the subset G to which the
test case belongs. Correct execution of test cases which exercise all

* segments and hranches was shown to remove the erors having the largest
effect (nuber of inputs affected), to provide an effective test of a se*
of characteristic paths, and to provide a es.re of testing (exercisino of
their stments and branches) of all other logic paths. Any remaining
errors will, in most cases, each affect a relatively small number of inputs.

In the discussion in Section 6.2.5, it was noted that mst of theF errors introduced in correcting a detected error can be detected by executing
the program with inputs chosen such that they exercise the code changed in
the error correction process and they exercise a different logic path than
the one exercised by the test case that detected ,e original error. It
turnis out that, for many programs, the set of test cases that exercise all
segments will also result in most segments being exercised by two or more
test cases. However, investigation of what is done in &ctual testing has
shown that, as each error is detected, it is corrected, but tat, at the
end of testing, it is rare that the program is run with all of the test
cases to verify that with all of the error corrections performed it exe-
cutes correctly for all test cases.

Based on the concepts developed in ITSR, the following test strategy

is proposed:

e Test the program until all seaments and branches have been exer-
cised and the program executes correctly for all test cases.

For each error corrected, all segments and branches modified by
the correction should be tested (if possible) by at least two
test cases which exercise the modified segments and branches
and which cause execution of different logic paths.

* Identify the input data subset G., logic path LP and functional
requirement F. for each test case.

9 Identify any futictional requirements not directly verified by
the test cases and develop test cases for "hem.
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1 s i* C1 ck the .ode for occurrences of all known types of Errors -

e.g., divide by zero, branch test boundary errors, variable na~e

C: misspelling, etc.

. Red-ice residual errors remaining after the preceding testing by

chrosng a sample of inputs at random from the operational

profile.

The first element is a necessary condition for the testing to detect

all errors. The second solves, to a large degree, the problem of errors
introduced in correcting errors. It requires only a few mor-2, if an,,

test cases than those used in the first element. The third and fourth

elements assure that the testing verii1as that the functional requirements

are met, a necessary ingredient in any practical test process. The fifth

j - element catches known error types. the sixth reduces residual errors and

I , also provides 4 measurement of the reliability of a program.

-i
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7.0 DATA COLLECTION

Learninq how to collect software reliability datA is an iterative
process, Each time we try to use data sui.sequent to its colle-tion there
is the famillar sound of pb.lm hitting forehead and the accompanying oath
concerning "the next tiTe." Early plai;,iing produces long 'lists of infor"ma-tion to be collected, but not until the analysis begins does the list of
desired yet unavailable parameters start to groo. The data are all there
as a by-product of the softwar, developrent process- the trick is in know-
ing t.hat to collect and, generally morte i iortant, when to collect it. The
approach often taken is to collect anything that isn't nailed down. This
approach works fairly v'ell for parameters that are purely descriptive
(routine size) and poorly for parameters which result froi,, evaluation

U (resources req~i red in closing a problem).
In this section we w.il1 briefly discuss data collection, recoiinting

1 soe of the lessons lear-ned and problems identified while performing the
Software Reliability Study. Some saggestions for improvement are al~o
pr-esented,

7.1 Observed Realities

Software projects have the potential for creating a tremendous amount
of data, and as mentioned above, these data are largely a by-product of vr
software develosi~nt process. Even though the duration of this study
allowed a certain amount of planning and implementation of data collection
procedures to suit our purposes, availability ef dita resulted principally
from project activities other than reliability oriented studies. Speci-
fically, data -ed i' the SRS was the result J rigorous configuration
management and quality assurance practices. The reliability data collec-
tion was necessarily done on i non-interference basis. The point to be
made, here, is that mechanisms for collecting software data already exist
in most disciplined software developrent projects. This can easily be
seen, for example, in the records resulting from configuration control
during testing. These are the problem reports, the test execution logs,
and the records of updates to the software configuration genorated in an
attempt to control testing. But testing is only on, phase, usually the
last one, in the software development process. What about the rst of
t.ne development cycle? One of the first wishes of the analyst trying to
explain test data is to know what went on prior to terting

Figure 7-1 illustrates t typical software developnent project by
phase and points out when various types of data can become available.Ovals indicate error or problem, data that can be produced and collented.
These are the data most useful in the study of software quality and
reliability. They fcrm a continuum of prvblens and solutions starting as
early as the requirements specificatior phase and extending into the
operational portion of the -;ystem life cycle. Ancillavy data, shown below
the phases of the development cycle, become available roughey at the times
i%,dicated, are absolutely necessary to the understanding of the error
histories, and can be extremely useful in assessinq on-going project per-
formance. Triangles along the base of Figure 7-1 denote points at which
snapshots of the software structural characteristics can be taken to
gain a picture of the volume of change.
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There iL- the Implication in Figure 7-1 that problem reports can be
written during virtually every phase of the development cycle. This
Implication is intended, with one exceDtion--problem reporting during the
coding and debug phase, when the programmers are attempting to create an
error-free compilation. During this phase manual data collection techniques
can represent a counter-productive, extra task to perform.*

Also implied in Figure 7-1 is the fact that the mechanism for collect-
ing data, inciuding manpower, procedures, and tools, must exist prior to
th? appropriate phase in order to capitalize on the freshness (and accuracy)
of the data. In the case of software requirements problems this may mean
having the collection mechanism ready prior to contract go-ahead.

7.1. 1 Jt l I gr

A prmject's ability to provide data will depend largely ori the dati
collection tec,,.iquas It can epply. Experience has show-i that manual tech-
nq~ms tend to be the easiest to implement in the sense that they are
readily adjustable tn changing project demands. However, they require
manpower committed to the task of collection. Automated techniques ease
the pain of the collection task but do not necesrarily red,ice the amount
of work involved since they icrease the scope of the job, making possible
work that was previously not possible through manual techniques. Automated
technique- also tend to be less floxlble in resDonse to changes in project
denands. Ai additional aspect is the cost of implementation. Not all
projects can support full blown data collection tasks.

Ir conjunction with its c ,figuration manageme.nt and quality
assurance activities TRW has applied both manual and automated data col-
lection, storage, and reporting techniques. The earliest attempts to
collect data were entirely manual and centered aroind software problem
reports (SPR) written during testing. These reports were written at the
routine level, if possible, and remained "open" until a second form
documenting the corrective action "closed" the problem. This second form,
the softwari% modification record ' MR), was actually a vehicle for deliver-
ing an update to the software configuration. This two form approach to
software problem documentation has been and continues to be used success-

4 fully by many software contractors."

A second, equally successful software problem documentation scheme
is also employed on Project 5. A one document form, the discrepancy
report (DR), is used to document the identification of a software .,oblem
and, through update procedures, the closure of the prolem. Examples of
these forms and other problem reporting forms are presented in Appendix B.

*Howeve,', it is during this phase that automated erro.; data collection is

most easily accomplished through the compiler.

* *A similar problem closure form is the modification transmittal memorandzn
or M1M used on Projects 2 and 3.
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Both the one document and two docunent forms work as vehicles for
controlling changes to the software configuratin. As vehicles for soft-
ware error data collection they also work - if certain steps are taken to
assure dat-. accuracy and completeness. That is, it is possible to have a
description of the software problem (its symptom%), i description of the

* change to the software (the fix), and evidence thit the problem was fixed
(test output) and to still not know what the actual software error was.
This phenomenon was noted in a review of Project 3 software problem
reports. Although forms were adequate to cover configuration management
concerns, they failed to provide adequate d:'ta foi- thorough software
error analysis. The Project 5 form was designed -;pecifically to provide
sufficient information about both concerns.

As may be seen in Figure 7-1, much more data exist than are docu-
mented by various types of problem reports, and vovie are extremely dif-
ficult or virtually Impossible to collect with manual techniques. For
example, software structural characteristics are determined by examining
the source code and tabulating the occurrence of such structural elements
as loops, branch statements, etc. For very small softiare programs this
information can be obtained manually, but even for o;mall software systems,
the job is too big and tedious to attempt using manual techniques.

suyAs far as data analysis goes, our experience in the course of this
study showed that having the data in rAchine readable form is imperative.
The volume of information handled arid the nurter of &pproaches to analysis
typically needed to bring out the results make purely manual techniques
very ineffective.

7.1.2 Cost and Schedule ILfNact of Data Collection

The actual collection of data represents a considerable amount of
work. When contributions are requested from project performers, this work
may be counter-productive to the development of the software product.
This work can be translated into both cost and, possibly, schedule inacts
to the project. Depending (an the project, these irupacts could represent
significant drawbacks.

In collecting data for the SRS only Project 5 afforded the opportunity
to tailor the data collection to study ,leeds and to ask for real-time
assistance from project performers in categorizing softwave problems.
Aside from a healthy amount of grumbling about the added1 nuisance, coopera-
tion was very good, In the retrospective analysis of data from Projects 2,
3, and 4, there was also very good cooperation from project performers.
Apparently, o4,r limite!d dati collection activities did not adversely
affect any of these projects because we were allowed to continue our work.

The only attempt made to assess the impact of our data collection
activities was to determine how much time. it took to assign on error
category to a problem report. This was the only area where we enlisted
the help of project performers on a continuing basis.
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It was determined that it takes an average of 1.2 minutes for a
knowledgeable* analyst to assign an error category to a software problem
report if he does it long after the problem is fixed. An unknowledgeable
analyst takes an average of 1.6 minutes** to assign the error category
in this after-the-fact fashion. If the fixer of the probleni assigns the
category at the time he documents the fix, the time is considerably less
than a minute and the results are considerably more accurate.

The cumulative time just to categorize the software problems from
Project 3 is in excesn of 60 manhours, assuming a one minuite assignment
time by a knowledgeable programmer when the problem is fresh on his mind.
On the other hand, as is pointed out in Section 7.3, this may be a Worth-
while project expenditure in terms of increased software quality and
potential improvements in the development and test processes.

7.1.3 Specific Data Collection and Analysis Problems

One of the principal problems encountered in analyzing Project 3 data
was identifying the software error. As mentioned in 7.1.1, it was possible

*I to have the SPR, the 1TM, the source code fix, and results from test cases
demonstrating problem closure and to still not know exactly what the error
was. This is due to the fact that the MTM, as its name implies, was
designed chiefly to deliver or transmit modifications of software routines
to the master configuration. Although the MTM makes provision ior des-
criptions of the error and the fix, this form was used principally to
satisfy CM requirements. leaving the reliability analyst at the mercy of
the MTM'!, author, who is thinking only of closing the problem. The col-
lection forms require redesign to guarantee configuration management con-
trol andi reliability dat? as equa data collection objectives. Luckily,
these objectives are not incoioiatible, and collection techniques can be
tailored to satisfy both objectives. Such was the case with the Project 5
discrepancy report or DR.

Another major problem concerns availability of resources during the
j data collection process. Many parameters are not considered for collection

by virtue of the fact that they are difficult to collect and, once col-
lected, they are not easily stored. For example, the amount of code
exercised by a test case Is extremely difficult, and in most cases
impossible, to determine without the aid of automated tools; yet this
parameter is believed to be essential to determination of error freeness.
A series of software tools designed to automatically collect and store
certain reliability related parameters is essential.

*A programmrer who either developed the software or is responsible for
fixing it.

**These times include time required for familiari.ation with the list
of error categories and assume all problem documentation is available.
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Manpower resources are also essential to the collectirmi process.
There is a tendency to reduce the scope of data collection to a level
necessary to support immediate cootract and project obligations, If
reliability data collection is not one of the project's principal objec-tives, the best of attempts is liable to be shelved in the first scheduleof manpower pinch,

The n.ixt problem is one of education. Here the situation is similar
to that experienced in the early days of hardware reliability data collec-
tion; initially the idea was a foreign one, while today dta is collected
as a matter of course. In the collection of data for Projects 2 and 3 it
was discovered that progranters would have been more or less willing to
provide detailed information about errors had they known that such informa-
tion was of value and had they been given guidelines for its provision.Project 5 experience bore t:his out.

Related to this problem is the necessity of benchmarking the data,
i.e., collecting data sets that are compatible with one another in ao
evolutionary or tir sense. Many parameters, especially the software
structural characteristics, change over the span of the design, develop-
ment, and test phases. This change can also be prevalent during the opera-
tional usage of software systems. Although Intuitively desirable, a con-
siderable amount of pl nning is required to establish all the required
resources and identify the data to be collected. Depending on the software
and the proj.ct development or operational characteristics, these bench-N I marks may be planned for almost any plateau in the software evolution;
typically, they can be established subsequent to the preliminary desig.n,
prior to formal testing, and at delivery for operational use.

Any attempt to collect data quickly points to a long list of problems.
Such a list, based on SRS experience in collecting, storing and analy.ing
software data from source projects, is presented in Table 7-1. Although
this is a fairly comprehensive list, it is short in that it deals in
generalities. For instance, entry 4 ffentions that certain valuable data
items are perishable. The solution to preserving this data is to collect
the data items as they become available. An example of this is the error
category that can be assigned to a report of a software problem. In a
closer look at the requirements for accurately providing these data we
find that the "who" of the collection is just as iWportant as "when" the
data is collected. Typically, it is the fixer of the sotiware problem
alone that can assign such a category, and he must do the collection ano
associated analysis when the error is fresh in his mind. The problem is
further compounded when it is realized that some very successful projects,
owing to variat;ions in project structure, do their da.a collection in a
time driven nmde (data collected periodically in time) rather than in an
event driven mode (data collected as it is generated). Here we see that
the opportunity to collect perishable data depends on another problem, the
ability f a project to provide certain types of data (entry 16).

We encountered virtually all of these problems during performanice
of the SRS. Our solutions to these problems were, admittedly, not always
successful, but successful solutions are possible and will be forthcoming
as more of these studies are attempted in the software community.
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Table 7-1. Data Collection and Analysis Problenc

1 1. Projects, the software, and the data vary r.onsiderably and
are not describhable in common terminology.

2. Data collection can represent cost, schedule, and manpower

impedimnts to software development projects. The impact
or cost considerations of data collection, although real,
are not fully appreciated.

3. Data collection is a lot of work. The tools and techniques
for collecting data are not available,

4. Certain data items are perishable and must be collected and
o analyz-ed when they become available, not after the fact.

5. Perfonrers, project management, and even the buyers of soft-
V ware are sensitive about providing data that might h'e used

to adversely evaluate the project by external agencies,.
6. Some projects produce data that are classified.
7. Analysis techniques and questions to ask of the data are not

well known.
8. There is no quarantee that data will be collected (i.e., no

requirement for projects to collect data).

9. Data accuracy is a chronic question.

10. Analysis is often incomplete or inaccurate if proper communi-
cation with project performers is not established,

11. Contractor and custoqer representatives of project manage-
ment are not aware of the benefits of data analysis and
therefore tend not to support it.

12. Project structure is generally not tailored to use available
data (i.e., the mechanism for analyzing data cnd folding
results back into the project is not provided).

13. The fervor of data collection inspires data gathering that
is non-supportive of the software development process.

14. Some data -.lements require protection to preserve the privacy
of the rcntributor (e.g., cost data).

15. Data collei:tion is commonly thought to be "not necessary"
to a properly managed project.

1 . Project organizational structure and resources vary, making
consistent, multi-project data collection questionable.

17. Definition of which parameters are needed and meaningful to
collect is in its infancy.

18. Presently implemented data collect'ion schemes often fiil to
gather data in sufficient detail, maKing results of analysis
questionable.
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7.2 Recommendations for !rrovement of Data Collection

From the ronsiderable practical experience gained in collecting
and compiling data it is obvious that a major change in philosophy is
n eded to guarantee successful data collection process. Once we are
commiitted to the need for such information we need to support this corn-
mitment on all fronts. In this regard the following recommendations can
be ,nade:

a Problem reports and closure reports should be problem oriented,
providing the symptoms of the problem, an accurate statement of
the problem, and a detailed des'riptlon of the necessary fix.
An ideal situation would be total sepcaration of the problem
closure and the vehicle for delivering modifications to the
software, i.e., two separate formats, one to document closure
and explain the fix, the other to deliver the source code of
the fix,

a Data collection and analysis should be preceded by standards
specifying procedures and formats. These procedures and
formats must satisfy configuration management and reliability
data collection requirements.

* All project performers should be made. aware of the objectives
of the study. The necessity of their making the error and the
correction "perfectly clear" cannot bQ over-stressed.

e Further work to generate reliability data collection tools is
aeressary. These should be made general purpose wherever
possible.

* To guarantee the collection process, de.licated manpower should
be allocated to monitor the data as it is Generated.

* The data collection must be started early in the software
development cycle; the pre-code stage of development is rife
with information.

E'-ch of these points was addressed by the Project 5 discrepancy
reporing system which was maintained and monitored by a quality assurance
organization, and each is feasible in the Project 5 environment. Of
particular help in the date collection process was the involement of the
project periormers who were guided by formal project standards.

7.2.1 Meaningful Data Items
The "parameters we wish we had" is an ever growing list. This is

especially true when the object of analysis is problems discovered during

testing. They reflect all the technical, managerial, and political prob-
lems that preceded the test phase. A short list of data items, which
appxar to be meaningful to the analysis of software problem reports is
given in Table 7-2.
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Table 7-16 Information Useful on Analyzing Software Problem R.'ports

ParAmeter Description

i Requirements an Design Doscriptive Information concerning the
Problems type and frequency of problems encoun-

tered during tne requirements and
design periods.

Problem Criticality An assessment of the importance of the
problem to the success of software
operation or "mission" comfletion.

Test Stress Quantitative assessment of the amount
of code, number of segments, variation
of data conditions, etc. treated by each
test case in a test program.

CPU Time CPU time tied accurately to specific
development and test jobs.

Difficulty of a Problem Relative difficulty encountered in
Closure closirig a probleml aecompanied by a

* reason.

Problem Independency Identification of a problem that is
Factor introduced as a result of a fix to

another proble m.

Coding Load Factor Accurate count of number of lines of
code during a given period of time.

Before and After Subjective assessment of difficulty to
Difficulty Ratings design, code, test, document, and imple-

ment a routine made &t first definition
of the routine an-], later, after the
routine reaches operational status.

Manhour Avai labilIi ty Accurate account iof number of developer,

test, customer p(irsonnel manhours.

V Finally, information that was found very helpful in analyzing
Project 3 data ws the textual "related experience" information which was
collected to explain analyses of outliers in the metric studies of Sec-
tion 4.0. Developers were able to provide much useful information when
asked to verbalize what made their software difficult or easy. Even though
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this information was subjective, there was surpr ing coumval llty in

terminology between developers.*

7.2.2 The Data Set Concept

* Data that can be collected during the development process ,.: h
categorized generically into data types, e.g., design data, (oj , 'i~ty
data, test data, etc. Within each of these generic categorkL. (, v detiiled
parameters which support various paths of analysis, allow decisitn. to0 be
made concern'ng project status, indicate software quality, etc. H(w4yer,

tiie ability to provide data from each category will vary from pi;.,ect to
project.

A particularly attractive approach to data collection was , iiilo bious
by itto.,pts to compare projects in work done )n the SRS. This wouio rmquir,
first, that qu-.,t Fiable descriptions of generic analyses be defineJ 0rr,,
seco:,d, that the qinimal number of parameters sufficient to support th% e
oescriFtions be idtutified. The resulting minimal data sets would be
applicablk to varying degrees in vi'tually any project; large projects
rnuld supply data to many data sets, #hile smaller projects might be
lt,*itcd to one )r two data sets. Parameters would be consistent from
projktct .o projltct, however.

7,3 Berefits of' Data Coliectio, aad Analysis

Assuming that 'information is collected and available, what can we
expect to gain -,'om its analysis? The long range benefits are the most
obvious. We will learn, for example, how large a software module can be
without affecting understandability and how small it can be before parti-
tioning problems are encountere,, Specific tools and techriqtes to improve
the deveiipment process will al'o be identified. These are all things that
can be applied in the fvture, to the next project. But, what about the
near term payoff for the project supplying the data? Project managers,
when asked to cont -Ibute to the data collection and analysis activities,
wi.l invariably ask two questions: (1) What is the impact of such a study
on iy projest? and (2) How will the study benefit my project?

Oho answer to the first question determines largely what the answer
to the second question will be. Done properly, manpower and schedule
relief would be provided for collection of data throughoutThe life of the
project; much of the useful data is perishable and must be collected as
it is created. Even if this is not done project involvement is required
in the analysis because individual performers alone are able to provide
some of the data with sufficient accuracy (e.g., causative error data).
Access to project experiance is essential to accurate interpretation,
even if the analysis is done independently. The more project commitment
there is to such a study, the greater the impact on project resources and
the greater the yield of usable information. The extent of this coYrit-
ment must be determined for each individual project.

*For chat one project.
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The benefit to the on-going project comes from increased awarnness of
problems and better control over the development process. This is parti-

ij fcularly true if the project is of sufficient duration to allow findings to
be folded back into the project in the form of improvements, For example,
results of analysis of Project 5 integration test data vere used 'in a brief-
ing to project performers on improve.nt of test techniqtues. In this trief-
ing it was recommended that unit level test case preparation include special
emphasis on "what if" thinking in selecting data to exercise routine logic.
Put another way, this calls for the test designer to ask what will happen
4f various input data, including extremes, singularities, and combinations
of parareter settings, are presented to the software. Will the test cases
demonstrate the software's ability to handle these data scenarios? This
recommendation was in response to the most conmon logical error, missing
logic or condition tESts*, Incidentally, this feedback of results to pro-
ject performers also provides an excellent opportunlity to point aut posi-
tive findings and specific successes, as well as areas needing improvement.

Another benefit of data collection and analysis may be In the way
project perfomrs view their errors. Several Project 5 programers
admitted that, plthough they didn't particularly enjoy categorizing their
own errors, this task itelped register the error in their temories, and
they tended not to repeat errors of the same type.

In sumary, data collection and analysis on software development pro-
ject has ba-n beneficial in the following ways.

9 It has helped us to better understand the various factors and
difficulties characterizing the software and the development
process.

9 It has given us a benchmark for estimating certain parameters,
such as size and cost, during thc proposal stage of new work.**

s It has show Jown some and confirmed others of our intuitive notions
about software and its develoixnert. It has also given us some
surprises.

e It has given us a healthy respect for the difficulties of collect-
ing and interpreting data.

e Probably most important, it has demonstrated a potential for bene-
fit to the project; supplying the data.

*One development troup admitt.d use of this sort of common sense approach
not only in creating te, , rases but also in design. They then challenged
the authors to find a missing loic err'or in the integration test data.
None were found.

*Where this new work is similar to the projects studied.
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Data collection is truely on its infancy. We've identified some
significant problems and have some project-specific solutiohs for thcse
problems. Overall the experience has been a positive one and the benefits
are real.
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0.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our first finding on the Software Reilability Study was that software
projects have a potential for creating tremendous amounts of: useful data.jc i l And, in a disciplined software developmen't or maintenance envtronmeat,
data can be a by-product of all project phases and activitiet. To guaran-
tee data quality, however, the collection process should be event driven,
i.e., information should be collected as events create it, not after the
fact. This means that the collection mechantm must be planned and ready
in advance, and that data items must be well defined prier to their
collection.

Analysis of error data showed that most of our errors were design and
requirements errors, as opposed to coding errors and errors made during
the correction of other errors. Although software development projects
typically expend much effort in requirements and design reviews, these
sources of error were stiown to represent major portions of !he total errors

* detected during formal testing. For one project it was also shown that
the ratio of requirements and design errors to codirg errors may well
decrease with project maturity in the top-down, multiple increiient develop-
ment process. These results suggest that further detailot! t 'alyses of
requirements and design errors is necessary and that there ;s a need for
aids, either tools or techniques, to assist the developer in creatig
both the requirements and the software design.

A detailed look at error types shiowed that logic errors were, percent-
agewise, the most frequeiit errors in each of the projects examined. Of
these logic errors, the most frequent error was the one where logic to
handle a specific data condition was riissing. Again, this supports the
need for requirements and design aids to describe the need and the design
solution, respectively. Next, in order of occurrence, were the data
handling or conmputAtiunal errors, depending on the type of software being
analyzed. Data base errors and changes due to tuning also represented a
significant percentage of the total error history.

One very positive outcome of this study was the similarity in frequency
of occurrence of various error categories for nonsimilar projects.
Although comparison of projects was discouraged In this study, the near
equivalent (i.e., standardized) error category lists used In the analysis
made these similarities visible. Standardized data description and
analysis techniques should make future project comparisons possible in
a number of areas. Since many of the investigations pursued in this study
were improved by groupng the software by function (e.g., data base
management) or by purpose (e.g., computational) it is recomenrded that
future work be aimed at standardizing these categories for project compari-
son pueposes.
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Error categorization wiay be symptomatic or causative. To perform
cueegorization, threo pieces of inforrmation are needed: The symptoms of
the problem, a description of the cause, and a description of the fix.
Two piees of additional information are also needed: error criticality,
because all errors are not ecual in a reliabillty sense, and the effort
requived to correct each error. It is recon,*nded that criticality be
keyed to "mission" success, where the following criteria dictate the
error's criticality.

Critical - user's mission cannot be completed

High - user's mission can be continued but performance
is degraded

Med nu - workaround is available, performance not deprAded

Low - performance not affected

Noncritical - product improvement

'7 The amount of effort required to fix an error shculd take into account
1) time to find the error, 2) time to create v fix, aId 3) "ime to test
the fix. It should be noted that collection of this information is not
trivial and implies availability of individuals qualified to provide-
the information*.

Although investigations of the effects of size on reliability showed
e good linear fit for preoperational software, indicating no preferable
size to minimize errors, operational data show a Undency for large
routines, say >1000 total source statements, to be more error-prone in
the operational envireeament. That is, it is possible to thoroughly test
and remove all errors from the srtaller routines.

Standard measures of test thoroughness are also needed. Work in
connection with the Mathematical Theory of Software Reliability are
particularly attractive since this model treats not only a measure of
the amount of code exercised in a test but also variation of the input"i data space and functional capabilities of the software.

Two imr.ortant modifications to the standard regression analysis
were used in the course of the study of software attributes and metrics,
The first was the application of the corstraint of non-negativity to al'i
influence coefficients of parameters assumed to exert a positive influence

*Criticality and effort to fix were sufficiently difficult to
collect accurately that they were cot available for this study.
They were, however, Identified repeatedly as information that
is needed,
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'  on numbers of problems, This was used as a screening technique on:y
since standard statistical analyses cannot be applied with these con-
straints on the estimation process. The second modification 4as to
make another structural constraint on the linear regression model 0
exclude undefined parameters; in other words to eliminate :he free

2 constcnt usually assumed in linear regression aifalyses. Another way of
stating the sane thing is that the regression plane was forced through
the orioin. This assumption appeared to be substantially borne ol., in
that plots of number of problems versus each parar eter tend to form a
"ray" from the origin. The impositi -' of7 this aswuiu,9tion on the regression

2 anal. sii estimation procedure usually results in a higher rultiple
correlation coefficiont than if the constant term is left in.

V, Use of test error data in suggesting improvements ir. development
and test techniques was show,- to 6e possible. Similar studies using
data from other software development activities, such as roquirements and

IT design reviews, should also be possible.

Finally, when work was star.ed on the Software Reliability Ntud.y,
j ~opinions from investig.itors (and from performers on projects supplying

the data) were mixed concerning whetner the data would stbw anything at
all. The only preceds.nt at the time was a study done for the CCP-85
Study Group (5] which, for all of its data, was not very productive in
terms of final results. The skeptics potnted to this initial altempt
and predicted similar inconclusive results for this study. Yet, for
those S.R.S. investigators who worked on Ise projects supplying data to
both study projects, it seemed that the data had to be indicative of
what happened during the softwave deveiopmentLprocess and of the

V " reliability of the software itself.

( f One of the first things we "ea-ned in our study was that t-e earlier
investigators had developed useful techniques, laying the groundwork for
subsequent investigations. These techniques were their results. In
the S.R.S. we altered definitions, collected needed data not previously
available, and refined the techniques, but the basic approach to investi-
gation of empirical data was the one suggested by Reference [5) . It was
a valuable first step, and we didn't have to start from scratch. To
this we added techniques suggested by o~her investigators, again altering
and modify;ng where improvements were necessary. We conclude, then,
that the analysis of empirical data is irn its infancy, aid no single
"best" appreach has yet been identified. We recommend that future
investigators not discdrd techniques that, for others, have proven
inccncius~ve. Rather, techniques should be considered as modifiable
candidates frr future investigations. Those presented in this study

4should be no exception.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

CDR Critical Design Review (as described in iIL-STD-1521),

CM Configuration Management

COMPOOL An operating system capability which provides single
source dd.a base definition and struct4re for
global variables.

Inelivery The point at which the software package is turned
over to a customer for use in the operational
envi ro(nrfnt.

Development Cycle A series of tasks performed in serial order (for the
projects in this study) to create the deliverable
software product and it*.s documentation. These tasks
consist of requirements analysis, prelimina'y and
detailed design, coding and checkout, and formal
testing. Tt is appropriately called a cycle because
it miy be applied iteratively, as in ;he Project 5
top-down development approach. (See Section 7.0)

Direct Interface An interface immediately between two software
elements

In the example here Routine I interfaces directly
with Routine 2 and indirectly with Routine .

DPR Design Problem Report - used to document problems
in the design for preliminary and critical design
reviews.

DR Discrepancy Report - the Project 5 software problemVreport
DUT Document Update Transmittal

FOC Final Operational Configuration

Formal Testing Testing conducted accoruing to test procedures
which are doctumented and approved ly contractor
and customer.

Function A grouping of routines which performs a prescribed
function (structural elements of Projects 2 and 3).
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GLOJSSARY OF TERMS (Continued)

19 Instructions Machine instructionb (machine dependent

<' Iparemeter).
tnternal Deliiery The point at which the software as an entire

4package is given to the independent test
group.

IC Initial Operational Configuration.

Metric A measure of the extent or degree to which the
sc-ftware possesses and exhibits a certain
chracteristic, quality, property, or attribute.

MTM Modification transmittal Memorandum (Projects 2
1 and 3).

MTSR Mathematical Theory of Software Reliability

Operational The status piven a software package once it has
completed contractor testing and is turned overto the eventual "nser for use in the applications

environment.

OS Operating System.

PA Product Assurance. An organizationally independent
group charged with specifying and enforcing adher-
en.e to software quality standards in the areas of
requirements design, coding, all phases of testing,
and management.

PDR Preliminary Design Review (as described in
A- MIL-STo-1521).

A Routine Smallest group of compliable code

SMR Software Modification Rtecord

SPR Software Problem Report

S.R.S. Software Nelibility Study

StS Subsystem

Statements Programming Language at the Source Code Level

S/W Soft,;are

User The individual at the man/machine interface who
is applying the software to the solution of a
problem, e.g. test or operations.
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE DATA COLLECTIOtN FORMS

This appendix presents blank examples of data collection forms actually
used and forms similar to those uised to collect error data for the Software
Reliability Study.

Three software problem reports ar presented first. These are the
forms used to document software errors during testinn. Both the one and
two piece of paper approaches, discussed in Section 7.0, are represented byI: 1 the SPR and DR, respectively*.

Used on Projects 2 and 3, the SPR (page B-2) opens the proble t by
identifying the symptoms of the error, the test configuration, and if appro-
oriate, a proposed solution. The problem remains open until it is closed by
a modification transmittal memorandum or MTM (page B-3) which explains and
delivers the fix. Hence the reference to a two piece of papl~r approach.

' The discrepancy report, or DR (paga B-4), is used in an approach
where one 1om documents the error and later the fix. This form was used
on Project 5.

A third example of a software problem report is also given. This form
and its companion closure form, the Software Modification Record (SMR), are
presented on pages G-5 through B-12. Both were designed during the early
part ef the Software Reliability Study for application qn Project 5. TIe
project eventually selected as Project 5 was not the cie for which the SPR/
SMR p ir was leveloped, and since it already utilized the DR as a successful
problem repor' ing form, no attempt was made to impose the SPR/SMR pair.
Incidentally, the SPRiSMR pair was used succeifully on the project for
which it was designed.

A sample of the besign Problem Report (DPR) is presented on
',l page B-13.

1 *Note: SPR - Software Problem Report
DR - Discrepancy Report
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Software Problem Report (Continued)

PARAMETER KEY PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

LOG NO. A unique SPR number assigned by
Configuration Management (CM). This
number may have an alpha prefix to
denote additional information. (e.g.,
a development prefiy to distinguish
these SPRs from problems documented
during a parallel maintenance phase
of an earlier version of the same
software.) Numbers are sequential.

V LOG DATE The date the problem is logged by CM.

I. TIME © This is the date and time of day the
problem was discovered.

TEST PHASE O Test phase during which the problem
was discovered.

DEV - development test
IPTEG - integration test
VAL - validation test
ACC - acceptance test
SITE .. operational problem

STATUS Status is a dynamic indicator maintained
in the CM records. It is on the SPR
for use by developers and testers in
tracking and reporting latest status
to CM. Codes indicate the f'ollowing:

I - The Test Working Group is
reviewing SPn to dete r i ,
appropriate action.p - SPR has been assigned to a
developer for correction.

3 - Fix available, has been tested,
and is ready for delivery to
master program library.

4 - Master program library has been
updated; retest of fix on master
program 1lbrary not complete.
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Software Problem Report (Conti'aued)

PARAMETER KEY PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

STATUS (Continued) 5 - Test rerun, problem still exists,
SMR rejected.

6 - Test rerun, fix works, SPR
closed.

7 - Hold for future closure
Problte is not reproducible, is
produi:t improvemwnt, very low
priorit. etc.

ORIGINATOR/EXTENSION Name and telephone extension of authorof SPR.

PROBLEM WITH Identification of whether the problem
* Is in a routine, the dat. base a

document, or sn,.p combin..cion of tho'se.

ROUTINE/ELEMENT/SS Name of the routine exhibiting the
problem. i the routine is not known,
identify the element or subsystem
(i.e., provide the maximum a;lmt of
detail possible)

MOD Modification of routine exhibiting
the problem, if known.

TAPE Master Program Library tape I.D. with
the offending routine.

DATA BASE ID of data base used when the oroblers)
was discovered.

§ DOCUMV.NTS ' rDRL number(s) of document(s) exhibiting
errors.

TEST CASE ID of the principal test case which
demonstrated the error.

HARDWARE UNIT ID of the computer system being operated
when the problem was discovered.
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Sftware Problem Report (Continued)

PARAMFTE, KEY FARALIER -ESCRIPTIOK

POBLi DESCRIPTIONJIMPAiCT ©Detailed description of Vhe symptoms
,)f the problem and, if possible, a
description of the actual problem.

- impact of the problem on future
testing,. on interiacing software,
documentlton, etc. should also be
provide'.

NOTES W Working area for status keeping,
additional information, etc,
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($IIOINATOR: 6SSE UTN F

.- POUTINEr MOOO OOC. UPDATE 0 DATA BSW 04G0 EXPLANATION 0
RESPONSE:____

SOUTINE ' rYFE.K . 1 0 coM, 0 LOGICAL 0 DATA HAND 0
,OL MOO,f"\ 'NEWMOO:

j REF DATA BASE: p kSR pE3OQ NY :.... *
I -"AS FIX EIEN TES Yes 1O NA YES NO N.A. YES NO NA YES ) NA.,I YES ,. NA

REMARKS: ELEMENT s SS INTE . V-LIO. PErTioos

WAS PflOaLEM CORRECTLY STATED ON VA -SI NoE
REMARKS:

* I S,"0 URCE: DEV SPEC 0 POD , EC 0 D 0 C 1

ESTIMATED RESOURCES: (M P.IANHOUfqS COMPUTER rIME
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F "' I Softwjr- "oeifir.4tion Recx, d (Cortinued)

SPARAMEER :,%EY PARk FTE. DE.4RIPTION

LOG NO X, A unique SMI number assigned y CM
oj an receipt iyf the modifir,,atio.n.

LOG DATE D ate the SMR is igged by CM.

TIME T1, the SMR and trne delivered
modificaion are available to 'M
and logged.

ORIGINATOR 0: Author of the modification (generally
the closer of the SPP(s))

SS (D subystem affected by the modification
bui;'g delivered.

ROUTINE F Nae of the ro.4ine for which the
mor,,ffc~tir1, 4s being delivered
(This field is a ren,,t of' field Q)

RESPONSE TO PRs SPR numbao(s) being totally or partially
clost:J by th! delivery. If an SMR
partially closes ,. problen, a P is
apr,-'nd4 t(% ',e JPR number (e.g., 1234(P))

RESPONSE INCLUDES Identification of element, ir the delivery;
e.fj., a routine mwdification, document
upida'- or data base change or a
combination of these. I, the SMR
effects clc1ure f a problem with an
explanatiun this is ikdlcated.

RESPONSE Detailed description of the correction
being made to the software. In *Ne
case of a dcument update ir data
base change, the dncument update
transmittal (DUT) and data base change
request (DBCR) oumbers, ,'e.spectively,
are referenced with the description
ef the rpcessary chnge in and M

APPROVAL ) Signature of appropriate manager.
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Software Modiftcatio6 Recor (Coitinued)

PARAMETER vx*. PARAMETER IES(.RIPTION

CODE TYPE: Tvpe(-) oF source code
invdlved in the routine
modi fication.

I/O - input, output, or formatting

statempnts, etc.

COMP - computational code

LOGICAL - code that establishes
brancihes In the program.

DATA HAND - code that moves data
from place to place, stores
data, etc. That is, dataI 1handling code.

ROUTINE Name of routine being modified,
document being changed, or data
base being altered. In the case
of an explanatory SMR the name given
on the SPR is "epeated.

OLD MOD Identification of old routine
NEW MOD N modification to be altered to produce

the new routine modification.

REF DATA BASE If a data base change is in order,
DBCR QT) this supplies the data base identifier

to which the changes delivered by
the data base change request are to
be applied.

REF DOCUMENT If corrective action also requires
ii DUT a ciange to a document, the title

of the document to be changed is
given and the document update
transmittal (DUT) delivering the
change is referenced by number.

HAS THE FIX BEEN TESTED? ) Testing of a modification made to a
routine must be completed at appropriate
predetermined levels prior to delivery
of a modification. Element, subsystem,
integration, validation, and
operational testing, if applicable,
will be indicated. Remarks indicating4test success are invited.
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Softw&i'e Modification Record (Cw;tinued)

ARAMETR KEY PARMETER DESCRIPTION

WAS PROBLEM, CORRECTLY Q Indication of accuracy of the
STATED ON "PR? problem statement is to be given.

" Art accurate rtatement of the
problem is to b. given in the
remarks section.

PROBLEM SOURCE Identification of the source of the
Problem.

System, Specification - requirements
documenit

Oevelopment Specification -
preliminary design document

Product Specification - detailed~design document

DB - data base

CODE - source code only

ESTIMATED RESOURCES Resources required to close the
problem in manhours of work and
minutes of computer time.

B1
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4, KDSIGN PROBL" REPORT CONTROL NO:

E __________ DATE: -

DOUMAuIET;- 
--

FREVIEWER/AGENKY: A.'?O),OE:

PAGE/SIECTIOi/FIGURE;

PROBLEM/RECOMMENDATION:

ACTION/CATEGORY. i

2 CA 30
ACTION ITEM NO. _ 4C]

CLOSED
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